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CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

-AND-

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR.
Dye House

FIRE INSURANCE.

Ward Three, Ward Room, Myrtle
Street, Not. 23, 24, 25,27, 28, SO.
Ward Tiro, Ward room, India Street,
Dec. 1, 2, 3, 4,5, 7.

PINKHAM,

35 Exchange Street.
ALSOEmployer’. Liability la.uraace.
Accident In.nraace,
Eleraler In.prclian and la.araace,
Steam Boiler Inspection aad la.araace
marine
Plate

Blass la.araace,
Fidelity Inaurnnce.
—

AGENTS FOB

London A Globe.
Insurance Company ot North America.
Northern Assurance ol England.
Niagara Fire ot New 'Fork.
Queen Insurance Co. ot England.

Liverpool

A

Office of Registrars of Vo tern, Room
13 City Bolldlng, Dec. 17,18,19.

Reliance of Philadelphia.
Fidelity A Casualty Co. of N. Y.
National Lite of Vermont.
Boston Marine.

Ward Seven, Ward Room,
Vaughan
Stieet, Die. 21, 22, 23, 21, 26 and
28.

STERLIN6 DOW.

Honrs same
sessions.

sneodtf

ut oilier ward

ns

BUSINESS CARD,
December 28tb, sessions will be resuui
ed at office, Room 13, City Bulldlbg, and contlnue so long as consistent wltb making up the
list of voters of the several wards, which by
law must be posted thirty days before the election.
After

MILLS,

Plano Tuner.
Order Slate at Chaadier’e ITIuaic Stare,
431 CJeairreM Street.
ebfteodU

As a prerequisite to voting at the
Spring Klee
tlon, on the 7th of March next, application for
Registration must be made in person.
It Is hoped tbat every citizen In the respective wards will present themselves on the
days

named, In order
made complete.

CEORCE

C.

A

D. D.

Square,

Office hoars from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
AhM.nl Saturday.
Portland, me.
Eleven years experience.
d3m
sepA

JOSEPH

W.

Dictionary,

SYMONDS,
COOK,

SUMNER

FOR SALE

Counsellors at Law,
CANAL BANK
BCILDINB,

PORTLAND,
septi

nov20

191. Steiner! & Sons Co.
OF

cigar

BTEINWAY,

jy j^ OOOLI).
¥• 2?; <2*088.;..News

I

& Fruit

Confections

and Tobacco
McGUNOHY.Cigars
'■IIL'.!'.Drugs

a oraucli store In this city with the
and best selected stock east of Boston

opened

largest

I

I

AND

REPAIRING

540 Congress St., Portland
C. HctlOllLDBIC, nuager.
eodtf

I.

a,il5

Have this day succeeded to the business of

STEVENS &

j

JONES,

Publishers and Booksellers,

Wall Papers

Manufacturers, Wholesale and Ratal Dealers in

BOOKS, STATIONERY

BUNK

^-""*owiog

—

in all grades.

AND

—

FANCV GOODS.

-

|

dtf

Poultry Feed!
Wheat, Barley, Oats and Corn mixed

$1.40

at

sight.

per 100 lbs.

the best feed
poultry; nothing makes liens lay better
than mixed grain.

This is the
for

aaSSSSssss

cbespest

as

well

as

BENSON & DALTON,

accurately by/
AM. WENTWORTH,OPTICIAN.
rected

Foot of Oreen Street

A4a |.j| Cugma Ml.

JyleodtSm

consultation FREE,
•odtf

PORTLAND, RIB.

j lOUTBEM m
Timber, Plank and Flooring Boards.
Largest
Assortment and Lowest Prices.

decker

DECKING,

PORTLAND.

BROTHER'S

WINSLOW

&

CO.,

ME..-HEAD DOWN'S WHARF.

Kruictud Back^HM ■ id Hmlls
Pond, Vaae nnd Sans, Jacob
Brslken,

Portia ad,
HALL.

Msise
codly

SUFFER.

15J®H§I^HALEY’S
PJJl^PlUOTH

A EARACHE DROPS

to use with children. A remedy
Tor Cute, Hum*. Bcalda and luflammar
'lion of all kinds. For sale everywhere.
BANDLETTE A CO., Richmond, Me.

I
aplb

SLEEPER’S EYE
CIGAR,
Equalled by NONE.
10c EVERYWHERE.

TRADB

WAftg

REGISTERED.

AT WHOLESALE

BY

Factory,

Boston.

Maine.

nov24Tu.Th&Snrmlstp
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tbe
POBTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms : Seven Dollars a Tear. When payment
Is made strictly in advance the price will be Six
dollars.
Bates op Advertising—One inch space of
the leDgth of column, or twelve lines nonpareil

“square.”
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Gnderbead of “amusements" and “Auction
Sales," |2.00 per square per week: three In
sertlons or less, $1.50.
$1.60 per square, dally, first week: 76 cents
per week after; three insertions or less, $1.00;
continuing every other day after first week, 60
a

Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
$2.00

Thursday Morning, at

a year, In advance.

Advertisements Inserted In
the
Maine
State Press (which has a laree circulation
In every part of tbe State) for $1.00 per square
for first fnseriioD, aod60 cents per square tor
each subsequent Insertion.
THE

WEATHER.

More of the Saipe Kind

Washington, November 23.—following
l* tbe forecast of tbe weather for New
England: Warmer; brisk and high southeast winds; threatening weather and rain.
Probablv fair and nnldar Wpdnpgdav.

Boston, November 22.—For
day: Raiu, followed during

Maine Tuesthe day exby cooler and

northern Maine
clearing weather with strong southerly
backing to southwesterly winds. Wednesday : fair and colder.
cept In

Local Weather Report.

MW&Flylstp

The Premiums upou the Policies of
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INUj«
SURANCE COMPANY vary tu accor,he lllan of Insurance
age &t *»»“«; they
therefore cover a wide rauge and heucc
^re suited to ail circumst't'ices.

93.
SE
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Weajher.Cloudy
Mean dally liter....46.2IMax.
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48.
46.
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PoisoningHerbert

S.

Morrill, Me.,

Morey

ol

was treat

oil for Dyspepsia,
MNM of Apiietlte
and a terrible bad case
of Blood PoisoninK'by five different
Got no
l’bysicians.
permanent relief. The
first bottle of DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA increased his weight six
and a half pounds.
Five bottles brought
him back to his usual
Herbert s. Morey, weight and strength,
and restored his health so he is able to
work every day.
cures reported In ninety-two
days. Probably 10,000 more we

1672

never heard from in the same

time. Oh! it is Wonderful!
NO OTHER MEDICINE EBB*
FORMS SUCH CUBES.
Dana

Sarsaparilla Co,,

Belfast, Maine.

Weather

FPUs.
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1112 F etreot, was found to be In tbe worst
Plight. The first of these was occupied by
George White, ladies’ tailor, and the second by A. Gude & Brother, florists. The
partitions between the two stores in the
rear were demolished.
Inside all was
wreck and rain.
The fronts of both
buildings were completely blown out by
the concussion of air from the rear. At
first It was not thought any one was buried beneath tb6 wreck, but as soon as tbe
neighbors began to come In, the firemen
and pi licemen who were working hard removing the debris, learned that when the
walls fell at least four people were in the
shop In the rear of White’s store. There
had been no warning of th§ impending
disaster, and the ipeople did not leave the
room.

The workers renewed their efforts, and
after a few minutes’ labor with hooks and
crowbars, brought to light Clara Green,
burg, a sewing girl. She was near tbe
front and was soon taken into the open
air. She was not seriously hurt.
The
girl did not speak English very well, but
managed to say:
“The boss and two
girls are still inside.”
At 1.30 {Ida White, aged 21, was found.
She

was

badly braised.

At 2 o’clock, the dead body of Mr. White
was removed from the wrecked building.
Thorough examination of the ruins
showed Mr. Whito to be the only person
killed. The loss on the music hall and adjoining buildings is 800,000. The total loss
in the city is 8250,000.
The fact that it was noon and most of
the men were away at lunch, prevented
greater loss of life. Tbe walls of the music hall were at their most vulnerable stage,
the bnllding having progressed so that the
rear wall was very high and without the
support to be gained from completion.
A Crash at the White House.
A section of the stone balustrade around
the root of tbe White House was blown
down and crushed through tbe roof of the
portico at the eastern entrance
of
the
basement.
A
large number of
and
telegraph
telephone wires connected with, the roof at that point were
carried down with the mass of stone, completely shutting off all communication
with the house by wire.
The section destroyed nas about 20 feet long and was
and
composed of free-stone In blocks
in falling, It carried with It a
pillars,
large portion of the cornice. It struck the
and wrecked It completely.
Tbe noise caused quite a commotion in
the President’s household for a few minutes, but speedy investigation showed that
no one was injured.
The flag in front of
the building was cat in two as neatly a9
though done with a knife. Tbe President
was receiving the Minnesota delegation at
the time and was apprised of the storm
by the rush of water under the window
and tbe crash of
tbe balustrade.
He
hastened to tbe private part of tbe house
aDd reassured the ladi9s of the family.
The building on 17th street, opposite the
War Department. wa9 partially unroofed
and the upper floors were deluged with
water.
During tbe storm, lightning struck the
large gas reservoir at the corner of 26:h
and 9th streets.
Long tongues of flames
from rents in tbe too of the structure rose
in
tbe
air.
The gas blazed at the
high
openings until 500,000 feet were consumed.
The high ca-ing of the reservoir was
twisted in all manner of shapes and fragments of the iron columns scattered in ail
directions. The reservoir was nearly full
of gas and tbe company’s loss is $50,000
with no insurance.

His

Jamestown, N. Y.. November 23.-The
Old Homestead Hotel was discovered to be
on fire at 2 o’clock this morning.
The fire
department turned out In full force and
spared no efforts to subdue the raging ele-

Rubber Coat for Hours Kept
Mitchell from Sinking.

They Came from
Rev. Mr.

All

Around

the

For a time tbelr work seemed fuStream after stream was directed Into the burning pile through windows and
at every available point, but still the fire
gained headway. Terror-stricken faces appeared at the windows and shriek after
shriek rent the air.
The scene was one of horror.
There
were no ladders at hand and though men
were despatched In
every direction in
search of them none could be found.
Pathetic appeals came from the guests
and servants who beheld death staring
To stay where they
them in the face.
were many minutes longer Insured either
suffocation by dense smoke seeking egress
through the same channels as themselves
or else a more frightful death from the
cruel flames which were stealthily but
surely creeping upon them.

Finally

some

of the more

Building
When the Roof Departed.
Baltimore, November 23.—Shortly af-

They Were In

a

Baltimore

ter 1 this afternoon a wind and rain storm
of unusual severity struck this city from
the southwest, blowing down signs and
flagpoles, and doing other damage in tbe
central part of the city. The rain poured
down In torrents and was swept along by
the high wind.
The roof of the oyster
packing bouse of C. S. Malby was blown
off and a number of persons working in
tbe top story were Injured, none seriously.
Went Out

Through Windows.
The
Carlisle, Pa., November 23.
storm passed over here this afternoon, do—

The roof of a school
ing great damage.
fell in, the pupils escaping through the
windows.
A number were slightly injured, and the teacher’s leg was broken.
Another school was similarly damaged.
Mi9s Saunders had an arm broken.
Signs Flew About.
Burlington, Vt„ November 24—At
midnight the wind on Lake Champlain
was blowing a gale.
There is little boating at this season a id probably there has
been no damage done in that direction. In
the city signs were flying about.
No
further injury is known at present.
It Visited Raleigh.
Raleigh, N. C., November 23.—A violent wind storm occurred here Zabout noon

today.
8taunton Mills Travelling.
Staunton, Va., November 23.—A

ter-

rific gale struck here this morning. Houses
were unroofed, Iwalls blown down and
much other damage done.
l'he rolling
mill and part of the forge foundry were
carried away.
The Housatonlc

Cettlng Ambitious
Birmingham, Conn., November 23.—The

rain here tonight was very heavy. The
road9 and streets were washed out. The
Housatonlc river is rising. There Is no
danger of any great damage.

Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather Bureau for yesterday November 23, taken at 8
p. m. 75th meridan time, the observations
for each Btatton being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of the wind, state
of the weather:
Boston, 56°, SB, rain; New York. 58° SW
cloudless; Philadelphia, 52°, SW cfnudless; Washington. 48°, SW, partly cloudv
Albany, 53 SE. cloudy; Buffalo, 36°
rain; Detroit, 40°, NW, cloudy; Chicago
36°, W, cloudy; St. Paul, 18°, W, cloudy:
Duluth, 18°, NW, cloudy, St. Vincent, —1°,
N W, rain; Huron, So. Dakota, 10° rain;
Bismarck, 16°. K, cloudless; Jacksonville,

52°, SW, cloudless.

A general court martial has been appointed to meet at the Army building, in New
York city.iat 10 a. m., on Wednesday, December 3d, or as soon thereafter as practicable, for the trial of Major Charles B.
Throckmorton, Second artillery, accused
of falsifying pay accounts.

Tho Storm In Portland.
The storm reached Portland last evening, the whistling of the strong southeast
wind and a downpour of rain announcing
its coming. The rain did not last long,
however. At midnight the clouds were
breaking and the stars soon Bhone. The
wind attained a velocity cf about 36 miles
an hour.
There was a little trouble with
the wires at first bat It was soon remedied.
South of Boston communication was re-established and the news of the doings of the
storm which was almost entirely lacking
yesterday, came through all right.
The Pension List.

Washington, November 23.—Pensions
have been granted totbe following Maine

people:

ORIGINAL.

Komaloe Cummlogs.

Horace C. Haskell,

ADDITIONAL.
Levi

Isaac M. Bishop.

Priest,

In front of the burning hotel.
As far as can be learned at this hour all
were saved except three servants and a
boy, who were seen to fall back into the
seething mass just as rescue was within
their grasp.

DIDN’T HEEDTHE MANNING.
The Train Struck Them

donn

ueo. w.

Tague,
Albert Garland.

Cunningham,

REISSUE.

Zidock H. Ttiomas.
ORIGINAL.

Margaret Higgins,

WIDOWS, ETC.
Mary A. Boynton.

and

Both

Exposure, He Finally
Dragged Himself Ashore.

Chilled with

A Rockland

Man’s Story

of a Re-

Couldn't Stand It and
Left the Church.

One

were struck by a Maine Central train In
Foxcroft at 0 o’clock {tonight and both
were seriously injured, it is feared fatally.
They attempted to cross the track after

being warned not to.
MAINE.

Try

To

Knox

County Offenders.
[Special to the Press.]
Rockland. November 23.—The December term of the Supreme Judicial Court
begins Tuesday, the 8th, with Associate
Justice Thomas H. Haskell presiding. The
following traverse jurors have been
drawn: Orrin B. Ames, Wooster S. Ylnal
and Luther C. Paige, Yiualbaven; Edwin
W. Anderson and George F. French, Warren; George F. Ayres, Fred A. Blaeklng8. H- Burpee, Edwin Chandler, Oliver
A. Clark. William P. Cook, Frank W.
Fuller and O. P. Hlx, Rockland ; Eugene
H. Brown and James A. Pbtlbrook, South
Thomaston; Anson M. Bucklln, Loren M.
Williams and Matthew C. Webd, Thomaston ; Fred H. Calderwood, Hope; William
A. Carroll and

Joseph S. Eels, Hockport;
Ihomas C. Dickens and ErastusT. Wilson, Camden; Edward F. Geyer, Friend-

ship; Isaac W. Geyer, Cushing; Edward
Pelton, Washington; William fi. Pitman,

Appleton;

James A. Gilchrist and John G.

Wall, St. George.

Nominations by the Governor.
TSpeclal to the Press.1
Augusta, November 23 —Gov. Burleigh
has made the following nominations:
Coroner—George M. Phoenix, Allred.
Notary Public—Wm. R. Autholne. Portland.
Trial Justice- Willard W. Rice, Tremout.
Fish and Game Warden—E. B. Moore, Bucksport.

Prevent Ctuelty—1Constant Q. Haley
Richmond
Justices ol the Peace and Quorum—James A.
Reed, Bootubay; Thomas 8. Brldgbam, Buckheld ;
Philip F. Turner, Portland; Thomas
llinsroore, Palermo; Stephen I).Morrill, Calais;
W. H. Tttcomb. Rockland; J. o. Cook, Belfast;
Joseph 8. Jewett, Wales; A. M. Littlefield,
Keunebuuk; A. N. Lufkin, CsTtngton; Ezra B.
Smith, Farmlngdale.
Fire on the Ephraim Hatch Place.

Damabiscotta,

November

A

New York

8ermon

Preacher’s

With Object Lessons.

[Special

to

the Press.}

Rockland, November 23.—John W.
Mitchell, Jr-, secretary of the People’s
Prohibitory Enforcement League and principal of the grammar school here, met with
a thrilling adventure yesterday.
He left
this city in a boat early in the forenoon,
He did
night and his folks here naturally became alarmed. This; morning
when he failed to show up and no one
could tell of his whereabouts, search began. About 8 o’clock Mr. Mitchell was
driven in a carriage to his home, iwbero he
related his story.
He started to return
from Owl’s Head abont3 o’clock yesterday.
In getting into his boat he slipped In some
manner and fell, striking against the boat
or the stone wharf, he cannot tell which.
When he regained consciousness It was
dark and he found himself floating In the
water beside his boat.
His rubber overcoat had prevented his sinking. For some
time he clung in despair to the boat, thinking often that he snould give up. He discharged his revolver three times, but no
assistance came.
Finally the tide weDt
with his destination Owl’s head.

not return at

out and the benumbed man crawl-d up the
beach, almost overcome by his long exposure in the chilling water.
Near the
beach is the Simpson house, a summer hotel, Into which Mr. Mitchell broke and remained during the night.

urday.

Loss about 82400, insured.

MnCfirthv'e

Fatal

Its

A /shlHont

Lewiston, November 23.—Michael Me
Carthy, aged 22, while driving on Bates
street yesterday afternoon,. was thrown
out and injured so that he died last eve-

ning.

Mustered In at Phillips.
Livebmobk
Falls, November 23.—
Saturday evening, F. E Hooper of Bath,
state mustering officer of the Sons of Veterans, mustered iu A. E. Prescott Camp
No..70, of Phillips. There are ten charter
members, and Charles B. Sweetseris com-

Bath, November 23.—Saturday night
the store of Orrin Lindsay at the corner of
High and Centre streets was entered and
a quantity of tobacco Btolen, also a small
amount of moDey.
Keene Haley.
Boston, November 23.—The wedding

of
the commercial

Kent’s Hill Seminary, and
Miss Sara F. Haley, occurred In this city.
Rev. E. A. Porter, officiated, Di. Smith of
Kent’s Hill being sick.
at

Havener-Pendleton.
Seabspobt. November 23.—Mr. Leed C.
Havener, a prominent young business man
of Worcester, Mass., and Miss Ro9ena L
daughter of Captain Phineas Pendleton,
Jr of Searsport, were married Saturday
at the residence of the bride’s parents.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. Robert a. Harbutt of the First Congregational
church.

Maine Central Loses $50.

Oldtown, November 23.—The building
occupied by the Maine Central flagman
and night watchman at the Bridge street
crossing was damaged by fire today, the result of an overheated stove. Loss $50.
Killed In the West.
Denveb, Co!., November 23.—Saturday,
Ernest A. Parker of Bangor, Me., was
crushed to death by a wagon conta ining
three tons of ore.
OBITUARY.
Lewis Alden Estes.
Lewis Alden Estes died in Westfield,
November loth,.
He was boru
in South Durham, Maine. December
lltb,
1815. He early joined
the
Society of
Friends, of which he remained a member
until his death. He
attended Bowdoln
College, class of 1844, and dose teaching
for his profession in life. Id 1847 he moved
to Indiana, where he met Miss Huldab
Hoag, a very successful teacher, whom he
afterward married. Together they taught
many years In Indiana and Ohio, he being
for some time president of Wilmington
College, an Institution carried on under
the auspices of the Friends.
He retired
from teaching some seventeen years ago,
and has since been devoted to commercial
pursuits, being president of Westfield National bank at toe time of his death. His
first wife died in 1870, and sometime afterwards he married Miss Hester Browu, who
rendered his life most comfortable and
happy until her death, one year before his
He leaves two sons, Prof. Ludovlc
own.
Estes of North Dakota, aDd Rowland Estes of Westfield.

Capt, Ira B. Staples.
Seabspobt, November 23—A cable from
Hong Kong, this morntDg, reports the arrival of the bark Adam W. Spies, 171 days
from New York, and the death of her commander, Captatu Ira B. Staples of Bearspurl.

W. H. Parlin.

WiNTiiHor, November 23.—W. H. Parlin
Esq., died very suddenly at East Wlnthrop
this morning, aged about 79 years.
one of Winthrop’s first citizens.

He was

T. C. Foss.
Nokth Leeds, November 23.—Mr. T
C. Foss is dead. He was 02 years of age
He has been well known as a merchant
aud has
bought wool extensively. Mr
He was the
Foss leaves five children.
father of V. ltichard Foss of Portland,and
had three daughters and one young gon
living at North Leeds with him, Mr. Foss
had been ill about three weeks of typhoid
fever. Mr. Foss was postmaster at the
time of his death and had been for a number of years.
8. Packard.
November 23.—Mr. Cyrus S
Packard died at his home in West Auburii
last evanlng at the ripe age of 31 years. Mr
Packard had long been a prominent citizen
of West Auburn. Wheu a young man, he
was employed for several yeais In Portland. He then went Into shoe manufacturing and met with success untlil lass
when he lost bis sight and was compelled
to retire from business.

Drown-

very much chilled and could
held on but a few minutes more.
was

have

DA FON8ECA STEPPED OUT

Apparently

Just

in

Time to

Save

His Neck.
Rio Janeiro, November 23.—A deputaofficers waited on Oen. Da
Fonseca today and stated that his acts as
Dictator bad created a profound dlssatlsfac
tion among the people of the country and.
If he refused to accede to popular request
for his resignation, they would not be anstion of naval

werable for the consequences.
After a
short interval. Da Fonseca issued a mani-

festo announcing his resignation of the
presidency of Brazil in favor of Vice President Florlano Pelxatto.
President Da
Fonseca states In his manifesto tnat his
determination to retire from the office was
taken for the purpose of averting civil war.
Senor Pelxatto is forming a government.
The army is quiescent.
Censorship of
telegrams has been partially removed. An
insurrection has been smouldering in Rto
Janeiro for several days. The first overt
manifestation was the cutting of the railway near the city Saturday night. Intense
excitement prevails.
A riotous crowd de-

stroyed the offices of the two government
newspapers.
A band of insurgents today captured the
n&v&Larsenal.

One

man

was

trilla/l

Nkw Yobk, November 23.—The Rev. C.
H. Tyndall delivered at the Broome street
Tabernacle last nigbt a
sermon
on
"Snakes,” which he emphasized and intensified by numerous and vivid object les-

Brewing In Brazil a Month
Ago-Fonseca'a Exit,
New Yobk, November 23.—Steamship
Bel lan ra has arrived from Santos carrying
the largest (cargo of coffee ever brought
from Btazll. Capt. Moffet, her commander,
said that when he left Santos, 28 days ago,
everything was quiet but there were strong
indications of an early disturbance in
affairs. The feeling against
'onseca was very strong.
Charles It. Flint said his firm had received advices today from Brazil confirmatory of the press despatches to the effect
that Fonseca had resigned In favor of Vice
President Floriano Pelxatto.

fovernment

A

cyclone

Dr, Tyndall believes In adapting his
evangelical work to the district in which
his tabernacle is situated. Consequently
he first attracts a large congregation Into
the great audience room by a big organ, a
large choir, four cornets and three bass
horns. After the people have once come
In he tells them they cannot go out again
until the services are finished, and then
proceeds to lay bare their sins before them
In most vigorous style, backing up his
words by object lessons, that the gospel
truth he utters may remain Indelibly
stamped upon the minds of his hearers.
Dr. Tyndall also believes In filling up the
front seats first, so a section of the rear
Bttabs ui

kun

are in
session in Birmingham and are alarmed at
the recent Liberal victories and their possible effect.
A Valparaiso despatch says that the investigation into the recent riot shows that
liiggin, the American sailor, was killed by
a rifile shot.

k’lwiuocio

iu uukii

n

all the front seats are filled, after which
the ropes are removed.
All this was done last night, as usual,
and then, after the organ, the choir, the
cornets, the bass horns, and the congregation had rendered the opening hymns and
the blessing had been asked, the Rev. Mr.
Tyndall stepped to the front of the large
platform and began to speak.
The preacher took up the several cases
in which the snake is mentioned in the Bible. He described how Moses was walking in the wilderness when he received a
command from on high to throw his staff
As he related this, Dr.
upon the sands.
Tyndall, who had been walking up and
down the platform with a big hickory
stick, as he talked, threw the stick upon
the lloor, ana went on to tell how Aaron,
alter throwing down his staff, was commanded by Moses to pick It up again, and,
doing so, found the staff changed to a serAs he said this, Dr. Tyndall sudpent.
denly stooped over, and as he arose there
dangled from bis fiugers, in full view of
the audience, a snake about five feet long
that squirmed. It wasn’t alive, but it created a sensation.
Then, leaving the scriptural snakes, the
clergyman grappled with the hideous
snakes of the Imagination. “I will never
forget,” he said, “a poor man whom I once
saw with the delirium tremens.
I was one
of those who remained with him to protect
him from himself, and to try to quiet him.
What an awful thing were bis shrieks of
terror, and bis mad efforts to pull imaginary snakes from his shoes. He would reach
down like this,” continued the clergyman,
suiting the action to the word, “ana then,
straightening up, he would wave an imaginary snake about his head with a maniac’s
laugh of triumph.” As Dr. Tyndall him
self straightened up he waved about his
own head another imitation serpent that
he had pulled from hts own shoe. The effect of this object lesson upon the audience
was very evident.
One man, near the
door, hastily arose and went out.
the
Continuing
“The
preacher said;
glasses In the saloon you frequent may be
of cut-glass, beautiful and with a cheery
sound as they clink together, but there Is
an invisible snake In the bottom of every
one.”
As he said these words most dramatically the Rev. Tynda'l Placed upon the miloit
a glass, apparently filled with wine, while
the congregation
breathless.
watched,
Then, as the domiole touched a match to
the contents of the glass, which were
chemicals especially prepared for the sermon, a
hideous, writhing, snake-like
figure several feet long arose out of the
glass, squirmed aroung and sprawled upon
the pulpit.
This was the last of the snakes which Illustrated the sermon, the preacher closing
with words of warning to those tempted

by strong drlok.

BROOKLYN'S

FAMINE.

It is Announced To Be Over-Buildings Burned.

Bbooklyn, November 24.—Brooklyn
citizens experienced all the annoyances of
a water famine today, but at
night repairs
on the broken conduit were
completed. Durthe
ing
night there were several heavy
fires. One in 262 Court street spread to 2&t
and 266; also to the four story 3rand Union hall. Five buildings were gutted. The
loss will be heavy. Another fire broke ont
at 1.30 a. in., in a four story tenement house
and ts still burning.

Foreign Notes.
has destroyed two Chinese

towns, killing 300 persons.
Leading English Conservatives

THE STATE.
ANDBOSCOGOIN COUNTY.
The volume of the water in the river at
Lewiston has Increased very much within
the past day or two.
The total pack of sweet corn by the two
factories In Auburn this season was 633,000 cans, Burnham A Morrill, of Portland,
putting up 383,000 and the United Packers

230,000.
MAINE AND MAVERICK.
Chandler's

Banks,

Latest

on

Railroads,

Beer and Politics.

Boston, November 23.—A Washington
despatch to the Journal says: “Senator
Chandler called at the Treasury Depart-

ment yesterday and made an important request In the matter of the Maverick National Bank. Secretary Foster has not re-

covered from the severe cold contracted in
New York, and was not at the department.
Senator Chandler went therefore direct to
Comptroller Lacey.
The request was two-fold in character.
First, that the report of Bank Examiner
Magruder, or of his deputv. Mr. Ewer, in
the matter of the Maverick National Bank,
should be given to the public; second, that
the public should be furnished with a list
of the stockholders of the Maverick National Bank.’’
The despatch continues that the comp-

troller conceded that under the existing
law the names of the stockholders should
be published as requested. The Journal,
appended to the Washington despatch,
prints extracts from an article in the Concord Monitor,over the signature of Senator
Chandler. That article says :
“Facts of record here are of a nature utterly to condemn any Republican who may
undertake to help Jones and Sinclair in
their avowed purpose of using the Boston
and Maine railroad as a political agency to
make New Hampshire Democratic and to
elect Sinclair United States Senator. Such
Republicans may meet the fate of Asa P.
Potter, who appears to have held 5700
shares of
the Boston and Maine stock
such stock to the

Maverick Bank as collateral.
"As long as Potter firmly held his stock
Jones ana Sinclair could hope to sustain
the price in the market and make successful their Bcheme lor making money on the
five millions of watered stock. When their
plans went wrong and they needed money,
Potter inclined to sell his Boston and
This would have ruined
Maine stock.
Jones and Sinclair, so they prevented the
A large deposit of Boston
sale.
and
Maine money was made In the bauk, but it
failed.
“Potter’s stock pledged as collateral In
the bank goes Into the receiver’s hands.
He will be obliged to sell It shortly. It
was important for Jones and Siuclair to
control the appointment of a receiver, but
in this they did not succeed.
"In their distress Jones and Sinclair
have sought for new partners to take the
places in their railroad schemes of Potter
and French. They are beseeching T. Jefferson Coolidge and Oliver Ames and Fred

L. Ames to come to their rescue, and Sinclair offers to go out of the board with
Potter, and put out Sewall also.
I have
the best of reasons for believing that Mr.
Coolidge and the Ames will not be caught
Jones and Sinclair so far
in that trap.
have used their names without authority
They nave no especial call to aid Jones,
Sinclair, Sanborn and Sulloway in making
their railroad and their stock speculations
measures for turning New Hampshire into
Moreover they make
a Democratic state.
no concealment of their profound distrust
of the tricks and traps of Jones and Sinclair. Imagine Mr. Coolidge, Gov. Ames
and Mr. Fred L. Ames, all gentlemen in
every instinct, sitting at a directors’ meeting presided over by Frank Jones, with a
cask of ate on tap at one end of the tablet
Will they also go into partnership with
Jones and Sinclair In their numerous rum
shops ?”

ABOOSTOOK COUNTY.
With last weeks issue the Presque Isle
Star-Herald makes Its bow to the public as
an eight page paper. It
now
contains
fifty-six columns, being Just double the
size of the old original "North Star," The
Star Herald is an enterprising sheet and
It serves Its readers well and should be well

patronized.
Houlton Is

favored with weather signals now, directly from the hands of
Uncle Sam. The reports are telegraphed
to the Houlton Water Co., who indicate
them to the public by blasts
from the
whistle, and by displaying Hags of various
kinds in Market Square,
The prospect now Is that about the
usual amount of lumbering will be carried
on on t e Aroostook waters, quite a number of fairly large operations being started
or In course of preparation.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Those Interested in the completion of the
Episcopate fund of the diocese of Maine
will note that a general offering was made
in every church In the diocese Sunday.
Watervllle’s "Mechants’ Day” will probably be held Dec. 10th or 11th.
Instead of 6 per cent, the Kennebec Central Railroad
Company has declared a
dividend of 10 per cent. The directors
have voted to sell $15,000 worth of stock
which will bring the amount of stock
up to

$40,000

and

equal to

the amouut

of

bonds which has been Issued. The directors have taken $8000 worth of new
stock.

KNOX

COUNTY.

The fitst man to register in Rockland
when the board meets Dec. 5th will be
given a box of cigars. How would that
scheme work to bring out voters here.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY

Col. Victor Brett of the 2nd Regiment
M. V. M. has received anew U. S.
Hag
which lias just been purchased for the
regiment. The Uag In an elegant one being made entirely of silk. There are 42
stars on It which are also worked In silk as
is me words “Second Regiment M. V. M.”

The Androscoggin Spoitsman Clnb will

bold a

Thanksgiving

shoot.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
A fthnrt t.im«

Acrn

Maatnr

lUal.Aen

wildcat to a fox trap which was
larger than an ordinary fox. It was gray
with darker stripes along the back.
Water is so low in Monsehead that many
trout are stranded in small pools and up
the brocks. A Lewiston man recently at
Moosehead says that he met au lndiau on
one of the streams mar Northwest
Carry,
who was going up purposely to liberate au
enormous swarm of trout at the spawning
beds. He bad found a pool where trout
had segregated In such numbers that they
were crowding each other a foot or two
deep and many of them very large fish.

caught

a

SAGADAHOC

COUNTY.

prominent people

Connections of
These Flyers.

The trotting season In this
state has
the recor<l3 of Maine’s fast ones
are being made
up. Several lists have al- I
ready been published of the horses that
have got Into the 2.30
list, bat all of them
are
inaccurate,most of them very much so.
Few lists give
over.seventeen or eighteen
while in reality there are at least
thirty-one. This list of thirty-one with
the time
given, is as follows:
byCharlla Wilkes...2.24V*

Republican

uli.Vi0!?1, Ky wok«a„.

Edn/ hS f?.' Py Toung Rolfe....2.26"

Meet in Minneapolis.
Committee So Decided

SOMKRSKT

COUNTY.
nf

n.n...

i_

Dur.tc.2.80
pEj®I*ky Messenger
®y Redwood.2 29V
by Judge Advocate...2.28V.

M«n»®S' e^by Constellation.2.80
£*hy fV. by Whalebone Knox.2.29V
I^mont, by Redwood...2.29V

xiindM®’ by Auctioneer Johnny...;.2.28fi

Testator, by Dictator chief.
Tpm King, by Daniel Boone.2 80
Westland, by Col. West. VeS..
Hazel N., by Dictator Chief
....iSiwv
PAVERS.

M.,
grvln
Ralph D„

by Lothalr, Jr.2.26V
by starlight.2.27 V
Dan Ripley, by W. H. Ripley.2.30
Four of these horses, Arrival, Ben V.,
Gtiffin and Dan^Rlpley were bred outside
the state; the others are to the manner
born.
Arrival Is owned In Gardiner; Black Nathan by Mr. Jason Ru- sell of Buck field;
Ben ▼. by B. F. and F. W. Briggs of Auburn; Brenda by Mr. John D’Afeney of
Vassalboro; Cephas by Mr. Kimball of
Kennebunk; Col. Osgood, owned In Massachusetts; Daisy Rolfe and Edna by Mr. C.
H. Nelson; Griffin bv Mr. Creetr of Amin.
ver; Jim Matt by Charles Mllllken ot Augusta; Miss Wilkes by Dr. W. B. Morrill
ot Deerlug; Mountaineer by Appleton
Webb ot Waterville; Sciplo by Mr. Fose
ot Cornish; Westland by J. F. and F. W.
Barrett. Grover Cleveland has been managed this summer by Mr. Pooler of Skow-

hegan.
These horses, the best products of Maine
stables for the year’s racing, belong to a

few leading horse families. Nearly all ot
them derive their blood from Imported English thoroughbreds, and the names of
Messenger, Geo. Wilkes, Hambletonian,
etc., occnr very often In their pedigrees. In
fact this list of Maine horses are generally
cousins, more or less Intimately connected.
They are a patrician group, elevated above
the common herd, and apparently held
there by excellence of the blood In their
veins.

Redwood, owned by M. T. Pooler of
Skowbegan, leads all the sires In the number of his progeny In ibis list.

Four of

his, Grace, Grover Cleveland, Ha Mont and
Sciplo are In the list. Redwood Is a son
of Belmont, which was a son ’of Alexander’s Abdallah,—a Hambletonian.
The
mother of Redwood
was
Blandlna, a
daughter of Mambrino Chief. The mother
of Blandlna was the Birch

Seventh Ballot.
Hon. J. S. Clarkson Succeeds Chairman

Washington, November 23.—At 11.30
m., tbe National republican Commutes
went Into executive session at tbe Arlington Hotel.
Acting Chairman Clarkson
presided. Every state and territory was
represented directly or by proxy except
New Mexico, whose representative was detained on the railway. The commute accepted the resignations of Messrs. Quay
and Dudley, and unanimously re-adopted
the resolutions of commendation adopted
by the executive committee last summer.
Tbe action of the executive committee In
naming J. S. Clarkson ef Iowa, chairman,
and Wm. Barbour of New York, treasurer,

of the committee, was approved.
The committee then considered the Utah
contest and recognized Mr. McBride as the
member of tbe committee from Utah,
Dennis T. Flynn of Oklahoma, presented
his credentials and wa» admitted. Increasing the membership to 45. L. A. Hoibart of New Jersey, was elected vice chairman

of the committee.

The committee decided to allow an hoar
to the representatives of each city competing (or the honor of being the meeting
place of the convention.
The doors were
opened at 12.40.
Congressman McKenna,
Mr. DeYoung and F.G. Newlands of Nevada, presented the claims of San Francisco.
Mr. DeYoung said the people of that city
were prepared to pay the travelling expenses and hotel bills of the delegates. ExSenator Palmer, Hon. Mark brewer. Congressman Allen of Michigan and Senator
Stockbrldge advocated the claims of Detroit. The claims of Minneapolis were
presented by Senator Washburn of Minnesota, C. W. Johnson, chief clerk of the
United States Senate, Governor Merrlam
of Minnesota, and Senator Casey and Representative Johnson of North Dakota.
Committeeman Ftliey of Missouri gp>>ke
for St. Louis.
C. R. Scott. Senator Manderson. Senator Carr of Wyoming, and
John M. Thurston of Nebraska followed
In advocacy of Omaha.
The claims of
New York City were presented by Colonel
Elliott Shepherd, Senator Hiscock, Hon. J.
Sloat Fassett, and Senator Hawley of
Connecticut.
Senator
Hawley said
he
would
act
on
the
principle
laid down by the old judge who said to

the young lawyer:
“Young man, take It
for granted the conrt knows something."
Dad
beeo told of the good times comThey
ing back from some western city but,if the
convention was held In New York, there
would be the same enthusiasm, ooly there
would be a little farther to go, and so there
would be more of it. He would have 100,000 roaring Republicans at the eaves of
Tammany ball, who would wake the town
np as It had not been wakened up since It
heard of Appomatox. I Applause.]
but he
would say no more. The court bail studied the whole subject very thoroughly and
the court knew something.”
The claims of Cincinnati were presented
by ex-Gov. Foraker and Governor-elect
McKinley, Mayor Carley of Pittsburg and
Congressmen Dalzell and Stone of Pennsylvania presented the claims of Pittsburg.
This concluded the speeches and the committee went Into secret session and began
balloting. Seven ba Jots were taken. Minneapolis led In the first, second and third
ballots, Cincinnati In the fourth ballot and
then Minneapolis took the lead.
The seventh ballot stood:

2.28*.
We come in Colonel Osgood and Brownie
to the Wilkes blood, which Is well tepresented In the list. Wilkes, the son of Colonel Osgood and Brownie, Is eight years
old, which is a young horse to have two In
the list He Is a son of Alcyone, a Hambletonian, son of the great George Wilkes.
Wilkes’s mother was Molly, daughter of
American Clay. Molly was the daughter
of General Robinson’s filly, by Peck’s Ida.
The mother of the Robinson filly was Fanny Fern, by Star Denmark.
vi

buis

nr lines

xatuiiy

15

ttisu

miss

Wilkes, daughter o( Kaiser,

2 28$, a son ol
George Wilkes. Kaiser’s mother is Fairlady, daughter of Dictator, and the mother
also ol Noblesse, 2.31$, and L’Empereur,
2 25. Miss Wllxea’s mother Is Nonpareil,

by Morrill Champion.
Nonpareil’s mother Is said to have been
of Messenger descent.
Nonpareil Is also
the mother of Gallant (trial 2.28), Nancy
Bassett (trial 2.27) and Lamont (trial 2.36),
and John W., 2.32.
Arrival Is the son of Charlie Wilkes, a
son of Red Wilkes.a son of George Wilkes.
Ben V., another of this year's list. Is a
son of Red Wilkes and Rena C., a daughter of Messenger Chief. Rena C.’s mother
was a daughter of Foreigner, a thoroughbred. Rena C. Is also the mother of Messenger

Pocahontas, 2.17$.
A Mile Kite Shaped Track.

There is prospect of a mile track In this
region. Hon. H. N. Jose has offered, at a
valuation to be agreed upon by disinterested gentlemen, the land situated between the Boston and Maine and Eastern
rallroads,at the know nothing crossing,one
and one-half miles from Portland, and
agrees to take the stock of the association
In payment. Civil Eoglneer E. C. Jordan
has surveyed the property, and is now engaged upon plans, and an estimate of the
More than
cost of a kite shaped track.
$2000 has already been subscribed by the
few to whom Mr. J. F. Barrett has menLetters from George
tioned the subject.
S. W. Parlln,
Sessions, Worcester, Mass
editor of itbe American Horse Breeder; W.
J. Wheeler, secretary Oxford County
Trotting Horse Breeders’Association, WarKennebunk. who owns
ren Kimball,
Cephas, 2.25$, the fastest four year old iu
the state, B. F. and F. H. Briggs and C. L.
Cushman, Aubum, Alonzo Ltbby, Saccarappa, E. L. Norcross, Manchester, Q. K.
Ellis, Belfast, N. O. Pope, Poland, G. A.
Vranph

PhtlliDP. GflO.

Wonilhiirv

Krnna.

wick, and John S. Haloes, Blddeford and
others. From the general tone of the communications, the Idea Is gathered, that as
the world’s records are being made on a
kite track, Maine, to uphold her reputation
a
as a trotter breeding state, must bare
track of this pattern. Ten thousand dolfirst class
lars, it Is said, will construct a
___-

Acquitted.

of assault
An examination on the charges
three of the
on the high seas preferred by
C. C. Chapman of Portcrew of the ship
against Capt. Kurowskl and Second

The accusation
New York Saturday.
against the captain was dismissed and
that against the mate laid over for further
examination.
Traced tq

Chelsea,
missing Gardiner
girl, has been located In Chelsea, Mass.,
Where she ii with relatives.
Hattie Stewart,

BLAINE,

the

BLAINE,

The Cry of Men from Western Hills
and Pralrha.
Boston, November 23.—A Washington
special to the Journal says:
“It would not be difficult, even for the
most

experienced observer at

tbe

head-

quarters of tbe National Republican Committee, to Imagine that be was at a nation.
ai convention in the
preliminary day. Tbe
politicians who have assembled bere from
all parts of tbe country have not come
merely to ascertain where tbe National
Convention Is to be located.
Many of
them do net eare. They are here to endeavor
to
learn
tbe drift of opinion
tu different sections as to Presidential
candidates, and there has not been the
slightest difficulty in ascertaining.
it
does not take much scratching of tue surface to discover that Mr. Blaine Is the
favorite candidate of the great majority of
the committees, but only a few of them
comparatively are willing to express themselves on tbe subject. President ilarrtsoD,
Secretary Blaine, Governor-elect McKluley and General Alger and Secretary Husk,
all bave their following, but a man with
ears open about the Arlington Hotel at the
present time would not hesitate In saying
that Blaine’s name Is named 10
times
where the other favorites are spoken of
once.

“This BlalnUh tinge to tbe atmosphere
is in a great degree due to the enthusiastic
admirers of tbe Secretary of State from beThe boomers for
yond the Mississippi.
San Francisco, Omaha and Minneapolis
are

Wilkes, 2.23.

Jim Matt la another Wilkes horse. He
Is the son of Young Jim, a son of George
Wilkes.
Cephas, which holds the four-year-old
record, If a son of Cyril, a son of Glenarm,
a son of Constellation, a son of Almont, a
Hambletonian.
Young Rolfe, the fine father of Nelson,
has two In the list: Mounaineer and Daisy
Rolfe. Ypung Rolfe was a descendant of

land,

V‘.. Are destroyed 30
“Lddltburyh
business
houses, the loss will reach §80,-

Quay.

mare, which
produced Rosalind, 2.21f, and Donald, 2.27,
The mother of the Birch mare Is said to
have been an English thoroughbred.
Dictator Chief Is also the sire of four In
the 2.30 list, but of only three ot this yeat’s
list:
Edna, Testator and Hazel N,
Dictator Chief Is a son ot Dictator, a Hambletonian.
Dictator Chief’s mother was
Omnli.i..... q
Judy, daughter of Plato. Judy’s mother
Minneapolis. ..jo
was
a [daughter of Louck's
Cincinnati. .16
Kentucky
New Yoik. 3
Whlpp, an English thoroughbred.
The
San Francisco.withdrawn
third dam of Dictator Chief was the Ira
Minneapolis will be tbe meeting place of
Hawkins mare, daughter of a grandson of the
Dext convention, and June 7th was
Imported Messenger.
Dictator Chief’s agreed upon as tbe date.
mother Is the mother also of Red Hawk,

Mate George Pickering was held before
United States Commissioner Shields In

WASHINGTON COUNTT.

on

a.

The Captain

Mr. .losiah FernaM

Will

Hosts

Saw.

track.

___

The funeral of the late W. J. Florence,
the actor, in New York yesterday, was attended by many leading actors and other

FLOUR CITY, JUNE 7

sons.

8ICNS OF THE STORM.
Troublo

mander.

Thieves Cot Little.

FLEW BY

Occupants Dragged!*
ing Wan Aboard.

Boothbay Harbor, November 23.—
The Boothbay Register tells the story o( a
recent escape from death.
Allen Conary
of Fisherman’s Island started to sail home
from Boothbay, and when off Spruce Point
hts boat sank, leaving Conary in the water
clinging to a board. James Burke and
Samuel Cavanor were sailing about a mile
away and immediately bore down for Conary. They quickly reached him and as the
boat was ploughing by they grasped him
by the head and shoulders and drew him
Into the boat. Not slacking their sail they
made for Fisherman’s Island.
Conary

23.—The

farm bulldlDgs In Nobleboro
formerly
owned by Ephraim Hatch, and purchased
a few years ago by Mr. Moore, burned Sat-

*Bore Than
Thirty Horses In the
2 30 List.

Man

markable Adventure.

A8THE BOAT

Dover, Me., November 23.—Lewis Ryder and Walter Smitb, both of Brownville,

THE last trotting season.

Remarkable Family

Msw nia

J.EWISTON,

INCREASE.

of

grouped

Cyrus

restoration.
Horace B. lticbardsou.

level-headed

the male guests snatched the bedclothes
from the beds, hastily tore them in strips,
knotted them together, and collecting everybody possible on the second story, lowered them as rapidly as possible into the
outstretched arms ready to receive them.
Fear was In every eye of the excited crowd

'*

*

Tyndall.

ment.

department

OYSTER PACKERS HURT.

M.

velwlnd..26 8E
Maximumther.48.4 Total preclp
08
Minimum ther.44.0|

Eradicated!

in

Hotel Burned.

Mr. C. B. Keene, head of

Millikan,Tomlinson Co., Wholesale Agts., Portland,

Publlsned every

to clear away the wreck and prevent any danger of fire. The back buildings of half a dozen stores on F street
were buried beneath the wails of me fallen building. The only way to reach the
worst of the treuble was through the
fronts of the stores that face on F street,
or across a great sea of tangled beams and
girders, where the audltortum of the music hall was to have been.

ALL LEADING HOUSES.

Humidity.
Wind...
Velocity.

Blood

23.—A tremendous wind and rain storm, amounting
almost to a hurricane, passed over this city
at about 12 30 p. m., doing a creat deal of
damage. The worst occurrence reported
was the blowing down of the nails of the
new Metzerett music hall, in course of
construction, on 72nd street, N. W., just
below F street. The streets of the city
were practically deserted at the time of the
accident, and the first Intimation the public had that there was any immediate result of the great storm was when the fire
alarm was rung and engines, hook and
ladder trucks and patrol wagons went
tearing up toward the corner of 12th and
F streets. Chief Paris of the fire department and his men went to work imme-

root oi me east portico witu a ternnc crash

Is the fact that a good smoke is now attain
able by the purchase of

Thermometer.'47.
Dew Point. 46.

CRESSEY & JONES,

‘"j^Hiafe

THANKSGIVING

Barometer.129*906

We carry Id stock the Mason and Klsch VocalUon
lor churches, balls, lodges, etc., the Wilcox au
White self-playing Organs, and tbe Mason and
Jtfamlln, Wilcox and White, and Packard Parlor
Organs. Send lor catalogue and terms.

CITY

A CAUSE FOR

|8A. M.|8p.

PIANOS.

OPPOSITE

THE 6R0DER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,

Pobtland, Me., November 23,1891.

I vera and

tsagrcN Direct,

Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

cents.

*"*

»p21

Constipation. And why will Ft cure? Because it is Relaxing,
Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is
compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
or Morphia.
It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior

constitutes

WILLIAM H. STEVENS, President.
EDWARD C. JONES, Treasurer.
Portland, Me., Oct, SI, 1189.
MW&FtJa7

Iiu.iuiley &C0.I

3D4

after October 1,1891, we give every
person gelling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5,00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no
good you can
receive yonr money back. Read guaranty
with every bottle. Wc claim to cure
DyspepBla, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and

STEVENS& JONES

|

J¥E W

defective^

OUR pakh in
THE MEDICINE.

S. S. SLEEPER & CO.,

1892

—

Tfl DDfllfC
I U rnllWr

NOTICE.

-

_

|

Have

TUNING

™™ CW4R CO., flfa,
M,,k8t*’ ®°®ton, Mass.
3.TuAThlstPlv
2f
-

I

PIANOS.

Drugs

HlESfS^ON.......v.

J1882.

Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup. I commenced
to use it at once. To
my great surprise,
after using two-thirds of a
bottle, my
stomach was able to digest
any kind of food;
bowels
were regular, and I could
my
sleep
like a child. I have not been troubled
since.
Groder's Syrup is the greatest

THE FAMOUS

HARDMAN,
OABLER,

....Jtestaurant

----

Octave Clair, Fairfield, Maine, the wellknown lumberman, says: Last fall I started
Moosebead Lake. I was not feeling very
well, but hoped the disease would work On:
but, instead. I kept growing worse every
«ay- 1 could not sleep nights; my head
ached most of the time; I was
constipated,
nervous, and what little coarse food I ate
would distress me, until I
got in such bad
shape that I could not eat nor do anything.
I finally wrote home to
my wife to send me
some kind of medicine.
In answer to my
letter I received a bottle of Groder’s
for

WEBER,
HENNINO and
WEBSTER

.

SAVED MV LIFE.

—

ITBINEBT HALL, BOSTON, MASS.
Wholesale and Retail representatives in the
Mew England States for the World
Renowned

lOc.

A. P.MABSH...
D. P.

Qnooen's Sy/fUf*

to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder's Botanic

eodtf

Washington, November

diately

WATERVIIXE, MAINE.

irwin

R

S. Government Food Report.

j

the_

—

BY

LQRiNH. SHORT & HARMON.

mAINE.
dtf

....

U.

On and

Webster’s New
International

S

New Brown Bloch,

Monument

High-

lessening strength.—latett

remedy of this civilized world.
Octave Clair,
Fairfield, Maine.

Corporations a specialty. au266m

MERRILL,

CHAS.

GOOD

CHRISTMAS GIFT.

Law,

at

DENTISTRY.

No, 16

dt,

HOPKINS,

SS I-A Exchange 81.. P.rtland, Die.

H. A.

Board of

)

novie

STREET.

Counsellor
Or ganlzatlonof

be

registration

J00HN8.ERUB8KLB.0HARb' I Wt?”011

Book, Job and Card Printer,
ruu
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Four Perished When the Old Homestead

Washington Buildings.

The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board tor the Registration ot
Voters for this city under the law, hereby notify
all persons claiming the right to vote In this
city at the Municipal Election af March next
that said Board will he In session at the times
and places below mentioned, for the purpose
of relcelvlng the names ot such persons and
forming lists thereof.

at

Directions.
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November IV, 1801.
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All
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No. 13 Preble Street.
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nearly all Blaine

men.

Representa-

tives from all these districts bave called
upon the Secretary since coming to WasnIngtoD, and hardly a man of them comes
away without declaring most emphatically
that Blaine is “in It."
They descant enthusiastically upon his physical appearance, and assert that he Is as sound In
health as he ever was.
Blaine Is unquestionably the first choice of those members
of the committee from states west of tbe
Mississippi, with President Harrison secend. On all bands the present administration is highly commended, and while It Is
admitted that tbe President has earned a
renomtnation, the tide of popular favor,
they say, cannot be turned from Blaine.
“From tbe East the members are more
guarded and sneak very cautiously upon
the subject. There Is no hesitancy In their
indorsement of the administration,but that
Indorsement Is not stretched to Include a
preference for tbe nomination.
“In the Soutn tbe members of the committee are largely In faror of Mr. Harrison’s renomluatlon. Tue President’s stand
In favor of a pure ballot and an honest
count has endeared him to the heart of
every Republican in that section.
HIs
tour through many of the Southern States
made a lasting Impression upon the citizens ol that
Commltteemau
country.
"V
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renouitnatlon means the carrying of VlrBut Mr. Brady, who Is an Internal
venue Collector,does not find any one to
share his opinion. Ex-Governor Pinchbeck of Louisiana put the case plainly
when be said today that 'under existing
laws the Kepubllcans could uo hope to carry any Southern State exeeplng possibly
West Virginia,’and be addrd.l’Mr. Blaine
would certainly run as well In that state as
any other man.’
,lPerhaps the general sentiment of the
West could be summed up in the words of
Senator Washburne of Minnesota, who
said: ‘Mr. Uarrlson has given the counIt has
try a splendid administration.
He Is an able
hardly made a mistake.
man: no one questions that, and yet be
We
does not awaken any enthusiasm.
(eel that with Blaine as a candidate we
oould do much better than with Mr. Ham-

Sila.

sun.

Our

people

are

unquestionably for

If he Is not a candidate men wu
Blaine.
"
will be for Harrison.’
GENERAL NEW*.
Schooner Abble A. Uodgman Is a total
wreck on Shovelful snoal.
At the close of the contest of the Erst
day of the bicycle tournament In Bostoo,
the score was: Ltmsdeu, 126 miles, 10 laps;

Wood. 126, 9; Ashmger, 120, 10; Edlln, 124.
14; Lamb, 124; Albert, 122, 4.
William G. Bent, the proprietor, was
killed yesterday by the expluslou of an
oxygen gas tank at the calcium light works,
Boston.
The walls of toe building were
blown out, and a horse ttaoding near
killed.
Cruiser No. 0, at the Bath lrou Works,
will probably be launched late this or early
next mouth, slihougn General Hyde saya
no date has yet beeu set.
Cruiser No. fl
will not go overboard until some time later
The cradle for No. S is being oullt, and
tbe work of gettlug ready to launch ber Is
fairly under way. She will be called ”Machtas,” and there Is some talk of naming
*■
the other “Bath.”
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The selection of the Hon. J. S. Clarkson
as chairman of the National Republican
Committee is a sufficient guarantee that
the management of tbe next campaign will
be in competent and experienced hands.

That of Itself doesn’t assure victory, but
it goes a long way in that direction.
The New York Sun has ascertained—or
thinks it has—that the overwhelming
Democratic defeat in Pennsylvania was
dne largely to stay at home Democrats of
tbe Cleveland persuasion whose purpose
was to eliminate Qovernor Pattlson from
the list of Democratic Presidential candidates. If that was their object there can
be no doubt that they accomplished it.
The Pattison boom has not been heard of
since election.
Affairs in Brazil seem to have reached a

point where all hope Jof a peaceful settlement is passed and nothing remains but a
struggle at arms .between Fonseca and the
junta. Both are enlisting recruits, and
preparing for the [encounter. Brazil Is so
vast a country and the rebellion Is so wide
spread that the contest will be likely to be
a long and bitter one.
The result cannot
be predicted, but rebellions In South America republics are very apt to be successful.
_

It Is too late now to change or amend the law
under which the election must be held In Maine
next year, but it Is time for measures to be
taken for Informing the people as to the nature
of the change In the manner of exercising the
right of suffrage, and warning them against the
variety of frauds that hare been attempted and
perpetrated In other States, under the operation
of the secret-ballot law.—Bangor Whig.

This is good sense and Republican committees, state, county and town, can do no
better service for the party than to see
that Republican voters are thoroughly instructed in the method of voting under the
Australian law. Work should be begun at
once for though the law is simple it is hard

sometimes to make simple things understood because of the difficulty of fixing the
attention of the people upon them.
are

evidently getting better

disposed

towards the United States. They
have consented to allow a representative

of this government to be present at the investigation of the Valparaiso assault,

though

such
In secret.

inquiries

are

usually carried

It is pretty evident now that
the difficulty will be settled amicably. After it is adjusted, it will not be a bad idea
to relieve Minister Egan by some one
whose presence at Santiago will be more
agreeable to the Chilian government. Mr.
Egan’s mistakes undoubtedly had much to
do in creating the bad feeling which maaion
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tained in the future.
The People’s Party appears to be fully
determined to put an independent Presidential ticket in the field, unless the candidate of the Democratic party is a man after
its own heart. With Cleveland as the candidate of the latter the People’s Party
would put a ticket In the field and undertake to make a fight in some of the Southern States as well as in some of those of
the North. We are inclined to think, however,;that the party will make little impression In the South .upon tthe Democratic
vote; for though their raid on capital, which
seems to be the chief corner-stone of their
structure, would appeal strongly to many
classes it is very doubtful it its strength
would be enough to detach Democrats
from the Democratic ticket in a Presidential year. The Democratic party of the
South is full of factions, which in State
matters are bitterly hostile to one another.
But they have heretofore managed to lay
aside their differences in a Presidential
campaign and give the ticket nutted support. The time may come when it will be
thus

to

harmonize,

but

we

doubt if it comes next year. The South
will be as solid for the Democratic Presidential candidate of 1892, as it was in the
last campaign, whether the People’s Party
nominates an Independent ticket or not. if
the Republicans are building hopes on this
People’s Party movement they will prove
delusive. It Is on the North, where the
ballot is free, that the Republicans must

rely.

__

Senator Chandler in the capacity of a
private citizen has applied to the comptroller of the currency for the publication
of Bank Examiner Magruder’s report in
the Maverick bank case and also for a list
of the stockholders of that institution.
Mr. Chandler contends that all the reasons
for treating the report of the BaDk Examiner as confidential dlsappearedjwben the
bank failed, and that now the public has
the right to the information contained in
that report, especially as certain parties
have been put in possession of the salient
points of it. Mr. Chandler frankly avows
that the object he has In view is to find out
the nature

of

the transactions between
President Potter of the Maverick bank,
and Messrs. Jones and Sinclair of the Boston & Maine railroad. Comptroller
Lacy
has promised to comply with Mr. Chandler’s request for the publication of the
names of thelstockholders, but he holds the
other request under advisement. Whatever Comptroller Lacy may decide there
can be little doubt that all the
reports of
Bank Examiner Magruder will eventually
get before the public, li he refuses probably
the matter will go beiore Congress, ana an
investigating committee appointed which
will get at the facto Whatever
may bp
said of the general propriety of
exposing
the reports of bank examiners to the
public, and there are souie strong arguments
against it, matters have taken such a turn
in this Maverick bank case that to
conceal
Bank Examiner Magrudet’s
reports will be
more harmful than beneficial.

Republicans

will have no reason to complain of the election of the Hon. Roger Q.
Mills to the Speakership of the House of

Representatives, which

now seems

proba-

Mr. Mills Is a positive man with
very
pronounced views on the Important
questions now before.the people, and his
elevation to the Speakership will

ble.

signify the
endorsement ofkis views by the
DemoHe believes In free
trade
and an income tax. He believes in
the free
coinage of sliver. After electing him to the
Speakership It will be impossible for the
Democratic party to conceal its opinions
on these questions when it enters
upon the
next national,campaign for the
Presidency.
That will be a great point gained. Ever
since the campaign of 1880 when the
Democrats
in
their national
convention
declared for a
tariff
for
revenue
and then when the
only,
question was pressed upon them in
the campaign turned
their backs and
ran away
from it in
terror,
they
have juggled with the tariff
question.
They have never stood up squarely for free
trade. They have
sought to conceal their
real position by such
euphemisms as tariff
reform and a revenue tariff with
incidental
protection, and to some extent they have
succeeded. There has not yet been a
Presidential contest in which the two
theories
of free trade and
protection were squarely
arrayed against one another. Even in
the
last one Democratic
courage was not
screwed up to the point of
declaring that
they meant free trade. Indeed
they heatedly
denied that they meant
any such thing.
But with Mills in the Speaker’s
chair such
denials will be useless, and the
Democrats
will be forced to
openly espouse and defend the doctrine of free
trade and an income tax.
cratic party.
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Justice Field is lhe linguist of the
United
States Supreme bench. Besides
being a
classical scholar, Che speaks Frennh
-

PECULIAR.

Col. John S. Mosby, the
famous guerilla
eader. who Is now in Washington on
legal
•business, Is a stalwart ;0gure with snow-

irmpfi
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One day last spring President
Choate of
the Old Colony Railroad was
visiting the
Massachusetts State-house on
business
connected with his
company, when a
smooth-faced young man,
seeing that he
was not familiar with his
surrounding
offered to direct him. 'After
the S',
man had
put himself to
trouble to help Mr. Choate considerable
the r«iirn»2
president thanked him heartily and
“By toe way your face Is
me'
but I don t know who ycu are " t0 <•»'
name is Russell,” replied the
politely; “I am the Governor.”youngB man

K

and
«

ON WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25, *91.
Every Customer Making the Tenth Purchase will Receive

a

was

visiting

day 1 started
I might possibly
one

near

out
see

New Sweden and

fishing. Thinking
something to shoot

1 took a gun with me which was an old
fashioned muzzle loader. I fished fora
time with Indifferent luck,
when, bearing
a noise behind
me, 1 turned and saw a
b g bear. I did not care to risk a
shot at
mm with the old gun. and so I crossed
the
stream.
I'be bear crossed, too. I crossed
again. Bruin followed. I then started up
an old tote road at a
lively gait and the
bear pursued. I felt his hot breath, and
seeing a tree which 1 thought tbe bear
could not climb I made haste to get into it.
1 was right in my conjecture, for the bear
could not ascend the tree. He walked
around and round and growled in a manner which did not give me any desire to
have any closer acquaints <ce with him
than 1 was “enjoying.” Finally I decided to try to shoot the brute, as I made
up
my mind, if I could not hit him the firing
might attract a party to my aid. My posh
tton was by no means a pleasant one. 1
had half a dozen bullets with me, and these
I shot without harming the
bear, I then
fired away what fine partridge shot I had
and still bruin was unharmed. No one
came to my aid, darkness was
coming on,
and I began to be discouraged. I had
just one big charge of powder left, and this
l put into the gun and carefully
placed a
wad on it. I then placed the iron ramrod
in the gun. The twilight was fast
gathering. and night was putting on its mantle.
The big bear bad a position by the side of
a fallen tree.
I took careful aim and fired.
U here was a yell of agony, and a terrible
confusioD, and then all was silent. I slowly and cautiously descended from the tree.

The bear was dead. The iron ramrod had
passed through his neck, and he was securely fastened to the log. 1 made haste
to get aid, and remove
the bear to the
bouse.”
“This is a true story," said the young
men from Aroostook,
“and if my friend
Ike Blossom was here I could prove it."

Short Stories, the monthly magazine de-

ing. The stories are; chosen and grouped
in a manner to set each; other off to the
beet advantage. No volume of collected
stories by a single author can rival the varied charm of this magazine in its
every

number.

The December Short Stcries
contains nineteen tales, among which the
works of Mr. Rudyard Kipling, “Sidney
Luska,” and Mr. Arthur Quiiler Couch,
the Frenchmen, M. Sarpeta and M. Jules
Claretie, the Neapolitan signora Matilde
berao and the Lombard lady who
signs
herself Neera, and Senor
Benlcaky-Bajza
of JSpaln are represented.
The famous
story chose for the month is Sir Walter
Scott’s Wandering Willie’s Tale. As literary training in the fine art of fiction and
as an agreeable entertainment for a leisure
uuuj, auuu, oiuries is morougmy commendable.
New York: Current Literature

Company; Portland: N. G, Fessenden.

The Andover Review lor November does
not fall below its usual high standard of
excellence. The (articles of interest to all
readers
are (1) Shop Girls
and Their
Wages. The treatment of the subject is
exhaustive, and should be considered by
all women, as well as men, and especially
by all working women, whether their work
Is in shops, or elsewhere. The reading
will give all such many new ideas, and impart knowledge which will afford them
much protection.
(2) The Education of
the Indians. The writer recognizes the
good work already done, and praises ths
schools at Hampton and Carlisle, but he
argues forcibly in favor of a more general
system, one that will keep the scholars at
home. (3) Ballot Reform. This important
subject Is also ably and fully presented and
will give a new impulse to the progress of
the good work. The Theological Essays
relate (1) to the Preaching of the Gospel
(2) Conservative Apologetics. Both these
papers are able and Instructive, especially
to clergymen.
The December number of Lipplncott’s
Magazine is a special Southern number;
all the contributions are from well known

Southern authors. The complete novel is
written by T. C. De Leon, author of Creole
and Puritan, The Puritan’s Daughter, etc
and is a stirring tale of the Civil War, entitled A Fair Blockade Breaker. It is well
known that some of the most daring blockade-breakers during the war were Southern women.
Mr. DeLeon makes one of
these

and biave girl,
The tale is replete with exciting adventures, and has a
dash and go about it which Insures Its
success.
Thomas Nelson Page has an exhaustive review of Literature In the South
Since the War. Richard Malcolm Johnston contributes one of bis characteristic
Georgia stories, A Moccasin among the
Hobbys, and Miss Sara M. Handy has an
Interesting paper upon Negro Superstitions. One of the most interesting features
of this number is an interview with Col.
John R. Fellows. Col. Fellows brings his
strong legal mind to bear upon the New
Orleans lynching, and justifies the killing
of the members of the Mafia gang on the
grounds that, as the law comes from the
people, they had a right to carry out the
punishment which it requires to be meted
out against such offenders. Frances Courtenay Baylor contributes an article called
On House Furnishing which speaks some
plain truths that deserve a hearing.

:

E. D.
and 668 congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
youbot’om prices; trunks repaired; open evelngs unttll b
3-4

19-1

Interest allowed on time
deposits.

Stephen

RENT—Cottage on North street with
all the
FORand
newly painted and papered;

febld

Bargain No. 1—Blue Chinchilla
Overcoats at $3.98, worth $6.
Bargain No. 3—Black Beaver Overcoats at $0, worth $8.
Bargain No. 3—Bine Chinchilla
Overcoats at #6, worth $8.

No. 4—Kersey, melton,
Worumbo Overcoats at
$10, $12, $15, $18 and $20.

|Bargain
!

Bargain No. 1-The Premium
Freize Ulster; the best garment
1

new
on nnrlnr floor

KKN.ItMIV

MIIAW

ever sold for the money ;

our

Thersdsy

In a

LET—A very pleasant

Four Per

TO
TO

Bargain No. 1—Dark mixed Suits
at $5, worth $7.
Bargain No. 2—Cheviot mixed
Suits at $8, worth $10.

|

j

Mass._

$6, $8, $10, $12, $15.

jjBargaiu No. 2—Hood

Ulsters at

TO

policies.

eral Securities.
Exchange street.

FOR

and typewriter:
Young lady experienced In shorthand and
typewriting. One who has had office experience,
and Is quick and accurate at figures, preferred.
Address, stating
salary expected, P. O. Box No.
ere,
138*.

$12, $15, $18.

FOR

WANTED—A competent girl for
GIRL
small family.
general house work in
to
a

_Pi_

I

i

A

■■

n

biinuimi s uvuicuai ana sun
Bargain

No. I—Cape
at $2.25, worth $3.

■

uepanmenr,

Overcoats*

Bargain No. 3—Cape Overcoats
\ at $5, worth $6.
Bargain No. 2—Dark
No. 1—100 A11
CheckCapej Bargain
Wool;
Overcoats at $4, worth $5.
Short Pant Suits at
I
$1.50,*

$2.25

worth

at

IjlOR

-A capable girl for general houseWANTED
work In
small lamily; good wages.
a

SALE—Phat Is
FORHarns?
I have

Apply 270 BRACKETT ST.18-1

wholesale.

Bargain No. 2—Short Pant Suits
at

SALE—Beside three leading manufacturers’ violin E strings, I have a uew one
and wben tbey appear all others go Into their
boots. Try one; they are elegant.
HAWES,
No. 414 Congress street.21-1

E. T. BORROWES, corner
Apply
Bramhall street and the Western Promenade.
18-1
MRS.

$2.50, $3, $4, $5, $6, $S,$ 10,

$12,

free st.
rooms $1.00,
$1.60 and $2.00 per week. House heated by
steam. Boarders nave free use of bath room.

Bargain No. 1—Boys’Long Pantsijj $2, worth $2.50.
at $1.50, worth $2.
j Bargain No. 1—Short Pants
Bargain No. 2—Long

Pants

ail 11

at

25c, worth 50c.

|| Bargain No. 2—Short Pants at
j 50c, 75c, $1, $1.25, $1.50,
II! $1.75.

_

50 r.

o

at

ars

Sc

Contocook A Shirts and Drawers

Knabe!!!

SALE—Two story bouse and stable, located No. 68 Oxford street;
bouse contains 14 finished rooms, arranged for two fainlilies; all in first-class repair; lot 46x95; good
property for an investment. Inquire of A. C.
LIBBY, 42!a Exchange street.20-1

FOR

Please Call

worth $1.25 at whole-

or

HE
SALE—House containing s rooms, shed
and large barn, situated
Wharf street,
FESTIVALS. FOB
five miuutes walk from Union (Station; lot

dtf

IRA F. CLARKco.
One Price,

Clothiers

Spot

and

Cash

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT

-482-

Portland. Me.

PHYSICIAN,

IjtORSALK—Hall

cure.

Or. Reed will not ask you any questions In
any way In regard to your diseases and alter
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you If you can be cured. Dr. Heed’s
medicines are strlckly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks lie can tell the dlflerence
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great maay people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my offee every day Including Sundays from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Examination by
letter, stating their name, place or residence
and age and one stamp, jl.uo.
my 22
d9m

meat wagon;
rest on time;

foot of Green

Life, Ordinary

Life with

or

price *1500. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Xfe
Exchange street.
18-1

Adjusted
Limited Pay-

DUE 1910.

HALE—a

2d band double sleigh,
one single sleigh and one pung, one large
3uffalo robe, one wolf robe, one fox do, horse
3lankets, one 2d hand phaeton, one carryall,
)ne wagon, garden tools and
many other artiFor particulars apply to GEO- W. WOODclesMANnov4-tf

FOR

W. L. Wilson 6c Co.

FISHING

SGH.JOHNW^SMARf

ir TONS,
with Inventory.
In
luireol EDWARD SWAN,
No. 20 South Front St.,
New Bedford, mass.

THANKSGIVING!
A Fine

For the firBt time in its history the Magaof Art gives Its readers a colored
frontispiece. It is an experiment and a
success.
The process lis called Chromotypogravure, and is the same as Is used in
the Paris Figaro Illustre. A iBreezy Day,
by H. E. Detmold, Is the picture chosen for
this color printing, and (it lends itself admirably to the art. The opening article of
the number is the Mystery of Holbein’s
Ambassadors: A fSnlufclon hv W. Fred
Dlckes. It Is folly Illustrated land very ingeniously reasoned. Where to Draw the
Line: A Word to Students is an interesting and valuable paper, containing also a
portrait of the artist-author, T. Woolner,
R. A. A page is given to a reproduction
of W. H. Y. Titcomb’s Primitive Methodists, a painting which received a third
medal In last year’s Salon. In a paper on
The Collection of Mr. .'Alexander Henderson, Mr. Walter Shaw Sparrow, the writer
the most attention to Burne-Jones's
ix days of the Creation, which are .reproauced, and amply Justify 'the praise given

nov6

Assortment of Table Delicacies !

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s
prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither
Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It -is a
harmless substitute
for

Paregoric, Drops, Soothing

Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is
thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and
allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour
Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.
Castoria relieves

teething troubles,

cures

Castoria assimilates
and

the

constipation and flatulency.
food, regulates the stomach

bowels, giving healthy

and natural

sleep.

Cas*

toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s
Friend.

Says

.......

BANANAS,

Thanksgiving

them.

“

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.”

Kincheloe,
Conway, Ark.

The Centaur

Company,

>•

will not be

our

complete without
celebrated Turkish Coffee.

a

PRIVATE

| W.L. Wilson 6c Co.,
the

grocers, EXCHANGE ST.

eodSt

t. ao well
777
...
Castoria fa
adapted to children that

Our physicians in the children’s depart,
ment have spoken highly of their
experience in their outside practice with
Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,
Allen 0. Smith, iVes.,

Boston, Mass,

OT
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City Hall, Nov. 27, 1891.

THE PLAYERS CLUB
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and Galatea,
-AT

City Hall,
Thanksgiving Afternoon and Evening.
GUltoert’s
mil a iriraniiriiy/i
Alia iinouillitu

By their

use

R. M. PAYSON &
nov7

Comer

PAD.

Congress and Franklin Streets,

>

•

*

Portland,

ptf

Jfle

dtl

RED E. RICHARDS, President.
W. W. MASON, Yloe President.
C. G. ALLEN Cashier.

November 26th.
Gentleman with lady. 91.00.
Ladles noaccompanied by gentlemen 'A3 ceala. Refreshmeats in Banquet 11*11.

Waltzing

HALE HELP.

oALK. 46

Exchange

street.

23-1

WANTED.

^ XTANTED.—Anagehonest
v

9i reet.

and active hoy about
In an office on Exchange
Address ZED, Portland Dally Press.
21-1

clax

U0V21

Haaday Kvealag,

du

KBCCATieiUL.

V

Black, S IT taagmrta,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Bend lor elreolAT.

myaseojtt

G. L. FOX STUDIO.
Painting, Drawing and Modelling in
Clay from Life and front the antique.

REOPENS OCT.
478

at

5th,

14 Cong! 'an Street,

$10 a month, Antique and Portrait Classes, (1st
course). $13 a month, Life and PortraltCUasee
(2nd course). $1 a month, Evening Class lor

Antique.

Each course Oils the entire day.
seplBeod4n»

THURSTOI^
Teacher of the Violin
MISS E W

(PUPIL OF MBEK6)
will receive pupils September 1st,

ADDRESS 53 MONUiENT STREET,
ar

Tkarasaa’*

Plana Haase, 3 Free
Black, farllssd.
dBm

CARPETINGS!
—

AT

—

LOW PRICES.
We take stock next month and
until (bat lime shall Oder all our

greatly reduced prices. If you
will come and

See These Goods
-AND-

you will be convinced that this
is the proper lime to buy

CARPETINGS.

H.J. BAILEY & GO.,
190 Middle

Deposits

uov23d2t_

FRYE,

BANKERS,

CO.,

776 Congress street.20-1

flrst-class Job compositor, one
L’ who Is competent to take charge of au
“P® *“9 ,00lt ktter the press work; steady
P»y t0 the tight man.
SMITU
.“S.11

r

UAUU,

GET OUR PRICES,

’OBTLAND NATIONAL BANK

at

Five flrst-class machinists and lire
„
"
rst-ciass pipe litters wanted at once ?
'ages $.5.00 per day ; none but flrstC lass men need
apply.
The Mannfactnrlng Investment Co>,
Madison, Me.

the most difficult forms of HERNIA can be retained.

C3rEIO. C.
oedhwly

c

Our long experience enables us to furnish TRUSSES practically constructed of the best material.

IMPROVED

BONDS,

= FOB BALK BY Z=T

SAVINGS

RANTED—A
o

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AHD ELASTIC
Of every kind.

loca-

ti t t

PRICE PAR AND INTEREST.

LET—Desirable rooms at 776 Congress
DO street.
Including use of bath room. Apply

■

We would call specie! attention to our

mar18

6 PER CENT

20-1

co;

A PERFECT FIT IS GUARANTEED IN EVERY INSTANCE OR HONEY REFUNDEO.

)f the

all modern
the

T.

—

UAKrclb

] ’rincipal and Interest Guaranteed.

or

on

WILL PRODUCE

Pygmalion

nt

■

e
1 > OOMS TO LET—Furnished
unfurnished
finest
CO ] Lw Inwlih city. ApplyImprovements;
NO. 806 CONOKESS

CO
CO

BONDS,

ilinton, Iowa, Water Works Co.,

Koomti.

ui

dtf

UK.

$5,000

have found tne greatest cure on
Kheumatism and Neuralgia In
chronic forms; I suffered twelve
ears and tried every known remedy. SuHerrs write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S.
iKli, East UarpsweU. Me.
ocl6d&w2m'

H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PORTLAND,

Principal and Interest Guaranteed.
Price, Par and Interest.

eartn for
POUND—I
uelr worst

knowutome."--

TI Murray Street, New York City.

decU

a pound, beef steak 10c
20c, pork roasts * Oc, pork steak and sausage
lc a pound, a 10 pound tub of pure lard for $1,
nd a 6-pound pall for 60c;
we shall have a
holce lot of turkeys, chickens, ducks and
( eese for the Thanksgiving trade which we will
£ ell at bottom prices.
23-1
o

DRIVERS.

3or. middle and Exchange Sts.,

5 PER CENT

best place to buy meats Is at F.
E. LOVELL’S, 126 Oxford street;
POUND—The
beef
oasts from 10c to 20c

—

By Aawrican Cadet Orchestra.
Tickets 50 t eal., admitting (lent and
Ladles.
Dorlteodle

of Little Rock, Arkansas,

LOST AND FOISD.

BALL

Masie

IRKANSAW WATER CO.,

pleasant,
library finished in pollsbed
Hack Walnut, Dining Room In quartered Oak,
legant Parlors, cosy Hewing Room, Bath Room
gem. Ornamental Mantles, Klectrtc
Bells
hrougbout. Sneaking Tube,
Combination
Iteam and Hot Water Heater, Plate Glass front,
arge Closet room, dry roomy cellars, set tubs in
aundry, Hot and Cold Water, and everything
irst class. Lot contains about 6600 feet of
and.
Inquire of 8. B. KELSEY,
nov7tit
No. 243 Commercial Street.

cup of

In Our Stock May Be Found
—

beautiful residence, No. 41 Thomas SL,
rhefinely
situated, light, airy and sunny, every
fine

or tub

—

aug27

$zu,uuu

oom

Castoria.

“Castoria Is an excellent medicine for childxen. Mothers hare repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children”
Dr. O. 0. Osqood,
Lowell, Mass.

Dr. J. F.

CRAPES.

NEW ORANCE PEEL,
NEW LEMON PEEL.

CANDIES.

novl9
M1

Castoria.

NEW CURRANTS,
NEW DATES,
NEW FICS,

1

dtf

FOURTH ANNUAL

Hired

BANKERS,

FORSALE

ORANGES,
LEMONS,

CITRON,

P

norasP

POKTL1MD.

Woodbury & Moulton
novlS

zine

NEWJA1®,N8»
NEW

d3w

30.

10, 20,

For Hale

I

WATSON,

OEH ONLY PRICER,

OPTIONAL AFTER 1900.

This company owns and operates the Water
Gas Plants In Richmond, Kentucky.
The engineer who reports on the Works to us,
makes the following statement In bis report:
whole the Works are models of their
,'As. a and
from the looks of the city and tbe
kind,
number of censumers I should fudge that the
Investment would prove profitable. As you h.ve
the contract, I will not enter Into details as to
the results but wilt say that the stipulation
therein contained has more than been complied
with, and In this the council and citizens generilly concur. The Works were accepted within
three hours after the test."
We have the attorney’s opinion, tbe engineer’s
eport, and other papers relating to the Conma>y. on Die at our office and shall be pleased to
urnlsh any other Information desired.
Price, par and accrued Interest.

good

Hudsen,

—

In their Comedy Dramas.

Bonds,

and

KIOR SALE OK TO LET-New brick house
A
at 68 Mellen street.
at
Enquire
526
CUMBERLAND STREET.
aug31-tl

Premium for 10 years.
Life and Endowments.

ment

Light Company,

FIRST mORTGAGE

18-1

Boarding

supporting

THOMAS and

dtf

near

an

—

MISS A. L. SAWYER.
Teacher of Short hand and Typewriting,

SALE—House No. 40 Morning street,
FOR with
Fort Allen Park, containing 9 finished
Six Per Cent Gold
chance to finish off 4
rooms,
5 more;

The Policy'plans of the UNION
MUTUAL Llkfc INSUKANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary

Manning, Gray and

For price and particulars apply to

Water and

house for SALK-on Free
street; steam beat, full of boarders, bath
room. 20 rooms, hot and cold
water; sold cheap
If sold this month.
Enquire ol JOHN V.
PROCTOR, Centennlel Block. Exchange street.
18-1

Mattie Temple,

Miaa

Messrs. Moya,

XL\^V.

RICHMOND, KY.,

hand pnaeton and covered
a part of the money down and the
a rare chance.
C. B. DALTON,

street._

The Talented Artist,

Marie Valcbeeter,

$18,000 Portland Union Ry. Station
Co. 4’s, guaranteed by Boston
A Maine A Maine
Central
Railroad Companies.

octSO

a

once;

Sketch Artists.

FRED E. RICHARDS & GO.

SALE—A barge In good condition, holds
16 to 20;
FORfrom
big trade If taken at
also second

Walley,

Hainrs aad Leigh,

Portland A Ogdensbnrg 5’s,
due 1908, guaranteed by Maine
Central Railroad Company.

Interest In first class provision and fish market, centrally located;
business increasing; cash trade; low rent: good
profits; experience not necessary. Reference
required. Rare chance for right man.
Price
*400; cause, ill health. Address “0. 430,’
Herald Office.
j 8-1

399 l-‘i,CM(nu Hi reel, Pariixad.
For the treatment of all cronlc and ceuiplicaied dUeaaea that flesh Is heir to, all cases
given up as Incurable, I will take them to make
No.

a

Furnishers.

Congress Street.

Dr. 3S3. B. R.eed,

aad

$31,000

FOUND.-At

House,

Lincoln Ry 5’a,
by Maine Central

Railroad Company.
Central Improvement
4 1-2’s, due 1917.

JOHNSON Si LAMBERT’S,the
largest stock, the best goods and lowest
prices; Potatoes, 66c bushel; onions 30c peck,
can Trophies, 10c; best Blueberries, 2 for
26c;
good yellow Peaches, 2 for 26c; Sand Soap, 6c
cake; Baobit's 1770 Washing Powder, 9c;
choice Porto Rico Molasses, 40c; good Brooms,
locj a fine drinking tea for 36c; choice Formosa Tea for 26c: good Java Coffee,
30c; best O.
G. Java, 35c; fancy Rio, 26c; best Pea Beans,
8c; Y. E. Beans, loe.
Orders called for and
goods delivered to any p ,rt of the city.
24-1

S ME ST. MOCK, PORTLAND, 3.
ap28

Manaiag

$40,000 Maine

leDemeD1,

W? McKENNE Y.°f

A

guaranteed

1A0R SALE—The wooden building known as
the Deerlog Bridge Mission Chapel, DeerM.

THURSTON'S
Piano

$50,000 Knox

tains 9000 square feet; price *uoo. Inquire ol
A. C. LIBBY, 4'1V2Exchange street.
19-1

TO

Musical Artists.
Jaha.
The American Nightingale.
JTaaaea Near,,
Celtic Comedian and Dancer.
Vaaaf Valdare,
Bicycle Bider and Trick Performer.
Mias Nellie St,

Ing

0EFEE SUBJECT TO KILE:

on

Send for Catalooue

HAMILTOiY-QLYYN tommy

harry

Tickets on sale at Chandler's, Saturday moriC
at 9 o’clock.
Prlcaa 50 and 75 eeate.
JMaliaee 55 and 50 ccala.
norlgdgw

BONDS.

con-

$1.08,

sale.
50 dozen Blue Ribbed Shirts and
prawei at 48c, worth 65c.
Swell’s Conde Slilits and I)rawers at 88c, worth $1.

...

Wnen® Reversible
per box.

60 dozen Unlaundered C. and H.
White Shirts at 37 l-2c, worth

at

M 00.,

Maine Central

HALE-Houses; prices, $460, *600,$900
r «100O. $1100, $1300, $1400. $1600, $1700,
(2000, (2200, $2600, *2700, *3200. J.
C. WOODMAN, 106fr Exchange street. 7 3
IAOK

rvnaoe::

GILMORE

CMPJIUI

Oxford Building, 187 middle SI.
Je2S
eodtf

water bath room; must be
steam, hot
sold at once as the owner is out ol health. Ino(
A.
U.
quire
LIBBY, 42Vs Exchange street.
21-1

am

fal.

—

house fob sale—Niceiy loBoarding
cated, containing IS rooms; heated by
and cold

These world renowned PIANOS
are used at all

Furnishing Goods Department.
50 dozen Oil Tan Gloves at 20c, I 60 dozen Laundered C. and H.
*
worth 50c.
White Shirts at 48c, worth 75c.

■

each

cents

dtr

21-1

wanted at 137
Boarders
Table board $3.00; good

21-1

Boys’ and Children’s Odd Pant Department.

3

Harmonic,ii, 10,16, 26 and so on.
Come this
way boys and get bargains in all musical instruments. HAWES,No. 414Congress street.

BOARD.

1 ■ JT

the price of yees Jews

some at nnlv

_—-

Punsters.

which It will give ns pleasure to hare
von examine al onr office; or appllea*
tlnus by mall will be promptly replied
to.
We are also agents for tbe North*
western Guaranty Loan Co., of Minneapolis, Mian,, one of the STRONGEST
and MOST CONSERVATIVE investment companies in this country, for
the sale of its seeoritles, which we
keep constantly on hand.
INTEREST allowed on time deposits,
or subject to check.

SALE—Buy Harmonicas of HAWES,
No. 414 Congress street.
I don’t claim
the largest stock m the United States, but a
large stock and an elegant variety. Some “Jim
Dandy’s,’’ at only 10 cents each.21-1

20 1

the lirsagsu Allrac-

are

VamlaeilU

Miaa

Choice Investment Securities,

of 12
every
one
of
Che
most
desirable
Improvement,
locations In central part of the city, win be sold
at a great sacrifice.
W. H. WALDRON, 180
Middle street.
21-1

lady, dry
bakery; best of

Ih#

The Versatile Actress,

We Invite the attention of Investors,
of large or small sums, to our liae of

SALE.—First-class brick house
FORrooms,
In perfect repair, bath and
modern

sales

or

Address W, this office,

MB

fraaa »■» ether atlUta aaw be fare tba
public ; tbc aal, cauple af Japaaeaa Artista aa the Auoltaa blags. aac tbeir
act,
aa It ia erigiaal laatractire aad
wender-

miENTJdlTIES I

Block.21-1

gjj

early day.

oc

FOR

TT

at an

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
tag

SALE—Xtte two story brick bouse, with
French roof, situated No. 207 Cumberland
street; has 14 rooms, besides bath and closets;
is one of the most desirable houses on the
street, and Is finely located tor a down town
residence. Is offered for sale at a great bargain to close an estate. Immediate possession.
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial

HTTANTED—Stenographer

—

penal rs aad elaberale wardrobe, aad
representing aa act entirely dlffarcat

BANKERS,

SALE—Almost new, heavy single harness for *20, made by one of the best
makers, double blD straps, nickle trimmings.
Owner has no use for It now.
Address Box
1381,.23-1

Office.23-1

This couple
lias

swan&ITarrett,

21-1

BOB *AI,E.

young lady (American) In
16th year would like a situation In small
private family; best references; will be ready
Dec. 16th or before.
Address P. A., Press

as
WANTED—Situation
goods, confectionery

on first or second MortEstate, Life Insurance
paper or any good CollatInquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42*/s

LOAN
Real
MONEY
gages
Commercial
on

references.

undersigned

nHCELL43EOim.

TXT ANTED—A home In the city for a good
TT girl, fourteen years of age, capable to assist In light housework or the care of children.
Must have the privilege of going to school. Apply to 9. F. PEARSON, Gospel Mission, 2 to 6
o’clock p, m,21-1

Boys’ Overcoat and Olster Department.
j

circulation of Blood. Be sure and try It.
Ask
druggist for Absorption Foot Bath Powder.
Goods to be paid for wben sold.
Address, L.
B. DECKER, Salem,
21-1

WANTED—A

Bargatu No. 3—Nobby Suits at 11 Bargain No. 2—All Wool Putnam
$10, $12, $15, $18.
Pams $2.98, worth $4.
Bargain No. 1—men’s Working Bargain No. 3—mcn’sDressPants
Pants at $1.50, worth $2.
I! at $3.50, $4, $5, $« and $7.

Bargain No. 1—Blue Chinchilla* ii Breasted Overcoats
at
$6,m
Overcoats at $5, worth $7.
worth $8.
Bargain No, 2—Brown Doublel 11 Bargain No. 1—Boys’ Ulsters nt! 11

our

cosmetics and powder to
J cover up or hide a bad complexion do not
know that H. H. HAY & SON can furnish them
with Blush of Roses for 76 cents, which purifies. heals and cleanses the skin of every Imperfection.
23-1

LOAN.

Holders of City o
Calais
Bonds maturing Dec. 1,1891,
who wish to obtain the new
bonds in exchange can do
so upon favorable terms if
application is made to the

Powder. For Sore Feet, Cold Feet, Corns,
Chilblains, Numbness, Rheumatism and poor

use

AND

PRINCESS MIENA.

ax

female Agents, also
WANTED—Male
Gen’L Acts. In Maine to handle
Pool
Bath

PEBMOIVAL.

PRINCE TANAKA

DUE 1901.191

ASSENT* WANTED.

under stock, every department fully
equipped. Address STONE & WELLINGTON,
Temple Building, Montreal. J. W. BEALL,
Manager. Name the Dally Press.
sepl2d3m*

Cent,

REFUNDING

LET—One or two flats In building No. 21
Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, 8
Danforth street.
oct7-tf

WANTED.

new farce, full of Laughable Situations and
replete with Mr. Thomas’ Comedy Flashes.
Special Engagement tor This Week of

—

LET—A first class rent at 225 High street.
Also good rent for *13.
OEO. C. HOFKINB, 88ya Exchange street.7-4

No. 102 Middle street, M. DhGROOT, Portland, Me._
oct29-tf

Saturday.

and

CITYof CALAIS Thomas and Watson

upper tenament of
seven rooms in bouse No. 19 Atlantic
street; rent *16 per month. Enquire of B. W.
JONES, 95 Commercial street.11-tt

FE.HALK HELP.

Men’s Suit and Odd Pant Department.

Extra Atiractiaa fee

Week I
Thanksgiving:
Matinees

TO

TO

Lessee and Manager

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 23.

r.lii

LET—Lower rent and stable No. 118
Winter street; 8 rooms and batb room,
heat by furnace; everything In first-class order.
Inquire on the premises.18-2

auglOtf

THEATRE:

fORTLAUD
G. K. LOTHROP,

Exchange street.19-1

buy from *1000 to $10,000
worth of cast off clothing, tne highest
cash prices paid for ladles’ dresses, also gentlemen’s and children’s clothing and winter overcoats.
Highest cash prices paid for carpets
and furniture. Address, postal or letter to,

1ADIES—who

Coding,

Cashier.
dtt

President.

Now ou sale at Stockbrldge’s music store
Half Eare on the M. C. B. R.. G. T. R’v
and P. A R. R. K. tu all holding Opera tlckau*
Late trains on aU above.
norieatd

thorough plumbing, cemented cellar
furnace; 4 living rooms and bed room

and

acres

price $10, others charge $13.
Bargain No 3-Ornv Ulster* nt
$5, worth $8.
Bargain No. 3-Blue Chinchilla
Ulster at $8, worth 810.

and

R. Small, Marshall R.

‘ ■M.

scenery,
EICKimt Costum™, (irwnd
Chorua and ©reheat™.
Reserved Seats 60c & 75C
Admission 35 cents.

rooms

Good wide-awake agents to sell for the
Fonthil Nurseries, of Canada.
Good pay and
regular and constant employment to the right
men.
No drones need apply.
We have 700

Men’s Overcoat and Ulster Department.

women, a beautiful

showing the
,l*theoDHiW.t\?rawlDg8
disturbances that they caused.nature

Accounts ol Individuals,firms and corporations
received on favorable terms.

at 154

and

the heroine of his story,

The useful applications of science are especially prominent in The Popular Science
Monthly for December. First comes copiously illustrated paper, by (Edwin A. Barber, on The Rise of the .Pottery Industry,
in the series on American Industries. In
this are described the undertakings of the
early American potters, with figures of
some of their ware, and of the apparatus
used in making it. Mr. P. D. Boss contributes a description of the Type-casting
Machines just coming into use, which bid
fair to revolutionize the printing trade.
Prof. G. L. Goodale’s address on the Possibilities of Economic Botany is conclnded
the topics considered being fruit, timbeis,
fodder-plants, etc. There is an able essay
by Prof. F. P. Evans on Progress and Per[^ctibility in the Lower Animals; while
llr. Wesley Mills has a practical article in
>he same field on The Training of Dogs,
which is illustrated with pictures of a numuhampion hunting-dogs. Rev. J.
ivrr?*.
W.
Quirnby gives a striking exboitation to
breathe Pure Air. The last of Prof. Fredbta.rr’8 Illustrated idress articles,
iealing with Religious Dress, is published
Jils month. In the Lost
Volcanoes of
^onnecticut Prof. W. M. Davis gives the
outbreaks
fiery
that he
!,lldePce
°J f.ormer
las found
between Hartford and New

Inquire

furnace, counters, large plate glass windows.
Apply to F. W. McKENSKY.19-1

new

TXT ANT ED—To buy $1000 worth of cast-off
vv clothing; I pay the highest cash price for
ladles’ dresses, gents’ and children’s clothing,
and gents’winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MR8. GOODHART, 93 Mld-

BARGAINS.

;

all day.

LET-Store No. 181 Middle street, next
TO the
Oxford Building; 20 feet front by 100;

of
REYNOLDS’, 666

In want of trunks

WANTED—To

BARGAINS

sun

STREET._

Woodfords, fronting the electric railroad. Inquire In adjoining house, and of E.C. JORDAN,
31Vi Exchange sireet, Portland, Me.
19-1

by

street,_

Capital and Profits II ,100,000.

RENT—House with small stable, part
FORof the
late Samuel Jordan homestead, at

to bear In mind that
no
ever made and used will cure
all kinds of Flies as HILL’S
FILE OINTMENT. (Try ft.)
all
For sale
16-2
druggists, at 26 cts. per tiox.

dle

MAGAZINE NOTICES.

voted to the best fiction of every
country
and language, is a triumph of artiste edit-

pleasantly located,

CLARK

SHIP AHOY!

1824.

Incorporated

LET—Lower tenement of 7 rooms and
TO bath
room, all In first-class condition, very

highest
price for ladles’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address letter or postal to 9.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.
auglOtf

PRESENT!

ter:
“I

organs, libraries, horses,
2d mortgages,
pay off furniture leases.
Business
confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL
LOAN CO., 185 Middle street, room 6, second
18-1
floor,_
notes and

Artist*,

In the Farcical
Nautical Opera,

PORTLAND, ME,

fc'OR RENT—Two houses rear number 15
1.
Mechanic street; six rooms each, $1.50
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 Vi Exper month.
20-1
change street.

carriages, diamouds, watches,

oonmY.

60 Aftltla, 00.

20-1

FOR

to buy from $1000 to $16000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
NOTICE—Wanted
cash

neuor*

street.

OF

JS, (extra.)

No*.

J. h. hill’s opm
*®

RENT—Lower
In
two
tenement
story house number 30 Green street; six
rooms on first floor, large yard.
BENJAMIN
20-1
SHAW, SIVa Exchange street.

furniture, pianos,

at

rooms

Wedaeaday Krruiug,

<>

Exchange

blMi

housekeeper

WANTED—Everybody
Remedy
SP.PW.SK880'

Tuesday £rening, November 24th

CascoNationalBank

Congress Place, In good repair,
clean, Improved sanitary arrangements; $10 per month. BENJAMIN SHAW,

on

bags to call

Young Man Told this
Story in a Barber (Shop In the
...

RENT—Lower tenement five

FORnumber
fresh and

loan *10,*20. *30,*60, *100,
WANTED-To
to *10,000, In
vicinity,
c.ty and

ANTED—All persons
VV
V V

An Aroostook
Bear

A reliable gentleman or lady In
\KTANTED—
vv
every city and town, having wide acquaintance especially in church organizations,
can earn from *16 to *20 per week
easily.
Goods paid for when sold. Write for circulars,
terms, etc., to GRAHAM MEDICINE CO.,
Salem, Mass.
21-1

HALL.

POPULAR,

:<d

THE

TO

at Geo. H, Lord's, corof Congress and India streets, and secure
free a sample of the best fifty cent tea In Fort21-1
land._

Once More the Gong Will Ring,

AflMJBE.HENTa.

CITY

LET—1st and 2nd flat of 6 rooms each,
No. 29 Sheridan street; sunny, flue view
and near hoise cars; coal, wood, water and
closet all on the same floor; *13.00. N. 8.
OARDINKE, 185 Middle street.21-1

ner

And

STORY,

Sanborn’s seal

VV
4N,TED—Every wideawake
vv in Portland to call

C«A L.

TO

34c, best Mocha 3Cc, a good Bio
the best for 28c; try a can ot Chase

brand of coffee with your
It beats them all; teas for
26c, 30c, 40c, 60c and 00c per pound; we shall
sell for the next ten days a tea for 36c a pound
that Is worth 60c. F. E. LOVELL, 12C Oxford
23-1
street._

=

LIT,

LET.—In western part of the city, firstclass brick house containing 10 rooms,
steam heat and modern conveniences, fully furnished, nearly full ot boarders, must be rented
at once. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.21-1

Thanksgiving dinner,

NO. 482 CONGRESS STREET.

famfllar

A BEAR

TO

VVANTEI)—To call your attention to our
on teas and coffees; a good Java
"J prices
for 26c, a fine one for 30c, and the best
®P“®®
O. G.Java for

«rag S3

c.llA„

and while that fact does not tend to palliate that assault, it must be taken into account !f amicable relations between the
two countries are to be restored and main-

impossible

PljFfcW. ^ “ijB

h© says, and
Dractioine law in Californ*®»
to supervise a lotonce amonth go down
del
Norte, or : Juarez,
tery drawing at Paso
Grande from El Paso.”
just across trie Bio
of
John G. Saxe,
Peter Saxe, a brother
the poet, died in San Francisco recently.
of
importer
an
blooded
He was
horses.
The Lynn Republicans are talking of

It was

There seems to be substantial unanimity
among Republicans outside [of Ohio that
John Sherman should be his own successor.
It is to be regretted that similar unanimity
does not prevail inside the state.

The Chilians

white hair and

In

our

DEPARTMENT

small or large amounts
1 Iraw Interest from the first
1 lay of each month.
Jlyldtl

:

DA1RYIEI_OD FARMERS.

r F you want tbe cheapest Feed now upon tbe
J
It
market use Cleveland Unseed Men!.
111 make more milk and richer cream than
ry other feed.

J

^ TEVENS &
1

CO.,

Agents,

C'euinarrcinl Street.
.RAINS.
OKTLAND,
UOV17
dlmo
lot

lo years of

•

Street,
•

MAINE.
dtl

novlo

|1 n

Tt

POH1 LAND.

Annual Meeting.
Henn-

Eagle Sugar
THEerystockholders
hereby notified that their Annual
choice o( directors and action on
of the

are

Meeting,

lor
any other business that may be brought before
them, will be held TUESDAY. November 3«,
1891, at 9.30 o’clock p. in., at 169 Commercial
Street.
UEOKUE 8. HUNT, President.
novSldAt
Portland, Nov. 18th, 1891.

The Non-For/eUabls and; tncontsstable features of tne polic es ot tne
union mutual Life insub.
A NUB COMPANY, places them to the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled In liber-

ality.

MAINE TOWNS.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Items of Interest Gathered by Cor-

Money

ooiham.

Easy
Stocks Quiet
Barely Steady.

MEETING OF PORTLAND DISTRICT ASSOCIATION.
The Portland District Ministerial Association opened Its meeting to a large audience In the M. E. church at 7.30 last eve-

Quotations of Staple Products
the Leading Markets.

ton.

Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND. Nov. 23 1801.
The supply of poultry In this market today
was light, but larger receipts are expected for
tomorrow. The quotations are nominal at these
figures: Turkeys 2 @2?c; geese 18c: chickens
16® 18c; fowls 14@lec.
The following are today’s closing quotations
of Provisions, Produce, Flour, etc.:

ence.

Baldwin.
EAST BALDWIN.

Mr. F. W. Wood has been granted a patent on his automatic water wheel. A special feature of this wheel Is that it Is motor

cram.

r>our.

—

Superfine &
low grades.4 7E@6

Corn, car lots_72873
c 0 Corn, bag lots... 74® J 6
Meal, bag lots.. 70® 71
6 Oats, car lots_42 a43

and governor in itself.
The inventor
da ms this is the only water wheel that
will work at part gate. Mr. Wood has been
_

seedCar lots...28 <10®28
Bag lots. .29 00®30
sacked bran—
Car lots...21 oo@22
Bag lots...22 00®23
Middlings 22 C0® 28
Bag lots. ..23 IK ®29
Cotton

roller......5 %@5 i 1
clear do...6 16®5 1 lo
81 Louis st’gt
roller.... 6 61 @5 I 6
clear do...6 2E&51 1
Wni’r Wheat
patents....6 7E@8 k
Fish.

60
00
00
OO

00
00

Provisions.

PorkBacks.15 25(815 60
Clear.14 76® 16 <0
Cod, per qtl—
Large shore.tf 0('(B6 1 6 Short tuts.15 00® 16 2 >

Small.4

76(gj5<

0
Pollock.2 76(«:*< 0
Haddock ....326(43 I 0
Hake.2 00® 2 ! 0

ton.

Capo Elizabeth.
The Rev. Mr. Towne’s work at the
North Church. Cape Elizibeth, Is commencing to tell. Sunday he preached to
one of the largest congregations ever seen
in church. In the evening the church was
filled. There will be meetings every
evening this week at 7.30 o’clock.

Beef—

Ex-Mess... 8 61
Plate.IOC
Ex-Plate.. 10 6i
LardHerringlb. 6Vi
Scaled, » box...14(31 8 Tubs,
7V4
Mackerel
bbl—
Tierces. 6Vi(
7 Vi
Shore is..23 0< («26 ( 0 Palls. 6Vi® 12
Shore 2s. 18 60®t8 C 0 Pure leaf... 12
®12V4
Med 8s.. .11 61(413 C 0 Hams.10
®10Vi
Large 3s..13 OC3I6 C 0 do coverd..ll ®HVi
Produce.
ol1C’pe Cranb’s.7 60(48 f 0 Kerosene—'
Pea beans. ..2 I632 S 6 Port ref pet. 6Vi
Medium do..
Pratt’s Ast’l. 8Vi
Uerm’u med.l 00®2 1 o Devoe’s brilliant.. 8Vi
Yellow eyes..l 86(0,2 ] 5 Llgonla. 6Vi
Cal. pea.20032 ; E i Centennial. 6Vi
Irish Potatoes—
ip bush.4E@E 0
60@2 60
Sweet Potatoes—
l.ona’n Uy’r.2 0C®3 60
Norlolks.2 60 42 1 6 Onrura laj’r.,8 ®9
Jersejs.3 26.o3 £ 0 Valencia.7 ®7Vi
Onions—
Super.
Natives.2 6(\42 7 6 Ex-quaiity Fine
8
granulated ...4 11-16
8 srand’ra do.
4 Vi
3 Extra C.4Vi
2
Seeds.
Red Top.I 9 @2 00

Muscatef.1*!?

[

Fryeburs.
LOCKE’S LUMBKB KILL BUBNED.
The lumber mill owned by Frank Locke,
in this town, was burned at 8
o’clock
Mcnday morning. It contained a large
amount of machinery which, with some
lumber, was consumed. No Insurance;
cause unknown.
Alfred.
Mr. Charles H. Haley had his leg broken
last week. He was riding on a load of
wood, when his horse became frightened

Timothy.

..

1

5E®1

60

No 1
Clover.8 yy® 13
wins.1 7E@2 C 0
Cheese.
E 0 NY factory.>3
Eating.2 0(
@13V4
Cooking.I 0( («1 c 0 Vermont...HVi® 13

Evaporated
do

old

lb »,« 1 2
7@ 6

Ssge.13Vi@l4Vi

Butter.
Lemons.
Creamery. B ib..28(830
Palermo.B 0037 ( 0 Gilt edge Vt.28® 29
Messina.8 00u7 t 0 Choice.70® 21

Malagers.
Good.I9®21
oranges.
Store.l’®19
Florida.rv 6<@3 ( 0
Eggs,
Messina..0 00301 n Eastern extras.. 28@29

at the cars and threw him off. He broke
his leg below the knee, near the place
where he broke it fifteen years ago.

imports.

LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Oregon—678
boxes tin plate to Phelps, Dodge & Co.

WIT AMD WISDOM.
A

Oats, bag lols...44@46

6

Invention Academy and awarded a diploma and medal on his useful Invention.
Mr. Charles Hinckley, of Harpswell, is
visiting at Mr. A. Spencer’s
Messrs Stephen and Daniel Rounds will
spend Thanksgiving in Boston, with F. W.
Rounds.
The Congregatlonalistchnrch has been
Dewly papered throughout and pretty
motto letters upon the walls. The church
has been reshingled and the society now
will put in new cushions and book racks.
The church when completed will be one of
the prettiest and most convenient for the
slzeof.the place, that there Is in the State.
Sanborn Brothers
purchased over a
thousand turkeys and geese In Montreal,
for Thanksgiving trade. They are meeting with ready sales.
Dr. and Mrs. Adams who have spent the
summer at Sebaao bouse, returned to Bos-

--

In

Stocks and Bonds.
At New York money has been easy, ranglBg
from 3 to 6 per cent, last loan at 4, closing
Prime mercantile paper
at 4 per cent.
per cent. Sterling Exchange Is quiet and steady
with actual business In banker’s bills at 4 80Va
for 60-day bills, «8E% for demand;
posted
rates 4 81 V4«4 8 4 Vi
Commercial bills 4 80
are cull and
@4 83. Government bonds
steady. Railroad bonds quiet and Arm.
The stock market continued to quiet down
after 12 o’clock, only Lackawana displaying
Prices In leading shares
any real activity.
were held within the narrowest limits and
dealings remained without feature of any kind
until toward 2, when the upward movement of
the forenoon was resumed on a small ecale. No
material advance occurred and the market
closed quiet and barely steady at about opening
prices.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange
aggregated 317.700 shares

2.00 p.lm.—Progress of the higher criticism,
H. Hewitt, J. NUon. H. B. Mitchell.
3.00 p. m.—Does the character of the present
preaching differ from that of the
past, and If so. In what respect,
and why? C. F, Allen, C. Munger,
K. Atkinson.
4.00 p.m.—The working of committees not
Included in the Quarterly Conference list. A. W. Pottle, G. C. Andrews. J. H. Trask.
7.00 p. in,—Devotional service, led by W. P.
Lord.
7.30 p. m.—Address on Sunday School work,
by Rev. J. F. Clymer, D.D., followed by question box and confer-

4 I-T>_I

Ohio
Ont.
North American.a. 17%
Pacihc Mall... 87%
Pullman Paiace..178
Reading. 38%
Rock island. 84%
8t Louis A San Fran.
do pret.—__
do 1st prt.
St Paul.. 76%
dopret....
.119%
8t Paul Minn a Man
.112%
st. Paul a Omaha
3f>%
St. Paul a Omaha prt. 96
Texas Pacific, new
12%
Union Pacific. 41%
U 8. Kxpress. 40
Wabash 8t. Louisa Pacifie
13%
do pret..
28%
Western Union. 82
8uuar Trust. 89%
Richmond a West Point. 11
Oregon Nav. 77

11%

87

17a
37%
84%

76%

H9
112
sc.
97

12%
40%
4>
13%
27%

-■

...

Woodbury.

1-

114%
20%
79
20%
19%

..

9.00 a. m.—Best method In revival work:
(a)
The employment ol evangelists,
F. A. Bragdou, W. Canham, W. F.
Marshall. (6) Utilizing the gifts
of the church, F. Grovenor, J. N.
Kewley. E. A. Porter, (c) Adapted
theme. G. D.
Holmes, J.
Wright, M. B ureeub&lgb. (d)
Comparative efficiency of altar service, enquiry room, or other methods ot bringing souls to Immediate
decision, L. Hi Bean. D. Pratt, C.
A. Ratcllffe. (e)
Harvesting resuits, G. F. Cobb, B. Freeman, A.
W. Waterhouse.
1.80 p. m.—Devotional service, led by J. Moul-

...

and

8terlln? Exchange Quiet and Steady
-Railroads Quiet and Firm.

ning. Presiding Elder G. R. Palmer, presided. Very interesting reports from the
Ecumenical Council were made by Revs.
M. S. Hughes, J. Collins, G. D. Holmes
and H. H. Shaw, Esq. The
following is
the programme for today:
8.30 a. m.—Devotional
service, led by Rev. J,

140

New York Central.116
New York, Cliloago A 8t. l.ouls SO%

ao pret..79%
& Miss... 20
a Western. 10%

Press.
respondents of the

x

Northwestern pret.130%

Railroad RecelptSi
PORTLAND, Nov. 23,1891.
Receipts by Maine Central R R-Kor Portland
112 cars miscellaneous merhandlse, connecting
roads 128 cars.

WABNIKQ.

Boston Stock Market.
The Pillowing quotations are received dally:
Atchison, Topeka & Santa he R. 43%

C. B. &

Q.101%

Mexican Central.. 21
Union Pacific. 41%
Boston & Maine K.166
Bell Telephone.201
New York ana New England Kauroau
38%
do prefd.loo
American Sugar. 88%
do prefd
96%
Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
COEHECTED BY PULLEN, CKOCKKB & CO.
Saturday’s quotations.

New York

82

88%
10%
77

NKW YORK, Nov. 23 1891-Tile following
to-day’s closing qnolallous ot mining stocks
Ool. Coal..
85%
15
Hocking Coal.
Hwmestake.
11
are

4
Quicksilver..... ....
do prel..
2100
....

39

500
160

fBy Telegraob.1
NEW YORK, Nov. 23,-The Flour market
receipts 26,321 packages: exports 1326 bbls
and 1130sacks; quiet and unchanged: sales

21,660 bbls
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 65®4 26;
city mills extra at 6 26@6 36; city mills pab
ents 6 35®6 66. winter wheat, low grades, at
3 66® 4 26; lair to (aucv at 4 30® i 00 patents
at 4 60 ®5 30,
Minnesota clear 4 3 ® 90,
straights do at 4 6u®6 16; do uatents 4 70®
6 60; do rye mixtures 4 36®4 85, superfine at
3 20® 3 86; flue 3 00®3 66.
Southern flour
dull and steady.
Kye Flour firm and In fair
demand.
Buckwheat flour firm.
Buckwbeat
60®66c. Corn meal quiet and steady. Wheat
—receipts 634.960 bund; exports 42o,133 bush;
sales 219,OjO busb: unsettled and moderately
active; No 2 Red at 1 Ot@10654 store and
elevator, 1 07%@l 08’/« auoat, 1 07%®l 10
f o b; No 3 red at 1 0154; No 2
Northern at
• 1 Oc% ; No 1 hard at—.
Rve quiet and firm;
Western 1 0554® 1 0654.
Barley unchanged;
No 2 Milwaukee at—c. c-rs—r.oemts 122,450
busb: exports 32,922 ousb; sales 79,000 bush;
firmer and qulei, unsettled; No 2 at 7o@71c
elevator. 7254c afloat; No 2 White at- c. wsh
—receipts 227,560 busb;exports 20 Dusn; sates
129,000 busu easy and moderately active; No
3 at 4 !C, do White at 40®4054e; Nc 2 at 4054
®4154c; do White at 40%@4lc;No at 42c;
VVbliedovSc; mixed Western at 89®4lc; do
While at 4:®4454c: White State at 4l®4454c;
No 2 Chicago at 4154@4154C.
Csflre-Klo
nominal.
Sugar—pay. firm and quiet; refined nrm ana fairly active; No 6 at 3 18-lOc;
No 7 at 3 11-lbc; No 8 at 354c ;No 9 at 3 9-16c;
No 10 at 354c No 11 at 3%o; No 12 at 854c
oS A at 3 16-16®4 1-16c; Mould A at 4 7-16C;
staunard A at 4 6-lbc; Confectioner:' A at
454c; cut loaf at 654c, crushed 654c: powdered at 4 9-16c;
granulated at
4%®454c;
Cubes at-Vsc. Pnrairum quiet and steady;
united at 5754.
Mark In moderate demand
and steady. Beef quiet; beef bams quiet and
firm; tlerced beef dull, cut meats quiet;mlddtes
weak. 1-ard lower and dull; Western steam at
$6 47541 city at $6 10; reflued dull, Continent
at S6 6o®6 85; S. A. at S7 66.
Hutter quiet
and firm. Cheese In fair demand and firm.
Freights to Liverpool quiet and weak.

tS-VwtH^v?fJt‘r,.Plll,a,dell'llla

Sid 21st, sch Two Brothers, for New York
DUTCH ISLAND H AKBOB-Sid
21st, sch
F A Pike, from Calais for New York
NEWPORT-Ar 22d.sohsH8 Boynton
Tiverton, (and sailed for Boston); Wm
Cooper,
S
Doughton, Carr, New York for PlymouthLeJ?a White. White Rockland for Taunt™
8Cl* Jobn CadwaUader, Rogers, for
New
N W BEDFORD—Ar 21st, sch LB
*5
Sargent,
Calais; Com Tucker, New York.
FraDk Herbert' and Nlghtm-

Y2cmk

ga1ed New'York!

Fh»- Col.ou market—
dull and unchanged; sales 70 bales;
ordinary
at
do
Gull
uplands
6% c;
at 6 3- 16c; good ordinary stained 6 l-16c, middling uplanus at fc54c:*
Gulf do 8 9-16c; do stained 7 ll-.ec

Foreign

!a^^cii^eJ^,^a™*,*:-^'Fli<l|rad'e'bl la™^3pb^b
R™k^dAoEN?wA|oEr2rAr21,t'
brig Mary Bartlett,

Turks Island for
d0 tor Boston ;
bridge^do8outher>
Phtneas W Sprague,
for do; Rebecca F LamKockland’ <ma3tar 8lck

SiiShS.k.STO

taken*o^hospltalj
2l8t’
PePnhYAmboyH~Ar
BOSTON—Ar 23d,

SALEM—Ar 21st, sch Emily,

>

--

■

— —

schs Lizzie L Mills, Perth Amboy for
Bangor; Victor, Gloucester for do; Rozella, do
for Portland.
Sid 22d, schs Albert Jamtson, and Pearl, for
Rockland.
PORT8MOUTH-Ar 21st. schs J L
3
Hoboken; Freddie Eaton, Gl cester. Maloy,
161,1 lust, barque Lottie
Moore, Watts, New York.
Bid tm Nanaimo 14th Inst, ship J B Brown,
gan Pedro.
Bid fm Departure Bay 14th Inst, ship Merom,
Brown. San Francisco.
6,6 *“ Holyhead Nov 16th,
ship St Francis,
BcrlDner, (from Liverpool) for New York.
barqueJH In^rsoll.

re1err?on,aNtew1Yotrk.“1St’
York*22dltera 2l8t ,n8t' 8cb Josephine, for New
John, NB, 21st, sch Ada, Lloyd, for
Bpoken.

Nov 1, lat 7 N, Ion 29 W,
ship Iceberg.
B Treat,
from New York for Hong ±opg.

For Bilious Attacks
heartburn,
headache,

—vuoyio

ru

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills

for

family use,.
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.
Lowell, Mass.

COTTOLENE

24
26
26

From

26

Eliza R. ParKer,
of

26
25
26
Suevla.New York.. Hamburg... Nov 26
Claribel.New York..Jamaica....Nov 27
N ov 28
Arizona.New York..Liverpool ..Nov 28
Etruria.New York..Liverpool...Noa 28
Furnessla.New York..Glasgow ..Nov 28
Venezuela.New York..Laguayra...Nov 28
Spaarudam.New York..Rotterdam..Nov 28
La Gascogne... New York..Havre.inov 28
Ems .New York..Bremen_Nov 28
Havel.New York..Bremen.Dec 1
Majestic.New York..Liverpool...Dec 2
Cltyol Berlin...New York..Liverpool. ..Dec 2
Vlgilancla.New York..Rio Janeiro Dec 2
Rbyland.New York..Antwerp ....Dec 2
Scandla.New
...Dec 3
Oregon.Portland ...Liverpool ...Dec 3
Santiago.New York..cieuiuegos..Dec 4
Nevada.New York..Liverpool...Dec 6
Auranla.New York..Liverpool ..Dec 6
Devonia.New York..Glasgow_Dec 6
Elder.New York..Bremen.Dec 6
Maasdani;.New York..Rotterdam..Dec 6
lai Champagne .New York.. Havre.Dec 6
Trave.New York..Bremen.Drc 8
Pmiadelphia...New York.. Laguayra ...Dec 9

Sardinian.Portland....Liverpool...Nov

^>t-r

Cephalonia.Boston.Llverpoo1...

To N. A’. FAIR BANA’ & CO.:
I am satisfied that Cottolenc is

High water

j.

for lard, and is
for all cooking
purposes. Biscuits made from it are
much lighter; pie-crust moredelicate
and not so
greasy as that made from
lard. Ovst#»r«: nrnmioltar
C—'. —J
in it reach the perfection which cooks
desire to have them—brown and
dry,
and free from grease. Cottolene can
be used in fine cakes instead of butter where lard would
injure their
flavor. I think Cottol ene more h ealthful being so much less
greasy and
very

consequently
digestible.
Other testimonials to the
same effect come from all
the most celebrated writers
and the highest authorities
upon cooking, for example:
Marlon Harland,
Catharine Owen,
more

6 62

WHEAT

Nov.

Mar.

Ooenlna.1)1%
Hlgnest. 111%

''‘jjMwr

106%
106%
108%

Lowest.111%
Closing.i.......Ills/,

Turkey-Say, young man, do you expect to
celebrate Thanksgiving?
Young Man—No—0,1—I dees not.
Turkey—Well, all right. I Just wish to remark that a ‘‘word to the wise is sufficient.”

COBN.

May.
Opening. 62%
Highest. 62%

Nov.

70%
0%
Lowest... ..-62%
70
70
Closing.
62%
Mondav’s quotations.
...

Send a 2-cent stamp to J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell,
set of their album cards.

Mass., for a

Nov.

Opening.112%
Highest.112%

Female Emancipator--With all our work
the cause of woman does not progress. Why Is
It?
Male ’Philosopher—The trouble Is that the
pretty girls spend all their time trying to be
brainy, and the brainy girls spend all their time
trying to look pretty.—New York Weekly.

Closing.111%

Lowest.
CHICAGO

Opening.to

his emloyer, “how do you
“Well, John,”
leel alter your vacation?”
"Like a new man, sir.”
“Well, it’s a good thing, John. I’ve been
thinking I’d try a new man at your work, but
perhaps you’ll do,’’—Buck.
Boor Excuse Better than None.
Teacher—Your composition is very neatly
written, but there are errors in the spelling.
Is not spelled with an ‘e’ in the sec’Separate’
ond syllable.
Bupil—Yes, me'am, I know it; but X never
coula make a good 'a,'but everybody allows I
make an ’e’ beautifully.—Boston Transcript
A

FIRST

very

fancy

or

plain,

Nov

Opening.

AT-

W. P. HASTINGS.
dtf

I
>

Try BEECHAM’S PILLS,
OF

94%

Ncv.
Opening. .63
Closing... 62%

i

Dec.
46%
47%

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Nov. 28. I891.-Itie following a, e
today's quotations of Provisions, Produce,Ac:
Pork-Long cuts 14 26g 14 60 sbort cuts
»14 60®14 76; backs at 14 60315 uO; lean
ends lf>60*16 00; pork tongues 16 60®00 00;
butt pork 10 60.
Hams at 9%c; small at 10c: pressed bams
H%c.
Lard—Choice 7c
lb in tierces and tubs;
10-lb pails in cs 8%c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c » lb; country
do 6%c.
Butter—Western
extra creamery 2'®28c;
fancy nigher; firsts and extra firsts
3®26c;
extra Imitation cream ;2g23c; lactory choice
at 20a21c; Northern creamery, choice at
29c;
New York and Vt dairy gooa to choice at 24
®26c: Easleru creamery, good to .-hoi e at
26®28c. The above quotatloua are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese-Northern choice ll%®12c; Western choice ll%e.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 28®3 ); fancy near-by
stock higher: firsts 2d®27c; extra Vermont
and New Hampshire at 28@30c. Western flrsts
27®00c; Micnigan flrsts at 26 o,27c. Jobbing
prices lc higher.
Poultry—Eastern fresh killed turkeys 20®
23c; spring chlokens 2u®22c; fowls 16B17c;
fair to good at 10® J 6c; Western dry packed
turkeys 18®20c: fowls at 14®l6e; chickens 16

@i74c.

Beans- Choice small New York hand-picked
peaai 2 10 @2 15k> hush; choice New York
marrow hand-picked 0 00®2 00: choice screened pea 1 80® 1 90; choice Yellow Eyes at 2 00®
2 10. Jobbing prices 10c higher.
Hay-Choice prime hay at $17 00@$17 60:
lair to good $16 0o®18 00; Eastern fine at
$12® 14; poor to ordinary $ 11 ® 14; East swale
»8@9. Rye straw, cnolce, $16® 16 60; Oat
straw 98&U.
native and Maine stock
• i**oiatoeV'"choice
37*b(®1 60; choice Vermont and N Haino-

Bur5auks00@46c;Uoulton
48a60c: rose
46c .Aroostook Hebrons
8«eet "ota«>es. Eastern
Shores $L i(%@l 60;
Jerseys $2 25@2 60
Apples—No 1 Baldwins ana Greenings
8150*
^ *
snow $ t 76@2 60;
Kings $1 7o@2.

sSSSs'i’ftu^M

New York Stock and Money Market
NKW YORK, Nov. 23, 1891.

following are to-day’s
securities:

quotations of Gov-

Adams Express.144
Am. Express. .117

Central Pacific.. 31%
Ches & Ohio.................... 7414
*

Chicago® Alton.135
Chicago AAlton prefd.168
Caicago. Burlington A Quincy., loiy*

Delaware A Hudson Canal Co..
122%
Delaware, Lacka. A Western..187%
Denver A Rio Grande.
le™
k

For a Disordered Liver
Box.

ALL PRTJGXGHSTB.

MTTF&S&weowly

phia.

144
116X4

iy

24*4

AY/
168

101%

122x4

136

ijj

«I Pre i.®g*

Illinois Central
iad. Bloom a west...:..;:
Lake Erie A West...,
Lake 8hcre.
Louis A Nash... ..
...

Manhattan

,.

Elevated..

Michigan Central
..
Minn A 8t. Loms.
..

IqilJ
”

mia/
101
%

20X4

ocila

78

,1?^
17^£S

107*4

ini
11.712,
1

124%

10?

nh

V&
io*4

Missouri Pacific,..
00*4
New
Nor. Pacific common. 2e%
do prof...•••••••.,......... 7114

i?i

Northwestern.117%

117%

Jersey.Central.H8?J

Christina Terhune Herrick.
Emma P. Ewing,
Mrs. S. T. Rorer,
Mrs. F. A. Benson,

E C Allen, Brookings, Kennebec for Balti-

Sch Maggie Wlllet, (Br) Heater, Halifax for
New York.
Sch Flash, (Br) Cameron, St John, NB. for
Boston.
Sch Leona A Tburlow, Roberts, Keunebec for
New York.
Sch Chas A Sproui, Damarlscotta for Boston.
Sch Walter C Hall, Kelley, MUIbrldge for Boston, leaking.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damarlscotta.
Sch C M Glllmore, Thompson, Camden—lime
to Carlton Bros.
Sch Caroline Krelscher, Devereux, Bucksport.
Sen Brilliant, Hooper, Port Clyde
canned
goods to Burnham & Morrill.
Sch Volunteer, Roberts, Vlnalhaven for Boston.
Sch Planter, Simmons, Sullivan-live lobsters
to McDonald.
Seh Phlneas Gay, Bryant, Dover for Boston.
Sch Frank Stevens, of Gloucester, Cape Shore
with 25,000 lbs fish

Cleared.
Dec.

CORN.

__

a

Dec.
46%

New 4s, ...
New 4s, coup.
lies'?
United States 2s reg.101
Central Pacific lsts.loesi
Denver & R. G.lst..
Erie 2ds.
166%
Kansas Pacific Consols.lo«%
Oregon Nav. lsts
108
Kansas Pacific lsts.101%
Closing quotations of stocks;
Nov. 21. Nov. 23.

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.

26cts.

D«c.
$3%

91

Closing....

ernment

at

MONDAY, Nov 23.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John NB.
Sch Martle A Holmes, Kennebec for Philadel-

Amy Barnes,
Margaret Wister.

Ask your grocer for Cottolene.
For further information, address

N. K. FAIRBANK &CO.
Sole Manufacturers,
and

CHICAGO,
5 Central Wharf, Boston.

sep8

iu,in,s>nrmswiyrcXu

—

WHEAT

The

CLASS

69%

NE¥8!

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Monday’s quotations.

Remedy for the Mischief.
Willie (scared)—Now we’ve milked the cow,
what’ll we do? Pop’ll be awful mad.
Jimmie (equal to the occasion.)—We’ll drive
her down to the jpond and All her up with
water.—Harper’s Bazar.

said

Not.
Nov.

A

hlaelr h»

68%

COHN.

I was troubled with catarrh for seven years
previous to commencing the use of Ely’s Cream
Balm. It has done lor me what other so-called
cures have failed to do—cured me. The effect
of the Balm seemed magical.
Clarence L.
Huff, Blddeford, Me.

a*

60

BOARD OF TRADE.

Openiog.

A Question of Knowledge.
Her Adorer—May I marry your daughter,
»lr?
Her Fatlier—What do you want to marry lor?
You don’t kuow when you’re well off.
Her Adorer-No, perhaps not; but 1 know
when you’re well off- Life.

henmn

Dee.

68%

WHEAT.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Its record of forty years
Is one of triumph over blood diseases.

anlAparl

62%

Nov.
69%
70%
62%
70

Saturday’s quotations.

Transcript.

ha

106%

Closing.62%

Parson Textual—Why don't you ever come to
church, |Mr. Fogg? Come next Sunday and
hear me preach.
Yogg—What an ;idea! I never should think
of asking you to come and see me saw wood, for
instance. No, I'm willing to take It for granted that you do your work well. I can show you
a wood-pile as tbe*result of my labors.
What
can you show as the result of yours?—Boston

mnv

Dec

COEN.

May.
Oienlng .62%
Highest.....68%

MAJEtlJsTE

Sch
more,

107%
10 %
106%

Lowest.111%

After trying many remedies for catarrh
during the past twelve years, 1 tried Ely’s Cream
Balm with complete success. It Is over one
year since I stopped using it and have bad no
return of catarrh. I recommend It to all my
friends.—Milton T. Talm, Reading, Pa.

Thfl haorH

Dec.
68%
86%
6«%
68%

WHEAT.

May.

Buckingham’s Dye.

Dec.
1C6%

perfect substitute
superior to it

a

AL.MA.NAl', NOVEMBER 24

sets .4 131

iu

Bedford, Ky.
Economical Housekeep-

ing, Editor of the Department of Practical Housekeeping in the Ladies’
Home Companion, &c., &c.

York..Hamburg

8

“

26\4
71x4

Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—J B
Coyle.
Sch Grace K Greeo, Seward, New York—N Y
& Me Paving Co.
Sch C H Trlckey, York. Keunebec and New
Haven—Sargent. Lord & Skilling.
Sch Nellie F Sawyer, Willard, Rockland and

New York-Feter S Nickerson.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Bootbbay Harbor- D Choate.
SAILED-Sch Wille H Child.
FROM OUR

CORRESPONDENT.
KENNEBUNKPORT, Nov 21—Ar, sch Mary
Jane Lee, Mills, New York.
FROM MERCHANT'S EXCHANGE

Pernambuco 21st inst, barque Rebecca
Crowell, Southard, Barrow.
Cld at Gonalves 16th Inst, sch C It Flint,
Brawn, lor New York.
A

r

at

Memoranda.
Belle Hoopsr, Slnnett. at New York from
Zaza, reports, Nov 17. oil Halteras, had a severe gale from N W hauling to NE, blowing with
hurricane force for two hours; lost and split
sails, and sustained some damage on deck.
Sch Fred A Small, Holmes, at New York from
Port Spain, reports a gale 17th Inst, south of
Bamegat, lasting 48 hours; lost flying jib.
■ Scb Rebeoca J 1.amain, Dlgglns, from
Apalachicola for Rockland, put Into Vineyard-Ha-

TO THE PUBLIC
Intending purchasers of Pond’s
Extract cannot take too much precaution to prevent substitution. Somo
druggists, trading on the popularity of
the great Family Remedy, attempt to

palm off other preparations, unscrupulously asserting them to be “tho
”

to ” Pond’s Extract, indifferent to the deceit practiced upon and disappointment thereby caused to the purchaser, so long
as larger
profits accrue to themselves.
Always insist on having Pond’s Extract.
Take no other.
SOLD IN BOTTLES ONLY NEVER
;
BY MEASURE. Quality uniform.
same as

“

or

equal

Sch

ven

22d with her master

the marine hospital.

sick;

be was taken to

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 16th, barque Shirley,
Bogan, Tacoma.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar up 18th, barque Cbestina Redman, McLean, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Port Eads 22d, sen Anna E J Morse,
Crocker. Providence.
PASUAGOULA-Ar 21st, sch Sadie Wtllcut,
Brown, St Kitts.
Cld 20tb, sch Mary Sprague, Dodge, for New

York.

MOBILE—Ar 21st, sch Fostlna, Phllbrook,
New York.
KEY WEST-Sid 17th,sch EH Cornell,Wass,

Tampa.

FKKNANDINA—81d 22d, schs Alice J Crabf'rnhlvuu
Kruc Vnelr
14 fk
Unnlrnll
U„.

fpoo

keil. New York.
BRUNS WICK-Ar 2 Is I, sch Roger Drury,
Delay. Boston.
SAVANNAH-Ar 22d, sch Edward 1' Avery,
Hawley, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 22d, sch Isaac T Campbell, Matthews, Boston.
Sid 22d, sch Nellie Woodbury, lor Baracoa.
NORFOLK -Ar 21st, schs Wiu E Downes,
New York; Mall, Rockport; A Minot,-.
NEWPORT NEW8-Ar 20tli, sch Sorah &
Ellen, Henley, New York.
FORT MONROE—Sid 22d, brig Arcot, Cates,
Boston.
In the Roads 22a,
brig Jennie Hulbert, Handy, from Charleston for Wevmoutb.
GEORGETOWN, DC-r8ia 22d7 sch John C
Gregory, Anderson, New York.
Ar 21st> 8Ch SuIUtsu Sawln,
®.£AI«r
Boston.
Ellis,
Ar22d, schs Clifford I White, Falktngham,
Bear River; Morancy, Wilson, Sullivan.
Sid 2lst. barque KG Clark, Havana
FHILADKiAtlA-Ar 21st, sch 8 V W Simmons, Kennebec.
Cld 21st, barque Antonio 8ala New York
Ar 23d, ship Alameda, ChapmanDublin sch
*
Nelson Bartlett, Tyler,
Kate
_>.*•*
23dWelton, NS, for .Alexandria; sch 8barque
G Haskell,
Richardson, Cardenas.
Bid 22d, baroue Doris Eckhoff, Todd, (from
Demerara) lor Boston.
PBRTH AMBOY—Sid 21st. sobs Henry May,
P>ymOUth.
RK: Ar 21st, schs
luUiY
NKW Y(
•Iona. RoiirtiA
Mobile; Cassle Jameson, Darien; Harah Eaton'
Philadelphia; Senator Grimes, Calais- Ira D
Bturgls, Wiscasset.
Ar 22U, brig Soud, Given, Demerara 18 daysschs Fred A Small, Holmes, Port Spain 16 da:
Belle Hooper, Slunett. Z <za 19 days; R Bowers'
Wilson.Feruandlna; F C Pendleton, Dodge doMay O'Neil, Watts, do; Wh te Cloud, Cameron’,
Chicago via St Lawrence.
Also ar 22d, schs L H Hopkins,
Bangor; Geo
aud Auule P Chase, do; H T Townsend. Calais; Wesley Abbott. Ellsworth lor
Newark; Emma H Kndlcott, Kennebec;

TurksTi
Ivia'f^e.Uireall*;ater

°NRW

VAr,°«tr;.*0r

—

Decora,
Lubec; Fanny Flint, do; A Haylord, Rockland
Commerce, John P Kelsey, Geo W Glover, and

38 inches

THE WONDER OF HEALING !
CURES CATARRH, RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA,SORE THROAT,PILES, WOUNDS,
BURNS, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND
HEMORRHAGES OF ALL KINDS.

Prepared only by POND’S EXTRACT CO.,
See

NEW YORK AND LONDON.
every wrapper and label.

our name on

PONuS

EXTRACT

^OINTMENT.
Tt’fl

romnrL’nhlo

PU

action upon the affected parte
gives it supremo control over
Files, however severe.
Also for Bums, Scalds,
Eruptions, Salt Bheum &c.
^ *. Testimonials from all clusses
prove its efficacy. Price 50c.
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of price. Put up only by
JONH'S EZTBACT 00., 76 6thAve.,N. Y.
nov7

prices:

3800 yards 90c

TT&Snrmtfcw&w4G

ORATBFIIL-COnFOKTINU.

Chemists. I.mfton. Ena.

Falrford Southern Pine
a

7011 u-irrfp Cdn Tonnotru
ilu
juiutf uuu lupoouj

Yard

Extra

half

down

to

58c

PLUSH
*b#rt

prices.

Carpets

MATTINGS.
2400 yards Chinese Mattings
from 5c per yard.
1000 Smyrna Rugs, all sizes,
came with this lot. Rugs such as
are sold from $9 to $11 we can
sell for $5 ; other sizes at just as

15.00
16.00
18.00

One of the newest dress
to sell for $1.00, during this sale 62 l-2c

JACKETS,

All wool, yard wide,
marked down to
62 l-2c

cluding

“

“

“

“

shades, in-

The most desirable
dress fabric in the

ty for

50 Robe Patterns,
37 l-2c goods and one
embroidered flannel,

Window Shades.
price

friends

legion.
Why this signal success ? Fair,

dealing

the public; when we say all
wool and a yard
wide, you will
nnd not a thread of cotton
; we

And

tin

w—•

fvw

12.50
16.00
26.00
26.00
37.50

37.50
40.00
6.00

•

NEW PRICE.

Long Capes
“

“

«

18.00
22.00

“

23.00

“

$12.00
13.00
15.00
16.00
17.00

“
“

We are headquarters for Plush Cloaks and Fur
Lined Circulars. Wholesale discount during
our Clearance Hale.

«iAAi.

4.

unvi/n

i>v

THE ATKINSON

$16.00, Cream Plush, 60 In.,
Seal Plush Cloaking, $16,00.

Black

iu

LADIES’ NACINTOSHES.
We have Just opened a splendid line at $15.

caded and

■

GENERAL MANAGER.

GALIFOKHIA, TEXAS III MEXICO.
Semi-Monthly Parties, Personally conducted*
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullman sleeping cars.
Call on or address B. K.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern
PaclOc Co., 192 Washington St., Bolton, Maaa.
Janl9
eodiy

Boston & Maine R. R.
la Effect October

Me

that were a bargain the
first of the season at 88c,
|
will be closed oat in this
sale at
59c
10 pieces 46 inch Hindoo

Twills,

sold at $1.25,
fered at only
5

above
sale.

1.00,

m.

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

For Fari.na.aih and way stations, 4.40
p.
tConneets with Kail Lines for New York,
South and West.
with
Sound Lines for New York,
{Connects
t Western Division from No. Berwick Sundays only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and
West for sale at Unlon Station,
Cougrcss street
and at Commercial street station.
JAMES T. FUKBEK,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man.. Boston.
D‘
P. and T. A., Boston.
WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portlaud.
oetSdtf
_

__

V.LABDBIW.O.

I5c

25c

Portlaud k Kumford Fall* Kailway.
!■*

now on

are

in.,

m.

offered at the

than

prices

A

■aleai, Li.a, Haslaa, <12.00 a. m. oally)
tOJMi a. m.j (}t p. m. dally 1 ttf.oop. m.
B“‘»* for Parxlaad, 7.00 a. m., ((9.00 a.
m.dally) 12 30 p. in., 07.00 p. m. dally.)

75c

more will be

m.

From Union Station. For Cape Klisabeih,
9.00 a. m.; 4 air.bury, 9.00 a. 1X1 tf.Oo p. In.•
Hiddefard, P.roBaulh, N0wb.r7a.rl,

pieces, better than anything we have offered this
season at $1.25,
and
would be cheap at $1.37,
for this sale at only
$1.00

No

m.

4.00 p.

aud way stations. 12.66. 4.16 p.
EMTKH5 DIVISION.

those
will be of-

Last chance at the great
closing sale of Silk
Gauzes at

3.30 p.

■mm.for p.riu.il, 7.80, 8.80

as

And China Silks at

1*91.

a.

Stiiped,Twills

same

4,

UIVIKIO*.

Trains leave Portland (Union Station) foi
it bare Reach, Pise Feint, 7.00. 10.16
014 Orchard
m., 3.30, 6.16, 6.15 p. in.;
Heack.Sace, Ui44efar4,7.00,3 6.10.16 a.
6.16
m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.15,
p. rn.; Hessehask,
7.00. 8.46 a m., 12.40, 3.30,5.16,6.15 p. m.;
Wells Beach. 7.00,8.46 a.m., 8.30.6.16 p.
m.;Nerlk Berwick, (.real Fall*, Rarer.
7.00, a. 8.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.30. 6.15 p. m.;
Allan
Rechenter, Faraaiefllea,
Bay,
Waif bare, 8.46 a. m., 12.4C, 3.30,
p. m.:
Warcesiar (via Great Fall* and Rochester)
7.00 a. m.; Manchester aud t'ascerd (via
So. Newmarket Junction) 7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.;
(via Lawrence) 8.46 a. m.; Ha. Heanarket
Janctian, Meser, llavarhill, Ltwreace,
Lsawell, Haitau, t7.00, t8.45 a.m., ) 12.40,

and
Bro-

75c, all pat in at the one
price,
48c
10 pieces French Serges,

EKmi Nor. IB, IS9I.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p.m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.

rTlibby,

Maine

STAGE CONNECTIONS!—Daily—From
W.
Minot lor Hebron Academy;
Buck field
for W. Sumner aud Turner; Canton far Peru
Dlxfield, and Mexico, also for Brettuu’s Mills,
Livermore.
|e27dtf
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
NTEADEEKI).

DOMINION

Steamship Company

««^?Jare,e8^l*'n£
Pride of the

a

*jne Bleached

West,”

at

Cotton,

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesat B p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays

Saturdays

novlO-dlf

FALL

INLAND NTBAiDBBN.
& BOOTUBAY STEAMBOAT
PORTLAND
CO. Winler A rrnngemmla. Oil and

NEW

Tbe Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAY ID TORRANCE * CO.. Agent.

nov23tf

ARRANGEMENT.

Fare

eodtl

Only

leaving.

oct29dtf

—

TREMONT and PORTLAND

seplB

THE OLD STANDARD FAMILY MEDICINE.
Kxprliwormll, regulates the bowels, assists
digestion, and cures those diseases arising
from a disordered stomach or liver.
Pries, 35c., 50c., and <1.00. At all druggists.
SINS FOR CIRCULAR.

J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburk

Mainc

Before placing yonr Life Insurance
Companies outside the State of
Maine, sendtoilie UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
phamplets explanatory of Its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
Non-Forfeiture Law.
oct24eodtf

CJTKAMKR PHANTOM will leave Portland
kJ Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Foreside.Oousens’, Great Chebeague and Littlejohns’ Island and Wolfs Point, at 2 p. m. dally
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9, 1881.
sep2Itl
H. B. SOULE, Manager.

HARPSWELL S1EAMB0AT CO.
andafterNov. 2,1891, steamerMERKYCUN K AG, will leave Orr’s Isutnd at 6.40 a.
an<1 Intermediate landings. KK!?;r,u>Lfortlau<1
TURN
leave Portland Pier lor Orr's Island and
Intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
Isaiah danibls,
^...
General Manager.

ON

Casco Buy Steamboat Company,
tX’NTO.n

1IODMB U’HAHk.

TIME TABLE, commencing
WINER
day, November 1,1891:

Mon-

Have,*'<,r‘]a“d for Foreet City Landing, Peaks
Island, 6.46, 6.46,8.00a. m.. 2.16. 6.10 p. unitor
Hlamoud, Trefetben’s and Lon
f,.itiL8a!lnad/Sreat
isiaua, o.oo a.

publiojnoticeT-

avenue, from the foot of Mechanic
the avenue to Deerlug street, will
public travel from and atter this
late until further notice.
Given under our hands this 24th day of Sep
F
ember, A. C. 1891.
ISAAC F. CLARK. 1 Seclectmen
GKO. B. LEAVITT, J of Deerlng.
street
FOREST
closed
>e

on

to

sep26dt

Insurance Company and as a
UNION
the
Instltmion.
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPAN Y is deserving ol the support of
As au

Hotne

Maine Citizens,

alt parts of New Hrna.wicb, Nava
•calks, Friwce Edward.
I.laad, aad
<t ape Hrnas. The favorite route to Caw
Ipabclla and at. Aadrew., N. H.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On and alter Nov.
tnce, tbe steamers of

and natll further nothis line leave Railroad

2d,

Wharf, Portland. MONDAY and THURSDAY
,M 6.00 p. nt., for Kastport and St. John, with
>shove
connections; returning, leave St. Jobu
|»nd Kastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked
Ito destination, nr"Freight received up to 4.00
ir. k.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at
,V“V»

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From
8

p.

From

Pine

Wharf, Philadelphia,
m.
rate

Insurance

of

Street

at

3 p.

one-half the

LIVERPOOL.

sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. H., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.
Passage IIIO.OO.
Ksnad Trip 118.
Meals and Koom Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. F. WINO,
Ageut, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Oen. Manager. H8 state St., Fisk e Building,Boston,Mass.
dtf

octaa

navuaukV

'*

Ok.,

l><

tbe
|U[

Royal Mall Steamships.
Portland to Liverpool Direct.

Long Wharf, Boston,

m.

w

Information at Company’s Office. Hull road
Wharf, foot of State street. J. B. COY LB.
Oen’t Manager.
JeSOdtf

from rniLAULLrniB eien i uesaai ana fnaif.
..•«

VU1VV|

<other

From BOSTONim? WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

7 Nov.
*

IB

STEAMSHIPS.

POffiND.

SARDINIAN.T7 Tbur.,30Nov.
PARISIAN. Toes., S Dec.
••

’MONGOLIAN.
83
8 Dec.
These steamers will not call at Halifax on
either the outward or homeward voyaices. S. 8.
Mongolian will carry caitle aud only cabin paaslengers.

Cabin $40 and $00, according to steamer and
of
stateioom.
Second cabin $26
$30.
8,e,un-

j(ocatton

s teerage

Portland dc Rochester Balfroad.
A

Stockholders of
Portland,.
hereby notified that
THE
Kochester Kallroad
will be held at the ofllce
their annual
(he

are

meeting

of Oeo. P. Wescott, lut MtaUloPt>rthtnd,
on WEDNESDAY, the second day of December
to act upon
next, at ten o’clock In the forenoon,

^1—T'ohear the report^of
**2—Fortfii choice of nine

the Director, and
Directors for the

elect a Clerk of the
4—To transact any other business that
come before them.
legally
8
WM. H. CONANT, Clerk.

Corporation.

Portland, Noy. 18,1891.

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE IN8UKANCB COMPANY Is now In the
It
forty-third year of Its existence.
has already paid more than Twenty
five Millions of Dollars to Its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

^ITATK UXh

I8*"16*L,ne

New Yerk and <41 age w, via Londonderry,
very fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return
*06 and upwards.
Ulasgew re Healea direct via Derry and
e

tialwav.
Prepaid steerage $18; intermediate
‘ 30. Apply to H. & A. ALLEN or T. P. MelOWAN, Portland, or H. A A. ALLEN

loston.oct27dtt

'AC1F1C MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
may

novlt>d2w

—

TABLE.

Leave Portland for all the above landings 10.30
ac. W. T. GODINQ,
m;ka-16 P- m.
octaodtl
General Manager.

—

,tad

dtf

ra., 2.16 p. m.

SUNDAY TIME

Steamship Co.

FOB

Easport, Calais, SI. John, N. B„ Halifax. N. S„

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland every evening, 8undavs excepted, at 7
o’clock; arriving In season (or connection with
earliest trams for points beyond.
Through tickets for Prerldeace, (.•well,
W.rmler, New Yerk. Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at B o’clock.
J. B. COY LB,
J. F. L1SCOMB,
Gen. AgL
Manager.

ALFRED RACE, Manager.

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

IInternational

$1.00

AXD PALATIAL BTKAMEBS.

alter
East

Monday, Nov. 2. Str. Enterprise wilt leave
Bootbbay every Monday at 7.16 a. m., for
Portland.toucblug at So. Bristol and Bootbbay
Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin
Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m„ for Round Pond,
touching at Boctnbay Harbor. Every Thursday
leave Round Pond at,7 a. m. lor Portland, touch•* Bootbbay Harbor.
es
Every Friday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothby, So. Bristol, East
Bootbbay and Pemaquld. Weather permlttng.
No freight received alter 7.45 a. m., on day of

—

STEAMERS.

only 10 cents per yard.

Congress Street.

Cabin $40 to (flO, return $S0 to |U0; second
cabin (26; steerage (20.
Hr Ural Service
far sr.aa.atb Hack.
From
From
Avoninouth.
Portland.
Steamship.
November 17, I TORONTO]
1 December 6*.
2tt, I ONTARIO,
1 December 12.

m.

J. B. COYLE, General Agent.

same as

ETTA M. OWEN & CO.,
novioS3Q

at 4 p.

BOSTON

THE

D0T1IJ

From
From
Steamer. |
Portland.
Thar. Nov. 12. | OREGON,
| Thur. Dec. 3.
•*
3«. I SARNIA.
ITues. Dec. IS
Dec. 10. | LABRADOR. (
"_29

Liverpool._|

days and Saturdays
and

LINE.

Rnjnl Mail Steuiihips,
PORTLAND TO LIVERPOOL DIRECT.

For NEW YORK.

Bargains in Dress Goods, Flannels,Table Linen,
Napkins, Shawls, etc.,that will warrant their sale.

—branches_

ATK,IIS0N''

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to 8. R. CORD WELL, Ticket Agent
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
Portland, Me.
CJ.WlGGlN, Gen’L Ticket. Agentoct6dtf

Henriettas and Cords,
worth from 62 l-2e to

good

Street*,

Buugor, Bu,h, Biddrf.rd
Ourdiu.r, N.rwny,
«ldlown,
Buckla.d «■«* Wu,

m.

Congress Street.

We shall dispose of our entirestock of
Dry Goods
at once, at taking
prices, to make room for other

In

Auburn,

new

Goods.

pieces of Plain
Fancy Weaves In

Street.

IMPORTANT SALE!

-HEADQUARTERS_

Middle]
Portland, Me.

.75

—

50

$6.00

CAMELS’ HAIR SHAWLS 16.50.

Congress

FURNISHING CO.
and

|.00

RTKA.1IERI.

Dr.

Cor. Pearl

or

—

CLOAKINGS MARKED DOWN.
Plaid and Stripe,
"W*

Congress Street.

_____

HOUSE

“

J. R. LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY, j.

tend this sale.
If you prefer to
pay cash, we
make a discount;
if it {, more
convenient tor you to
pay part
d°wn and the rest
or
weekly
monthly, it is just as convenient
tons. We are here to sell
goods
at lowest prices and suit
the convenience of our
customers.
Sale begins on Monday morn-

isttrn

$ 7.50

appearance and nearly equal In
value to thosa that others sell for $10.00.

equal ours.
Now, ladies, if you want a few
yards of first-class Carpets, and
want to save a dollar or
two, at-

ing.

“

1.50

m.

value our reputation.
Yon will always find the
largesst stock of the latest
goods on

Onr noor.

1.00

STREET.

On and after MONDAY, OCT. 6. 1891, Passenger Trains will LEAVE PORTLAND:
For WORCESTER, CLINTON, AYER JUNO
TION, NASHUA, WINOUAM and KPPIN1
at 7.80 a. m. and 13.30 p. m.
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and polnta
North at 7.30 a. m., 12.80 p. m.
For ROCHESTER, 8PK1NGVALK, ALFRED,
WATKKBOHO and HACOKIVKK at 7.80 a
m, 12.30 and 6.80 p. m.
For GOR1I AM at 7.So and 10.00 A m„ 13.80,
3.00, 6.3o, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For WESTBROOK, CUMBERLAND MILLS,
WESTBROOK JUNCTION
and
WOODFORD’S at 7.30 and 10.00 A m 13.30,8.00,
6.30, 6.30 and 11.16 p. m.
For FOREST AVKNU (UKKEK1NQ),6.20p.m.
The 13.30 p. in. train from Portland connects
at AYER JUNCTION with" HOOSAOTUNNE1. ROUTE” for the West and at U N ION STATION, WORCESTER, for PROVIDENCE and
NEW YORK, via "PROVIDENCE LINE,” lor
NORWICH and NEW YORK, via “NOHtfrlCH
LINE” with BOSTON A ALBAN Y K. K. for the
WEST, and with the NEW YOKE ALL RAIL
via “SPRINGFIELD.”
Trains arrive at PORTLAND from WORCESTER at 1.30 p. m.; from R0CHB8T ER at 8.30 a
m., 1.30 and 5.60p. m.; from OORHAM at 6.4a
8.86and 11.30 a m„ 1.30, 4.30, 6.60and7.l6 p.

UNPRECEDENTED SALE

are

liberal
straight-forward,
with

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE

7.50

«

9.00

NEW PRICE.

“

Equal

actual value $4.50, in
this sale only
$2.48

to

we want you to closely examine these Carpets, Rugs and
Draperies. Don’t think because
they are a special lot that there
m
something wrong with them,
ue are prepared to
guarantee
every yard sold as perfect goods.
Don’t want to sell you unless
perfectly satisfactory to you.
We cannot afford to have one
dissatisfied customer.
Our business has been bnilt
up
in the face or the biggest
opposition any firm overbad to contend
with.
We have been wilfully misrepresented year in and year out,
and yet we have stood our ground
and come out victorious.
People come to us and say “we
had no idea you sold such fine
goods.” “We were told so-and-so
and so-and-so.”
Today we have the largest business in New
England and onr

of

Portland & Rochester It. R.

wool, yard and half
wide, marked down from
$1.50 to
$1.00

REMEMBER

75c

Containing 10 yards

PORTLAND & WORCESTERUNE

9.00

“

dtt

dec33

$10.00

1.25

8.00

•

LUNG CLOTH GAPES.
$15.00

light

ecru,

market, $1.00 quali-

of Draperies ;
not
more than three pairs of
any one
kind ; prices range from $5 to
$18 ; some of the richest goods
amongst them.

any

“

».W,

Boston office, 311 Washington street.

WEftTHR*

23.00 Monkey
39.00 Sable
35.00 Persian
42.00 Sable
45.00 Astrachan
48.00 China Seal
7.50 Plash

pairs

Shades,

“

$5.00
7.50

OLD PRICE.

modes,light tan, light
rose and heliotrope.

ON THE TABLE.

150 odd

15.00

DUNUAI9

Ulgut.

England.

Scotcti Plaid Suita.

tar

FUR CAPES NARKED DOWN

French Whip Cord.
27 beautiful

ever

NEW PRICK.

$12.00 Ast rakhan
25.00 Gray Erimmer

great reductions.

clear.
Now

“

r1

10.80,11.30 a m., 1.30, 3.30, 6.00, 6. CO
p. m.. 13.15 night.
For Baltimore and Washington dally at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.80, 8.80, dining car 5,00 p. m., 13.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains—Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this Hoe are on sale at principal
Railroad offices tbroughout New York and New

All

desirable
l.rukihp,
Very
tliuo
Prices cat in twa.

$10.00 Plash Jackets,
“
“

yard.

Wools and Extra
Soper Unions at a clear cnt 10 to
15 cents below regular selling

360

•*

S10.2O.

wide

Super

One lot of Prime Union
25c per yard.

18.00

The above cut represents the Plush Cloak we
will sell for

fy, marked

rift sawn

8. H. ft A. K. DOTKN,
494 to 604 Fore and 279 Commercial 8ts.
sepioeodGms*
Portland. Me.

and

sacrifice

The above lines are in the
and popular shades.

OLD PRICE.

Flooring.

Every one who is building and thinks of using
to. pine should see It.
Write for particulars, or call on

heavy

materials, imported

at 40c per

feb73&T&wly

loora.

very

greatest

2.00 Broadcloths for

wool, oniy

flooring. It will not sliver
)r splinter and will outcast three ordinary
This Is

case

All tralhs vestlbuled from end to end, lighted
by gas. Unequaled dining car service*
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 16, 1891.
Leave New Verb from foot of Liberty street
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.46, 9.00, 10.00,
11.80 a. m 1.30, 3.16.3.30, 4.00, 6.00, 8.00,

—

$20.00 Patterns for

OLD PRICK.

delicately

>rovlded our breakfast tables with a
favoured beverage which may save us many
leavy doctors’ blfls. It Is by the Judicious use
>f such articles of diet that a constitution may
)e gradually built up until strong enough to
■eslst every tendency to disease,
Hundreds
)f subtle maladies are floating around us ready
o attack wherever there Is a weak point.
We
nay escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—'‘Civil Service
Oatette."
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Bold
inly in half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus
JAnEW EPPM Sk CO., Homnopalhie

39c

goods, splendid line
of shades, strictly all

yard.
yard.

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA A READING R. R„
BALTIMORE i OHIO R. R.

last redaction will close oat the

Broadcloth Finish Serges.

Tapestry

340 yards 75c Tapestry
at 50c per

■allinsere and 6%'asbiagiea

—

goods, even if people buy them
to lay aside.
We quote a few prices as samples :

Tricots, $1.00 quali-

EJppS’S
BREAKFAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural lavs
which govern tne operations of digestion and nurltiou, and by a careful application of the fine
>ropert!es of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has

The

46 inches wide,marked
down from 75c to 46c

yards $1,35 Brussels
at $1.00 per yard.

—between—

made by a retail house in this
class of goods while the styles
were all new and
fresh, but we
mast have the room, and this

FRENCH SERGES.

One

LINK.

Verb, Philadelphia.

New

Pattern Dresses.

wide, very

down to

at $1,10 par yard.
927 yards $2.00 Velvets
at $1.35 per yard.

R O Y A LB LUE

FINEST AND SAFEST TRAINS IN THE WORLD

_

desirable
shades,
marked from
50c

Unions.

630 yaids$2.50 Moquettes

IN

AND

—

ALL WOOL TRICOTS.

Tapestries,

4000

l-2c,

at
to close at 19c

Hair effect,
marked from 50 cts.
down to
31c

at 70c per

-—GOLDEN

DATS

.New York..Bremen ....Nov
Brltanlc.New York Liverpool...Nov
Andes.New York..Uonaives, ..Nov
AUlauca.New York..Rio Janeiro Nov
City New York.New York..Liverpool...Nov
Waesland.New York..Antwerp....Nov

KM.

the

safest, surest,
and most popular

Sailing days or Ocean Steamships.

styles, usually sold

Brussels,

Super

^

Novelty Suitings

New and very desirable

Camel’s

Wools,

Lowest (ares from Portland, Yarmouth June
and Danville Junction at follows: T <
Chicago *20 and $15.76; Detroit $18.76 and
112.50; Kansas City *30.01 and 126.76; Ht.
Faults 1.60and *27.25: St. Louis via Detroit
$23.76 and $19.75; Bt. Loulsvta Chicago $20.00
and $21.50; Han Francisco. California, $90.00
and $80.26. These rates ire sut lect to change.
L. J. SKARGEANT, General Manager,
novis
dtf

—VIA—

Plaids and Striped Oress Goods.

Velvets,

O' .DU

—

MIN 1A l'U

bowels,

—

OPPI(!K.

Exohangs St, and Depot Foot of India Strati.

tlon

LIST GREAT GUT

MARKED WAY DOWN.1

SCOTCH PLAIDS.

Axminsters,

TICKET

50

HIGH ART

Wiltons,

Extra

!

RoomiforlHolidayZCoods.

CLOAKS, JACKETS, CAPES, ETC.

New Fall Shades mark
ed down to
19c

37

A few of the lots and

and all disorders of
the stomach, liver,

are

on

Monday. There should be a big
attendance at this sale. Every
Carpet is of standard make, from
the first mills in the United
States, and they inclnde

sick

medicine for

foi money and 96V»d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Nov. 28,1891.
Quotations—
Winter Wheat at 8s 8V4d@8s 9d; Spring Wheal
at 8s 9%d@8s 10; Mixeu American Corn at 6s
6^4 d.
LIVERPOOL. Nov. 23, 1891.- Cotton market
—steady with fair demand; middling at 4 7-16d;
sales 12,ooo bales speculation and
export 1000
bales; receipts 46,000 bales.

Carpets, beginning

Auburn, 8.26 a. m„
and 6.60 p. m. From Uar.
■ 8.2o a. ra., 12.20 and 6.60 p. m.
6rom ( birngo and n.ul.r.,1, 12.20 a.
б. 60 p. III. From Quebec:, 12.20 p. m.
12.80, 3.1o, 6.40

PRICES ABSOLUTELY BEYOND COMPETITION.

Moquettes,

Foreign Ports.

a.

from

Ellsworth for

Boston.
Ar 22d,

DmUTCUEN.

=—

•

Haven; Fleetwing,

worth of

We Must Have the

All Wool Tricots.

$50,000.00

Lizzie Carr, Teel, Ho-

Newburyport.
b0^eoi.i^'h 8mitb'Card,
Ella, Lewis, Rosario, Sept 7;
??£•
E & ^.a^ue
G w Hinds, Tollman.
Jersey City;
*Jpa
H B Kimball, Lane, kew

Island3*1'

.

Par Auburn aau IawIiMi, 7.IOand 7 2c
а. 111., and 1.10,1.30 and S.20 p. m. For (Jerb»i 7.10 a. m. 1.30 and 6.20 p. in. For n».
treat ..adChicago,7.10a. m.,and
1.30p.m.
For Quebec 1.80 p. ui. For Uuchdeld and
C'auian, 7.10 a. in., and 1.30 p. m.

$12,000

the United States. We were there
and we wished all the ladies of
Portland could have been there
and seen all these elegant patterns that were sacrificed. Sorry
we couldn’t buy them all.
However, we secured a variety of the
best and shall offer

SCb Empre33' tcom

Haddocks, New York; Jennie Lockwood, Poland, Lynn.
8Ctl Elbrldge Souther,
Seavey, Turks

CRASH TRIM KAII.WU Of CIVUU.
-

ABRIYAI.N.

This was the value of the Carpets that were forced on the New
York market last week, and sold
by auction to leading buyers in

and

Markets.
.■>««

8Cb Her8ld'

22d,

Ar

fBy Telegraph.]
no

itxinnv

Dun,

Davenport,

rAILK0.4D|.

_

OF DRESS GOODS

FOR

NfwYor1k!E^CE‘“Ar

Cotton

NEW YORK, Nov, 23.

_

__

$20,000 WORTH

Vora*foSwnehin®

and

Markets.
[By Telegraph],

TWO

5®.,.

sch

Domestic Markets.

aUttCEALANBEVS.
_

M,aiy

do for Boston

[By Telegraph.

Ontario...
Con Cal a Va
Yellow jacket.

Shepard, do; Hattie Turner, Sullivan:
Lucy M Jenkins, do; Lottie. Thomaston; Druid
K£°Jles’ Vlnalhaven for PhiladelCalais; Eva May, NanNew Bedford; Frank
S 8 Kendall, do;
Pacific, Newu’
New Haven.
p0It.'o?J?pfiI?ay?e.s’
Ar 23d, snip John
McDonald, Stone, Havre.
8chs Kobt Uorlty. New
vm’
do for Bosy?.rk: mae J Simmons,
,or Boston.
“AVAN-Ar
22d, tch Lizzie J Oall.
_,N*5.W
Kawllos, Augusta for New York.
21st’scil Northern Light,

SSi.

east 22d, sch Robt G
..NOBSKA-Passea
portland; Geo P

Mining Stocks.

VIJBNITIJRB.

Anna

-UKt
j

si

COM—

Juan.Ch na, btntral
South America ard Manor,
orma,

Prom New York, pier foot of CatiaI
Hfret, for San Francisco *'A Fbc
Psussu.

*t

St., North

Inliaa.

For Japan and tkiaa,
C10L0N.sills Tuesday December ], oooo.
From sad Francisco, 1st and Hranuan Hts.
CHINA, sails Tuesday, December 8,3 p. m.
For Freight. Passage, or general information
a pply to or address the General Eastern Agents,
B. A. ADAMS A <«.,
1 13 Dtate Direct, tier.Bread Di., litau.
I«10
<tl

MU8IO AND DRAMA.

THE PRESS. |
TUESDAY.
\KW

American

to-day

t2&££'S&3»S*2" street.
street.
3M*ffmWw8taot
Benjamin Shaw, real estate—2.

H. H. Hay a Sou, Middle street.
Wanted—Mrs. Palmer.
Chas. E. Jackson—Photos.
Found—Newfoundland pup.
J. B. Brown & Sons—Baukers.
Wanted—Ever housekeeper.
To rent—Clarence Hale.
Cumberland loan association.
To let—Fine office.
Maine Oeuti al railroad.
A. C. IJbby A Co.. Exchange street.
G. U Bailey—Middle street.

of Meat Co.,
The well known Liebig’s Extract
of their compact and
have issued a new edition
which should be in
very attractive cook book,
In the country.
the hands of every housewife
cover and contains
It has a tasteful illuminated
reclpes.'carefully complied by an eminent cook
for the easy preparation of economical, dainty
and practical dishes of various kinds all of them
both appetizing and healthful, and It will undoubtedly prove a great aid In “improved and
economic cookery.’’ This book will be mailed
free on receipt of a postal with your address
plainly written, by Messrs. Dauchy & Co., 27
Park Place, New York.

face!

Angostura Bitters is the best tonic in the
world for dyspeptics. Manufactured only by
Dr. J. G. B.81egert IS Sons. Sold everywhere
novl9eod&wlw
by druggists.

standing!

rniiUT

JUDGE GOULD.
Monday.— John Field and William
blake. Intoxication. Fined $3 and costs.
Intoxication.
Thirty
John A. Kice.
days in the county jail.
BEFORE

John fl. Gallagher. Common drunkard.
Three months In the county jail.
Patrick F. O’Connor, Margaret Rlngand
Ellen Linehan. Search and seizure. Each
lined $100 and costs and 63 days In the
county jail. Appealed.

The

errant

Contributions

for the Y. M. C. A.

The Young Men’s Christian Association
taking hold of the work ol getting the
new home with vigor and enthusiasm.
They now have $37,772, subscribed by the
are

following:
Previously reported.$32,072
Wnmau's Auxiliary, second fair.
Samuel A. True.
Clinton L. Baxter.
W. 8. Dana.
R. O. Conant.
Carter Brothers.
Adam P. Leighton.
Howard E. Soule.
G. W. himonton.
W.W. Mitchell.
O. Hooper, Son & Leighton.
H. H.hhaw.
B.C. Allan.
Chas. S. Chase.
Chas. W. Pickard.
T. E Thompson.
Cressey & Jones.
T. F. Foss & Sons.
Geo. H. Buxton.
W. A. Clerk.
Geo. C. Frye.
Geo. T. Edwards.
A. 8. Hinds.
Geo. H. Lord.
Augustus F. Moulton.
__

8,200
260
260
260
260
200
160
100
100
100

100
100
lOu
100
100
60
60
60

60
26
26
26
26
26

26

$37,772

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
Yesterday was mild and damp as April
with slight showers in the afternoon.
Mr. Dennis A. Mealier has suffered the
amputation of a finger as it was necessary
sum

nf

C9"

nroo

ofnlon

from

thu

Meetings of the Maine Historical Society
for the reading of papers and for discussions will be held at the library, December
10th, at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
The young girls of the Busy Workers of

whMfl her father antahliahpri

potHa

servatory of Music, which place she attended for three years. The cattle ranch
business of her father’s did not prove a
profitable venture, and he lost a small fortune In It, but yet had enough left to se jd hU
talented and handsome daughter to Paris
for a year. There she received instruction
In music from some of the leading directors of that great city. Before her education was entirely completed, however, she
was obliged to return home, owing to the
unexpected business reverses in her family. Then it was she decided to accept a
position which was very remunerative,
that bad been offered her to play the leading soprano role in a leading comic opera
company. Her success in operatic work
was Instantaneous, but as she, at that time,
cared more for the salary she was receiving
than for the honors that were heaped upon
her, her rise was not as rapid as It might
have been. After a while, and lust before
she was married to Mr. McCreary, she became attached to her chosen
profession

fishing business along that coast.
Yesterday the special evangelistic services at the North Congregational church
at Cape Elizabeth were very fully attended,
both afternoon and evening. Meetings will
be held every evening during the present
week at 7 o’clock in the church.

Marshal Hight played patrolman
for
minutes In Monument square last evening while tbe officer on tbe beat was at
tbe other end of it, and the crowd around
the theatre door was almost Impenetrable.

and at once sprung into popular favor. At
the first monster musical festival which

some

was held at Socorro, New Mexico, she
made her greatest hit as the prima donna
soprano of the Panlzza Opera Company,
the best known Mexican Opera Company
at tbattime. Her next venture was with

PERSONAL.

Hon. Amos L. Allen of Alfred, was in
the city yesterday.
Mrs. Chas. E. Phenix of Brunswick, Is
spending the week with her parents on
Franklin street.
Hon. Mark P. Wentworth, the newly appointed surveyor of the port, will enter
upon the duties of his office on December

the Gilman Concert and Comedy Company,
under the management of her father, Col.
J. A. Gilman. It proved a success and
added to her fame in the West and South.
Her next engagement was with the Hamilton Opera Company of New York, with
which organization she was playing in the
southern circuit when she met Mr. McCreary and was married. Since her marriage she has played leading parts with

1st.
Mr. James G. Blaine, Jr., has entered
upon the duties of the position be has accepted in the passenger department of the

the J.

C. Duff Comic Opera Company,
a repertoire of Gilbert aud Sullivan
productions,
including Iolanthe,
Patience, Pinafore, The Gondoliers and
Mikado. Last season she played the leading role iu Manager J. M. Hill's No. 2 Ship
Ahoy Company, which toured the West
and the South, and it was because of her
great triumph and success with that company that Manager Hill decided to make
her prima donna soprano of the No. 1
Company, which is travelling in the New
England circuit this season, and which is
meeting with great success everywhere, as
did the original company of last season.
Miss Gilman’s singing has been rapturously applauded, and her acting has been
commented upon as admirable by the leading critics of every city where the Ship
Ahoy Company has appeared since the
season began. She is not only a handsome

playing

Pennsylvania railroad, having bis headquarters at Philadelphia.
On the Board of Trustees of Bowdoin
College, the Hon. John A. Peters, LL. D.,
lias been elected to fill the vacancy caused
by the death of the late Hon. John Appleton. No successor has as yet been elected
to fill the place of the late George E. B.
Jackson, A. M., vice president of the
Board of Overseers, who died recently. Mr. Barrett Potter succeeds Ira P.
Booker as secretary.
A Rat

Baiting Exhibition.
There was an exhibition of rat killing on
Congress street Just above Oak yesterday
that was fun for some people but quite the
reverse for others. An able bodied, graywhiskered rat was taken out on the sidewalk in a trap and turned loose. At the
same time the terrier dog belonging at tbe
Falmouth market was turned loose In pursuit of the rat. The rat started for the
other side of the street, then doubled, then
started across again to be jumped on and
slaughtered by the dog while a dozen meD,
more or less looked on and applauded.
Several ladles however, who happened to
be passing at the time received severe
nervous shocks from the sight, partly of
the rat and partly of the brief combat. In
view of the fact that ladies are almost constantly on the streets, and that they are
littB Hie

1mon

After living West for a short time
the daughter was sent to Yassar College
to becducated, and, meanwhile, had a private tutor to drill her in music. At the age
of sixteen she was sent to the Boston Con-

Lawrence street parish have realized some $25 which they have donated to
a widow lady of the parish.
The steamer Forest City of the Portland
Steam Packet Co’s fleet has been hauled
to the Boston and Maine wharf, the Tremont having again gone on the route.
Many new letter boxes of the type recently adoptsd by the Post Office department are being placed In position In tbe
city. Many ol them are printed red. This
does not however signify hourly collections as is the case in Boston.
Messrs. J. S. Winslow & Co. have just
purchased tbe fishing schooner Florida, 40
tons of Harpswell at $1,500. Tbe purchase
was made in the interests of parties in
Florida, and she will be employed In the

nucu

a

ranch.

tbe St.

tiuiiu

a.

West.
The story of Miss Oilman's professional
career, aBlde from her romantic marriage,
is very interesting. She was born at Belfast, Me., twenty-six years ago. At an
early age her parents moved to the West,
and Settled at Albuquerque, New Mexico,

money drawer of tbe Merchants’ Exchange
Hotel last Sunday evening.

^luvciuion/

n>Afm>alnn

known as the McCreary-Gilmau Company,
and made a great success in the South and

to save the hand.
Thfl

In tho

At the time of Mias Gilman’s marriage
to Mr. McCreary, curiously enough the
general public knew that gentleman only
as Signor Tolbertn, the
great Spanish tenor, he being so advertised extensively in
New York by an enterprising manager
who sought the shekels of the susceptible
American public that gloried In everything foreign, and thought themselves
leaders in society. Of course Mr. McCreary’s frtends and his fair fiancee knew him
to be an American of Americans, and
loved him as they loved the girl whom he
was to wed for the truo patriotism
they
both possessed. The marriage of Mr. McCreary to Miss Gilman was a very romantic one. It was a case of love at first sight
—atrue love match In every respect. The
courtship began in New York in the fall of
1888, and was finished in the lovely
orange land of the sunny South, in the
Both of the principals
spring of 1889.
were, at that time, travelling in one of the
leading opera companies, and they were
married on the stage, before a crowded
house, between the second and third acts
of the opera they were playing—Balfe’s
beautiful masterpiece, “The Bohemian
Girl.’’ A few weeks after the ceremony
was performed, Mr. and Mrs. McCreary
organized an opera company of their own,

Made

Already

vnvnan

have the public know her only on the stage
and not tn her happy home life.

GOOD SUM.

A

girls

the titled men ot foreign climes, though
the public may have been led to believe so,
judging from the numerous marriages of
wealthy American heiresses to the titled
men of Europe, who In order to Bave themselves from bankruptcy sought, as a last
resort, connubial affiliation with the girls
of fair Columbia, who wanted a titled
husband and were ready to pay for him.
One woman at least, and she a Maine girl,
has scorned a man of foreign title who
professed to love her, and who was anxious to wed. Unlike the average foreigner
seeking an American girl, this man had
wealth himself, while the girl, for she was
but eighteen when the offer of
marriage
came ‘to her, had nothing but
goodness,
An
honorable
virtue.
family, a pretty
a sweet voice and but a moderate
Income
to commend her.
The foreigner who
sought marriage was a German Count. The
American girl who refused to wed him and
preferred a man of her own blrtb, was
Miss Lotta M. Gilman, now playing the soprano part In the "Ship Ahoy Opera Company,” After refusing the tempting offer
of a title, a bewitchingly beautiful home
and everything luxurious that money could
buy. Miss Gilman became the wife of a
true American lover, a Mr. Wallace McCreary of New York, well known, like
herself, as on opera singer of rare merit,
and a gentleman of high social
Only to her intimate friends, and they are
In no way connected with the operatic profession, Is Miss Gilman known today under the name of Mrs. McCreary,
though It
is a name she venerates and would not
change for all the lordly titles that the old
world could produce.
Upon the official programme of the “Ship
Ahoy Company” Miss Gilman Is known only under her maiden name, as she, like all

fourth page.
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Her
lovely Id every sense of the word.
form is divine, her face Is sweet, and she
is graceful and tall, and is a brunette with
luxuriant hair reaching almost to the floor,
and with eyes that sparkle like gems of tbe
rarest quality.
Miss Gilman will appear here with tbe
Ship Ahoy Company at City Hall tonight
and tomorrow.
'POBTLAND THEATBK.

The programme this week is admirable.
The audience last night encored everything. Thomas and Watson were good,
Prince Tanake and Princess Miena did
some fine juggling, Nellie St. John sang
sweetly, and Tommy Glynn played tbe
banjo finely. Young Valdare was a dashing bicycle rider, and the dancing and singing were all good. Be sure and go for you
will get your money’s worth.

aoroau it

is tbe oDinion of many people that these
rat baiting contests should take place only
in secluded back yards.
A Pleasant Affair.

Some 25 or 30 of the friends of Mr. and
Mrs. C. F. Jones called on them at their
PYGMALION AND GALATEA.
residence, No. 10 Charles street, last FriProf. Grimmer has arranged this proday evening, it being tbe eighth anniversary of their marriage.
After a time pleas- gramme for his orchestra at the performantly spent in social pastime, refreshments ances at City Hall, Thanksgiving:
Overture-Empeior.
.Kiesler
were served, following which Bev. C. E.
“
(a Darky’s Jubilee
Cate, in behalf of those assembled, pre- j b Waltzes
..Bhelnsayen-Wedsenbon
sented Mr. and Mrs. Jones with a fine piaMedlep—Boom-zlog-Boora.Brooks
There are still good seats left, but they
no lamp, and Bev. H. C. Lowden
presented them with an excellent water color are going rapidly, and you can get a better
patntlng, to which Mr. Jones responded. ! choice by going into Chandlers at once
and making your selection.
Toe proceedings were a complete
surprise
After a song by Mrs. H. C.
The Oregon's Immigrants.
!Lowden. a
prayer by Rev. Mr. Cate and
The Oregon was safely tied up at her
singing
“Blest be the tie that binds,’’ the
company : dock wheb the light broke yesterday
separated wishing their hosts many remorning. Her immigrants were early
turns of the day.
rival
: astir, and so were tbe agents of the
railroads, the Grand Trunk and Canadian
City Government.
Pacific. Tbe latter road got rather the
A special meeting of the Board of Mayor
liou’s share of the Sardinian's
passengers,
and Aldermen was held yesterday afterbut yesterday the Grand Trunk was on
noon. Absent, Alderman Lewis.
hand and took its share and
a little more.
Petition of Thomas J. Frothingham for
Among the immigrants were a company of
permission to enlarge tbe two ells of the
persecuted Jews driven from
Russia by
building at Nos. 22 and 26 Temple street,
tbe C7'ar’“
government.
covering the roof with gravel, and submitWay we8t’ and aUh°ugh
ting to such restrictions as tbe committee
ar® °?
by way of Canada probably
might impose. The committee reported, they willgol.ng
bring up in tbe Unlte(1 g
granting the petition provided tbe wails
probably at Chicago. They were not
were ’.covered with iron, and the entire
particularly miserable looking,
work acceptable to tbe inspector of buildappearing better than some of the other
ings
Immigrants.
_.
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SOLDIERS AND

LOB8TERS.

Wardens Bailey and Barbour Find
few on 8ehooner Planter.

a

State Constables Barbour and
Bailey are
actively on their campaign against lobsters
that appear to be too
young to vote, as
evidenced by their size.
Yesterday the
schooner Planter came in at Portland Pier
with several hundred live lobsters which
wero discharged under the eyes of the oncers, first being ladled out of the hold to
the teck and pushed aud pulled around by
the crew of the vessel who seemed to be as
anxious to pick out the short ones as the
constables themselves wero.
The apparatus used to get the size
of suspected
crustaceans is simple, being a piece of wood
as long as the shortest legal lobster, divided into two parts by an upright for the
body and the claws.
The men pick the lobsters out of the
struggling mass on deck one by one and if
there is no doubt as to their ability to pass
muster they are dropped Into the car. If
they are small and seem to be within the
prescribed limit, they are placed on the
board. Should they fall short, overboard
they go. If they come up to the standard,
they are in the car with the big ones.
Out of the cargo of the Planter, Messrs.
Barbour and Bailey found about a dozen
that were undoubtedly in their infancy.
They were dropped into the water to seek
their native wilds on the rocky shores of
the coast and islands.
Messrs. Bailey and Barbour have not
found any more short lobsters that have
been taken wilfully and with Intent to
evade theofficers’ vigilenee.
Voters Realstered

Yesterday.

The registrars began work in Ward 3
yesterday. These are the names of voters

registered:
WARD THREE.

Allen, John H., 16 Myrtle.
Anderson, John B., 91 Oxford.

Ahern, itobert B., 72 Franklin.
Ahern, John, 72 Franklin.
Burton, Jas. E„ 174 Pearl.
Barbour, Adam W., 161 Frauklln.
Baker, Joslah W., 188 Market.
Bromby, Fred August, 1 Wilmot place.
Bools, Joseph, 61 Wilmot.
Berman, Sbla, 122 Middle.
Bradley, Patrick F., 69 Federal.
Brackett, Wm. D„ 20 Quincy.
Bell, Edward 8., 122 Oxford.
Bruns. Neils A., 110 Wilmot.
Branan, James, 4 India.
Butler, Cbas. J., 83 Federal.
Barrows, Charles O., 217 Cumberland.
Blackmer, John A., 341 Congress.
B riggs, Appleton 1)., 22 Wilmot.
Brockmaun, Alex C. 0.. 91 Middle.
Baker, Clarence A., 312 Congress.
Barbour, Fred J., 161 Franklin.
Brazier, Charles J., 16 Myrtle.
BrownsoD, Wm. H.. 288Congress.
Brockm&nn, Wm. M 91 Middle.
Berry, Bichard G., 206 Franklin.
Carney, Warren O., »7 Federal.
Crane, Willard L.. 167 Oxford.
CoIIIds, Chas., 11 Wilmot.
Chandler, Willis H„ 144 Federal.
Chase, Geo. S., 9 Fremont place.
Costa, Giovanni, 341 Congress.
Chase, Emery 0., 9 Fremont place.
Colley. Samuel N., 316 Congress.
Chase, Wm. F., 9 Fremoot place.
Cronin, John J., rear 220 Fore.
Cook, Hiram J\, Clly Building.
Crowley, George W., 79 Federal.
Conley, John J., 22 Deer.
Oolcord, Edward B., 43 Chapel.
Clark, Alfred B., 4s Myrtle.
Cobb, Edward N., 236 Cumberland.
Crane, Thomas P., 167 Oxford.
Dow, John Emery, 13 Myrtle.
Daly, Peter, 167 Newbury.
DeCosta, John F., 16 Hampshire.
Day, Jas. A.. 107 Franklin.
Davis, Wm. N.. 103 Pearl.
DeGroot, Morris, 91 Middle.
Dunphy, John, 36 a Pearl.
Donovan, Jas. S., 332 Fore.
Donovan, Timothy J., 332 Fore.
Donahue, Thos. F., 26 Hampshire.
Dodge, Thos. T., 1 Garden.
Desmond, John, 311 Congress.
Delance, Joseph H., 103 Pearl.
Elwell, Maurice F., 174 Pearl.
Eveletb, Jabez P.,8 Neal’s court
Egan. Andrew, 24 India.
Elwell, Frank A„ 162 Pearl.
Freeman, Hardiug A., 9 Laurel.
Farrington, Fred B., 166 Oxford.
Flckett, Frank E„ 69 Hampshire.
Feeney, Patrick H., 199 Cumberland.
Freeman, Edward J., 23 Vine.
Frye, Geo. C., 296 Congress.
Farrington, Clayton J„ 124 Franklin.
Feeney, Thos. J., 199 Cumberland.
Fillebrown, John H., 223’/a Cumberland.
Frazier, Wm. B., 219 NewDnry.
Foss, John 8., 189 Pearl.
Fuller, Thos. 8., 144 Federal.
Frank, Winfield B., 18 Quincy.

Fernald, Alfred B., 28 Hampshire.
French, Charles P., 382 Congress.
Floyd, Jeremiah G., 201 Newbury.
Goold, Harold, 41 Chapel.
Gould, Neal Dow, 169 Fearl.
Gage, Charles K., 207 Cumberland.
Galvin, Jeremiah C., 219 Newbury.
Gubbms, John, 16 India.
Googtns, William C., 167 Franklin,
Gammon, Joseph N., 123 Oxford.
Grimmer, Charles, 126 Pearl.
Hanson, Charles W., 136 Pearl.

Halev. llarrv N.. 14 Chatham.
lloasdon, Manlon 8., 142 Federal.
Hughey. Joseph H., 172 Newbury.
Hart, William G., 163 Franklin.
Hillman, John P„ 42 Wllmot.
How, Frank D., 145 Newbury.
Hutchins, Lewis 8., 114 Middle.
Hammond, John H.. 69 Federal.
Howard, Harry A. W„ 98 Oxford.
Hanscome, John W., 223% Cumberland.
Harding Henry A., 240 Cumberland.
Hunter, William, 219 Fore.
Horr. Granville C.,216 Cumberland.
Howell, Amos B., 62 Wllmot.
Harris, Frederick a., 201 Cumberland.
Holloren, John, 284 Fore.
Hall, Claudlan ,11,30 Quincy.
Hicks, Millard F., 211 Cumberland.
Higgins, Henry 8., 146 Franklin.
Jonnsou, Samuel, 84 Lincoln.
Jackson, Henry A., 9 Laurel.
Jeffords, William, 116 Wllmot.
Jameson, Charles O 110 Franklin.
Jencks, Theodore C. M., 816 Congress.
Johnson, Frank A., 6 Dyer’s lane.
Jason, James T., 169 Newbury.
Jolce. Jobn, 61 Franklin.
Kaogh, John, 7 Commercial.
King, Jame3 W., 71 Franklin.
Keeley, George, 10 India.
Keeley, George H., 10 India.
Kittredge, George H., 204 Franklin.
Low, William Adolph. 31 Deer.
Loveitt, George F., 16 Wllmot.
Littlefield, Charles E., 124 Lincoln.

Lane, Henry J.,

43

Myrtle.

Lord, Nelson H., 113 Lincoln.

Little, Wm. D„ 166 Pearl.
Long, John H.. 47 Myrile.
Littlefield, Nahum, 240 Federal.
Levi, Samuel, 93 Middle.
Lord, George H., 27 Wllmot.
Marr, John Francis, 6 Wllmot street place.
Melvin, Alonzo A., 30 Quincy.
Miles. Dana H., 117 Pearl.
Merrill, Henry P., 806 Congress.
McGouldrlc, Thomas C., 331 Congress.
Murch, Charles G.. 103 Federal.
Mixer, Daniel A., 9 Myrtle.
Murphy, Robert Hamilton, 103 Federal.
Morrls. George W„ 106 Lincoln.
Mayo, Henry, 300 Congress.

McManus, Kierare. 79

Middle.
Morse, Robert K, 179 Pearl.
Morse. Herbert F. W., 179 Pearl.
McLaughlin, Archibald, 79 Middle.
Mitchell, -Joseph W., 81 Lincoln.
Murphy, Thomas John, 284% Congress.
Merrill. Alvan It., 22 Wllmot.
Means, George T., 4 Gard lane.
McAndrew, Patrick, 167 Newbury.
Marston, Willard E.. 100 Wllmot.
MacgUlicuddy, Eugene, 140 Fox.
Miles, Edward A.. 117 Pearl.

Moorgofski, Abraham, 4 Hampshire.
O’Rourke, James, 182 Franklin.
Osgood, Charles P., 14 Laurel Lane.
O’Reilly. James B., 141 Oxford.
O’Nell, Thomas J., 127 Franklin.
Oakes, Thomas W., 90% Middle.
Onler, Wm. H., 18 Locust.
Otis, John C., 74 Federal.
Phillips, Isaac, 66 Lincoln.
Parker, Edwin, 73 Federal.
Prince, Augustus H., 64 Franklin.
Parker, Andrew J., 14 Quincy.
Pitman, Ariel C., rear;21i Cumberland.
Poole, Wm. Woodbury, 40 Hampshire.
Pitcher,Wilbert O., 169 Newbury.
Parker. Richard H.. 341 Cnmn-<>««

Porter, Joseph N., 122 Oxford.
Perry, Franklin, 11% Vine.
Peilow, Thomas, 84 Pearl.
Palmer, John T., Jr., 294 Congress.

Pennell, Jones, 126 Oxford.
Pearson, Samuel F.,4i Wllmot.
Bosenberg, David, 3 Vine.
Bodman, Geo. E., 76 Wllmot.
Jacob W., 333 Congress.
Boblnson,John
Eooney.
W., 3 Laurel Lane.
Bobert
X., 8 Laurel Lane.
Booney,
Bexdale, Bobert, 90 Wllmot.
Bed Ion, Chas. H., 226 Cumberland.
Boblnson, Frank Woodbury,
203 Cumberland.
Bussell, Henry M., 169 Pearl.
Bafferty, Thomas, rear 23 Hampshire.
Somers, Wm. H. 138Vi Federal.
Sawyer. MarkH., 29 Myrtle.
Stone, Patrick ,3 Wllmot.
Stevens, AlnSm M., 3 Neal’s Court.
Steele, Charles M. P., 63 Myrtle.
Sterling.Freeman B., 2 Heath.
Shea, Wm.. 26 Pearl.
Seavey, Charles W.. 91 Oxford.
Sbeahan. James, 32 Deer.
Skillings, Oliver A., 67 Lincoln.
Small, Freeman E., 369 Congress.
Savior, John N., 23 Myrtle,
Simonds, Curtis H„ 82 India.
Sawyer, Albion, 197 Franklin.
Skillings, F'ranklln, 196 Franklin.
Sennett, Albion C., 160 Federal.
Stlckland, Beni. F,, 135 oxford.
Stone, Samuel A., 29 Myrtle.
Shaw, John L„ 33 Myrtle.
Scanlan. Geo. H., 211 Cumberland.
Smith, Edward H„ 114 Oxford.
Schumacher. Gustave W., 42 Wllmot.
Tanner, Bobert. 44 Wllmot.
Taylor, Walter M., 73 Federal.
Talford, Joseph M., 22 Church.
Thornton, Joshua, Jr., 168 Franklin.
Tompson, Edward F., 160 F'ranklln.
Tompson, Fred A., 160 Franklin.
Toomy, Michael, 61 Cumberland.
Todd, John M.. 122 Lincoln.
Trefethen, Winfleld, 162 Pearl.
True, Ernest. 176 Pearl.
Naly, Michael, e6 Middle.
Whitney, Peltiah, 77 Myrtle.
Waite, Albion P., 26 Chapel.
Wish, Joseph H., .Jr., 164 Pearl.
Ward, Benj. G„ 167 Newbury.
Waite, Thomas Buxton, 82 Wllmot.
Wallace, chas. o., 116 Wllmot.
Warren. Samuel. 93 Oxford.
Waite, Edward F., 17 Wilmot.
Williams, John D., 291 Congress.
Williams, Charles L., 386 Congress.
West. Warren G., 199 Franklin.
Willard, Beni. J., 90% Federal.
Wish, Oscar B., 261 Cumberland.

The names of residents o{ wards other
than Ward Three regloteted yesterday will
be printed later.
The damp weather did not affect the carpet sale at The Atkinson Store. It will be
continued today.

RUM.

Mr. Looney Addresses tho

Men’s Republican Club
pean Scenes.

THATCHER’S CAMPFIRE.

Young
Euro-

on

The adjourned meeting of the Young
Men’s Republican Club was held at the
The entertainment
rooms last evening.
for the evening was an address by Wm, H.
Looney, Esq., upon what he saw in Europe. Mr. Looney spoke of the general
appearance of the face of the country, of
the Cathedrals, etc., touching also upon
the militarism and the

intemperance:

“That which strikingly impresses the
American, is, if I may use the term, the
intense militarism which exists everywhere in Europe. In Cork and Dublin the
British soldier with his neatly fitting uniform, dark blue pants, red coal] and box
cap meets you at every step, while the Irish
constabulary can be seen at every country
station. In London, the flower of the
British army, men of the most superb
physiques, can be seen at the Tower, at
Whitehall, at Buckingham Palace aDd
Marlboro House, and at the war offices
“On the Continent, In some of the cities
of Germany, France and Italy, almost

The finest
every third man is a soldier.
and best drilled soldiers 1 saw were the
Germans; the iworst looking, the Swiss
The poor physiques and
and Italians.
slovenly unsoldlerly like manner and appearance of the latter contrast strangly
with the superb physiques, the alert,bright
and true military appearance of the former.
The frontiers of all the countries in
Europe are strongly fortified, and fairly
bristle with armed men. European civilization seems to be based upon the supposition that war is not only a possibility but a
probability. The armed truce, for it is
nothlng’but that, must cost almost as much
as actual war. The enormous drain upon
the people in order to eupport these glganfin ormumunfa

flui faloa

ofarwloriio nrnotiwi

by military life, as well as tbe reduction o f
the army of producers to swell that of consumers, must be a terrible drain upon the
countries, and must Inevitably In tbe near
future precipitate a crisis.
"The forcible taking of hundreds of young
men from useful pursuits Is, I presume,
one of the reasons for tbe degrading position occupied by women all over Europe.
They are found working In the fields;
women may be seen yoked with cows and
hauling plows, dragging heavy carts
through the Jstreets iand carry log heavy
loads on their heads.
“The

demoralizing, brutalizing

and

de-

grading business of liquor selling Is carried on by women almost exclusively all
To the eternal credit of the
over Europe.
American
healthy Is

Republic, be it
public opinion

said
that
so
and so higly Is
woman esteemed, that a woman would not
be tolerated in this debasing occupation In
any part of this country.
“I have not the figures, but judging
from what I observed in Europe, the consumption of liquor must be simply enormous.
In the city of Cork there are 650
rum shops; in Skibbereen, where tbe population is not more than that of Westbrook
there are 70. In London, the bar rooms,
which are at nearly every corner, are
packed night and day with customers, a
large proportion of them being women. I
saw more drunken women in one afternoon
in London than 1 have seen In America
during my life time. The frightful effect
of the drink upon the English women can
be estimated when I tell you that a Methodist clergyman Is authority for tbe statement that over 40,000 infants are smothered by drunken mothers annually.
"In ContinentalEurope,(especially In the
Rhine country, every person drinks wine;
It Is the common! beverage, as water Is

here.”

THE MINERS’ CONGRESS.

Hon. Charles F. Libby Makes
Speech to the Silver Kings.

a

A copy of the Colorado Sun of the date
of Nov. 19th, gives an extended account of
the Mining Congress at Denver, at which a
party of Portland men are in attendance.
The descriptive reading matter is abundantly Illustrated with wood cuts of prominent
men in attendance.
Among them is a half-

length portrait labelled “Hon. Charles K.
Libby—a silver man from Maine.” The
bears

little resemblance to our distinguished townsman, but Is about as
faithful as the description:
"A silver
man from Maine.”
Mr. Libby entertained the assembled
miners with tbe following
judicious
speech:
"Ladies and Gentlemen:—I must say
that it is an unexpected pleasure as a recut

presentative of the State of Maine t.n

nnr-

tlcipate with you in this event. Since
coming here and seeing your vast improvements I can appreciate your interest in the
Bllver question. I Believe that the sentiment ot the East is changing upon this
matter.
I believe that the sentiment of
the world Is changing cu this question.

[Applause.]

“It is only recently that I read the de-

bates
among the bi-metaiists of Great
Britain, and I find that some of the greatest bankers and financiers are
favoring the
proposition to put silver upon equal basis
with gold. 1 believe that silver is going to
receive fair treatment at the hands of the

American people.
"I want to thank you, gentlemen, for
your courtesy, and to join with you in
tribute to

efforts

we

your

president,

without whose

would not be here today.’’

MRS. ARMSTRONG.

The

Eccentric
Californian
Not
Identified as a Portlander.

A reporter of the Pbess called on Mrs.
Eben Armstrong on Spruce street, who
had read the despatch in yesterday’s paper
concerning the eccentricities of Mrs.
“Nellie” Armstrong.
At first
it was
thought that the woman in question was
the wife or widow of Mrs. Armstrong’s
brother-in-law Mr. Arthur Armstrong who
has lived in California for some time. Mrs.
Armstrong said however that on reading
the

despatch carefully

several

things

ap-

peared that led her to think it must be
some one else.
Mr. Arthur Armstrong is
alive and well, as his wife is, neither of
them are old, nor are they possessed of
any such sum as that named, $100,000.
They have three children and all live happily together and are on good terms with
ail the other members of the family.
Mrs. Arthur Armstrong was a native of
WlHard, being a Miss Simonton. She was
married to Mr. Arthur Armstrong before
the war, and has lived in California for

nearly

20 years.

Captain Hodgkins Complains
Peaks Island

of the

People.

Interesting Gathering

in spite of the threatening weather and
rain outside a very
pleasant time was enjoyed by the fifty or more members and
guests present. Among the invited guests
present were Department Commander ;S.
L. Miller, Waldoboro, and following members of his staff:!Assistant Adjutant General E. C.
Millike*-, Medical Director J. F.
Day, Inspector J. L. Small, Senior Aidede-camp Charles D. Clark, and aides E. G.
Blanchard and A. B. Holland; ex-Department Commander H. S. Melcher, Commander French of Bosworth Post, and
Comrades Welch, Dunn. Williams, Berry,
C. D. Clark, Hanna, Spaulding and Hop
kins.
After the assembly had done ample justice to the entertainment provided by the
commissary department, the company
moved to the main
hall, where, after cigars
were lighted, Dr.
Day and Mr. G. A.
Thomas furnished musical entertainment.
Department Commander Miller was then
called upon by Post Commander Winslow
Lawton. After expressing bis pleasure at
being present, Mr. Miller reviewed the
enormous ravages among the men who
went to the war, and spoke at length ol
the records of some of the Maine men.
His mention of Hannibal Hamlin’s name
was greeted with loud
applause. He said
that the rising generation knew only of

tradition,

buuusnuus u,

wouia

Applause

wish to return sincere and heartfelt thanks.

If she bad been like tbe other people on
the island tbe crew would have found
Peaks Island a very inhospitable coast on
which to be wrecked.
Cumberland Rowing Association.
The slip of the Cumberland Rowing As
sociatiou has been drawn on the wharf,
and the heavy raft has been placed high
and dry on the Cape shore.
The work
was completed Saturday under the directiou of Captain Quinn. In the 12 years existence of this club there never has been a
prosperous year. Beginning as early
as May they have won prize after
prize for
Portland, so that now they stand first
more

among the rowing club3 of the country.
Their annual ball occurs Tuesday, December 12.
Dr. Blanchard's Lecture.

Rev. Dr. Blanchard will deliver the
fourth lecture of his course on American
History, this evening at 7.30 o’clock in the
vestry of Congress Square church.
Subject, “Sir Harry Vane—the friend of
Cromwell and Milton.’’
The lecture will
show the great service rendered to the
cause of liberty b y Vane’s leadership in
tbe Long Parliament. The public are cordially invited.
Subscribers to the Bangor A Aroostook.

At tbe Preble last evening was Mr. J. D.
Teague of Caribou. He is one of the promoters of the Bangor & Aroostook, and is
here to solicit subscriptions to the stock of
the railway. It is understood that he has
received a subscription of $1000 from Hon.
W. F. Milliken. This, with the $1000 subscribed by Hon. W. L. Putnam, and the
$1000 subscribed by Hon. John M. Adams, makes a good beginning in Portland.
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Newmarkets,

and Suadays only at 7.20 A m.
BANGOB A PISCATAQUIS B. B, via DEXTER, 1.16 and 11.80 p.m.; via OLDTOWN
at 11.30 j>. m.
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR at 1.16 and
11.30 p. m.
VANCRBORO, 8T. JOHNS, HALIFAX and
PROVINCES, *1.15 and ttl.30 p. m.
HOULTON, WOODSTOCK,ST. STEPHENS
and NORTH AROOSTOOK at 1.16 and 11.80
p. m.; ST. ANDREWS, 11.30p. m.
•Runs dally, Sundays Included,
j Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
but not to Bkowhegau
night, Sundays included,
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White mountains aad Quebec Lise.
For CUMBERLAND MILLS, 8SBAOO LAKE,
BRIGHTON, FRYEBURO, NORTH CONWAY. GLEN, BARTLETT FABYANS. 1ST.
JOUN8BUBY, NEWPORT and MONTREAL,
S.46 a.m, 3.30 p.m.; JEFFERSON and LANCASTER. 8.46 A m.
The 8.46 a. m, connects tor all points In Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Can. Pac. Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast
The 8.30 p. m. train has sleeper for
treal and connects with trains vta "Boo”
Line for Minneapolis and 8L Paul.

be

Cts.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Watervllle aod Lewiston, 8.86 a m.;
Augusta, Batli and from Rockland Mondays
only, 8.40 a.m.; Montreal, Brldgton, Ac, 9 So
a m-; Farmington, Skowhegaaard
Lewiston,
12.26 p. m.;8t. John,
Bangor/Rockland, Ac,
12.30 p. m.; WaletvUle, Bath, Augusta and

Rockland,6.86

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT and HAtHlAS
STEAM BOAT CO.
Steamer City ml HUhm.ml, Capt. Wm. K.
Dennison (weatberpermitting), leaves Portland
lor Rockland, Bar Harbor and Machlasport, via
usual landings, Tuesdays and Fridays at U p.
m.; returning, leave Machlasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4 a. m.; connecting at Portland
with early morning trains for Boston.
PAYSON Tl.'CKKK,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. K BOOTH BY, Geo’l.Pasa. and Ticket Agent
Portland, Nov. 20, 1801.;
nov24dtt
easy shave; buy one of those
WANTED—An
superb Electric Razor*, and you are
Skates

in sizes 16 and

sure

and cutlery. G. L BAILBY,
263 Middle street.24-1

to get It.

Newfoundland pup.
house Wednesday, Nov. 18.
FOUND—A
have

18, At small

can

by addressing
PHINNRY, Cash Corner.

novz*

RESULT OE CONTEST

arrested by Detective T. F. Allen for
theft from a bonded car at Lowelltown,

—

FOB THE

The weather today
U likely to be

—

lOO

November 24,1891.

DOLLARS
—

to be given by

iFFOKTLAJ^D,
ROM

—

Manson C. Larrabee.

J
HOW

THE

RECOBD

a

that he

had arrested two more of the same gangThe car robbed contained liqnors, and was
altogether too seductive for the virtue of a
gang of rough fellows who were about
Lowelltown station.

j

STANDS.

1— Tbe Diet Mission.
636
2— Female Orphan Asylum... 1,034
3— Fresh Air Society.
040
4— Female Chari table Society.
796
6—Grand Army ot the Republic. 9,ttsi
6— Ladles’ Aid 8oclety.
646
7— Home for Aged Men.
606
8— Home for Aged Women.
823
9— Irish American Relief Association..
468
10— Little Women.
388
11— Woman’s Christian Association
496
12— Halne General Hospital.
616
13— The Samaritan Association.
630
14— Martha Washington Society.
373
16—Portland Benevolent Society.
419
16— Portland Female Provident Association.
434
17— Portland Fraternity.
619
18— Portland Marine Society.
471
19— Portland Provident Association_
473
20— Portland Society Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
439
21— Portland Widows’ Wood Society....
680
22— Portland Young Men’s Christian
Association. 3,493
23— Kellef Association Portland Fire
Department.
495
24—St. Elizabeth Orphan Asylum. 3,937
679
26—Day Nursery.
26— Gospel Mission. 3,333
27— Children’s Christmas Club.
836
28—St. Vincent de Paul.
319
29— Free Kindergarten.
261
30— Ancient Order of Hibernians.
229

land-

|

j
!

Will of Jane E. H. Tobie

Jane E. H. Tobie’s will has been admitted to probate. She leaves $200 for the creation or completion of an observatory for
Bates College on Mt. David, and $100 to
the Ladles’ Social Circle of the Hammond
street Methodist Episcopal church of Lewiston, for clearing the debt from the par-

The above list shows the number of
votes received by the various societies
up to 5 p. m. yesterday.

sonage.

The interest increases dally and the
friends of the various societies are ail
anxious to see which will get the One
Hundred
Dollars
Cash
Present
offered by HANSON 0. LARRABEE
to
the
the
society
receiving
largest number of votes.
Many
of those who purchase goods do not
vote. As it is onr wish to get the
opinion of ALL of our patrons on this
subject, we would respectfully request
all customers who purchase goods to
the amount of 25 cents or more to ask
for tickets.

weak

MARRIACES.
Iu Hollis, Nov. 21, by Kev. E. A. Porter, Prof.
C. B. Keene and Miss Sadie F. Haley, both of
Kent’s Hill, Me.
In Brunswick, Nov. 17, Iticbard Garrison, Jr,
and Miss Emma E. Morrison.
In Hollis. Nov. 18, Adelbert L, Bradbury
1 and
Miss M. Herbertina Varney.
In Gouldsbsro, Nor. 10, John Andrews of
South Gouldsboro and Miss Etnel Crabtree of
Franklin.
In Mt Desert, Nov. 16. Walter J. Richardson
and Miss Addle £. Hodgdon.
Iu Watervllle, Nov. 7, Walter J. Richardson
and Miss Addle E. Hodgdon.

MANSON G. LARRABEE,
N0. 246 Middle

In Naples, Nov. 11, Mrs. Jane B. DUUngbam,
aged 84 years.
In Hyde Park, Mass., Sylvester R. Swett, aged
61 years,—a native of Gorham.
In North Hancock, Nov. 17, William Phillips,
aged 86 years.
At. Uurt luff’ a lalonrf

11

—«.

ti

■

dining

Farrington Bros., )
642 Congress St.
i

Raymond, aged
In

64 years.
Westfield, Ind., Nov. 10,

Estes, aged 76 years
South Durham, Maine.

11

8UCU II1WU1

Lewis Alden
months,native ot

warm

[The funeral of the late Abby E. Whitney
will take place ou Wednesday afternoon at 2.30
o’clock from the resldenee of Mrs. 8. A. Russell
No. 144 Pearl street.

Catarrh

Is a constitutional and not a local disease, and
therefore it cannot be cured
by local applications. It requires a constitutional
like

remedy
Hood’s.SarsapariUa, which, wot king through the
blood, effects a permanent cure of catarrh by
eradicating the Impurity which causes and promotes the disease. Thousands of
people testify
to the success of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla as aremedy
for catarrh when other
preparations had failed.
Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

also builds

up the whole

H.

system, and makes you feel renewed In health
and strength. All who suffer from catarrh or
debility should certainly try

HAY

H.

WIIIUUW*

mind some
clothing for Thanks-

giving?
Here’s a pointer for prices
on Ulsters. Cray Satinets to
commence at $5, mixed at
$8, Chinchillas and Frieze
at $10 and $12, half a dozen
styles at $15 and up to $35.
Suits have taken a start
since
we
marked
them
down.
All wool suits for 88 and
$10. Better grades increase
in price to $25.
The latest catch in Trousers is an all wool Vermont
gray $2.60 and 83.00.
Children’s Cape Overcoats
$2 to 815; largest stock in
the city.
Store open evenings.

&

SON,

J. B. BROWN & SONS, Bankers,
Street,

of gratitude and a desire to benefit
those afflicted,
prompts me to recommend
Hood’s Sarsaparilla to all who have catarrh. For
many years I was troubled with catarrh and

HIM middle
Portland,
Issue Letters ot Credit, available lu all parts ot
and
world.
sell
the
Buy
Exchange on principal European cities.

Indigestion

Agents
11024

of

the Cheque Bank,
CONDON.

WANTED-By

Very Much Discouraged.

last I noticed in one of Hood’s
books, left at
my house, that Hood’s Sarsaparilla was good for
catarrb. After taking one bottle I
began to get
relief. I have now
used, within two years, ten
or twelve bottles and I feel
better than I have
for years. I attribute
my Improvement wholly
to the use ot Hood’s
Mrs. Chas-

housekeeper to bear in
mind that at PAGE’S, 261 Middle street,
you can get anything you want In the way of
crockery, glass and Tin ware, baking pans,pots,
and kettles you will require m getting up your
Thanksgiving dinner. Store open Wednesday
evening and Thanksgiving morning until 10 a.
nt. PAGE’S, 261 Middle.241

WANTED—Every

Sarsaparilla.”

Uui.nk, Hauover, Pa. N. B. When you ask for.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

^tatbuint

of

elevated to a
fine art, the facets of a
diamond are not more

i

CUMBERLAND

Loan and

Building Association.

Portland, Me., November 20,1891.
THOMAS P. 8HAW, President.
JAMES L. RACKLEFF, Secretary.
FREU H. COBB, Treasurer.
DIRECTORS:

George

8.

Hunt. Thos. P. Shaw, John M. Ad-

Frederick Jones, Samuel Rolte, Nathan
Cleaves, James F. Huwkes, Enoch W. Huut,
Edward C. Reynolds, Arthur K. Hunt, John
N. Lord, R. A. McClutchy, Fred H. Cobb,
ams,

Kimball Eastman.

Organized April 5,1890.

or

|

and

a

s is

gem from
nardly less

There’s a large stock to
choose from here, a tasteful selection of the be6t
and
newest
designs.
We’ve put the cut glass
in the basement salesroom
because
there’s

RESOURCES:

$27,187.46

mortgages of real estate.. ..$26,460.00
163.00
Expense account.
Cash on hand.
1,684.46
Loans

on

$27,187~45
Number of Sharholders.

it and the

gaslight helps

you to

it at its best.

Bank Examlnei.

CHAS. E. JACKSON,
448fine
Pwrunwa,

see

PHOTOS.

yuestseet. Brooms, $8.00;

23 Spring street,
87 Adam street, 4 rooms, $6;
(rear) street, 3 rooms, $4.60; 24 Newbunr street, 4 rooms, $4.00. A. C. LIBBY,
42 Vi Exchange street.
24-1

$10.00;
j,1™®1’
Adam

on ComIncluded,
street), also
stores on Union Wharf.
Apply to BYLVAN
8HURTLEFF, No. 2H Union Wharf, upstairs.
24-1

done.

Men’s Fur Gloves
FOR

$5.00,

New

Something

and lElegant.

MERRY’S
FUR

STORE.

MERRY, the Hatter.
nov21

eodlf

SPECIAL.
t.f)

Men’s Button Boots.
300 pairs Men’s Button
Boots to close.
Will be
sold

price.

Royal
es.

Doulton, Crown Derby,
Billeck and Minton.—See
window.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.*
nr ANTED—We want to sell more goods (or
*T
cash; our prices are always low, but we
can save you lots o( Disney it you will visit our
store this week; ramp steak 18c to 22c; good
round steak luc, best 12Vic; slrleln roast 12c,
best rib roast 12c;
beel rosst from 8 to 10c;
rosst pork 10c; pork steak 11c; sausage 11c;
tripe iOc; liver 8c; legs lamb 14c; whole bam
lie; lean smoked shoulders 8'jo; salt pork
8Vic by the strip; corned beet briskets 3c to 4c;
flauks 3C to 4c; uaval cut 4c; Squire’s pure lard
8c In small tubs; best Vermont tub butter 25c;
at JOHNSON & LAMBERT'S, 24 Wllmot
24-1
street.
Iu upper part of the city, two
newly papered and painted
au abundance ot room ou the
throughout,
two floors. suuDy exposure;
tine, large double
lot with fruit trees;a good opportunity to secure
a pleasant home at a reasonable price.
BENJAMIN SUAW, 61 Vi Exchange street. 24-1

|NOR BENT—Upper rent No. 104 High street,
J7
between Deerlng and Cumberland streets;
modern and convenient: present occupant
would sell some ot the furnishings; possession
given Immediately, If desired. BUM JAM IN
24-1
SHAW, 01 Vi Exchange street.

for cash at your
Must be closed

out.

of

the

above
hand
sewed Jersey Goods, for-

Many

Button Boots
mer

are

price $7.00.

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY.

Dishes.
Worcester Dish-

SALE—
LET—Two rents 168 Danforth street, 8
FORstory
TO rooms
house,
each, $18.00; lower rent 41 Waterhas
87

The|Fur Wraps are the coming style. Fur Gsrments made
over.
Repairing of all kinds

Japanese

218

Borrowers.
20
Non-borrowers. 198
Shares outstanding.1,297
Shares pledged for loans. 132
Shares not pledged for loans..1,166
Loans.
20
GEOHUE D. B18BEE,
„.,,

nov24dlawTu3w

there to show

more room

liabilities:

Accumulated capital.$111,688.61
Advances.
6,702.00
113.89
Guaranty fund.
179.79
Earnings.
Due ou account of loans.
1,003.76

FUR CAPES.

has been

dazzling.

RENT—A comfortable, roomy, sunny
LET One of the finest offices
TO
house, furnished
unfurnished, number TO mercial street, stove and safe
wltn
(cor. Union Wnarf and Commercial
42 Pine
corner of Brackett
street,
street,
large lot. Inquire on the promises or of
24-1
CLARENCE HALE, 39 Exchange St.

a

as

FlIRCm

shapes, prettier, more artistic and less expensive.
And then the cutting; it

uominger

in

At

much

OUT OF ALL KINDS OF FUR.

shallow, small irregular

perfect

>Ld',
dtt

26 competent girls, positions
private families, hotels and boarding
houses, 10 cooks waiting to take positions in
hotels or boarding houses; will go In the
country. Two New Brunswick girls wishes
situations In private families, are good cooks.
MBS.
Apply at 169% Federal street.
PALMER’S office.24-1

beautifies

so

amiss and a word
about our great collection
of new shapes in Dorflinger’s make is timely.
Cut glass notions are
fickle as the wind. Ideas
as to what is
proper in
and
sizes
are
as
shapes
changeable as the seasons.
The old round,
deep and high dishes
have given way to low,

FARRINGTON BROS.,

INVESTMENT-SECURITIES.

and general
debility, I got so low I could not
get around the house. I tried about everything
I saw recommended for
catarrh, but failing In
every Instance of being relieved, I became

ana

table

that

CUT TO ORDER

not be

1 lie

middle Street.
dtflstor4thp

nov24

Hood's Sarsaparilla
“A sense

Don’t be Induced to
buy any other? Insist upon
Hood’s Sarsaparilla—100 Doses
One Dollar.
HOOD'S PILLS.—The best liver lnvlgora
tor and general cathartic.
Gentle, but prompt
aud efficient. Price 26 cents
per box.

VVIUC1

close fibres are partly
freed from pulp, then dried and
finished, forming a brush with
Its bristles actually grown in a
The prices range,
solid back.
according to size and finish, from
10 to 35 cents.
Whether you need a brush for
the hands, the bmh, the clothes,
or as a mere curiosity, here’s a
durable article and the price
commends U.
They are unexcelled too for the stable, the
kitchen floor and general household purposes.
Glance at them as you pass,
anyway, they’re an odd article
worth a moment’s notice.

anything

glass? Does anything else add such brilliancy and elegance? Then
a piece or two more will

Have you in

Street.

tough

be the
you the

Fur Collars

rich cut

I Is n beautiful tree common
In Florida, and from Ate green
root are made the brushes to be

n

give

to

decorates

The palmettF

83 years.

will

appearance

Is there

342 Congress Street.

iBoston

of course, and next to
what’s on it of an edible
nature, it’s eye-satisfying

most concern.

PEATM8.
In this city, Nov. 23, of consumption, Marguerite, youngest daugnter of Robert and Anna
Ktlfeder.
and New York papers copy.]
o Saco, Nov. 21, Clara K., wife of Alonzo A.
Seavey, aged 31 years 1 month.
In Blddeford, Nov. 20, Wm. M. Burbank, aged
63 years.
In Brunswick, Nov. 14, Dea. Flavel Bowker,

till

now

the
Thursday
Thanksgiving
table will be the thing uppermost in your thoughts

thing

....

Quick Work by the Maverick.
The tank steamer Maverick arrived from
Bayomia, S. C. Sunday morning with a
cargo of oil for the Kerosene Works, dlschargedduring the day and night and left
on her return trip at ten o’clock yesterday
morning. The oil is kept in bulk in tanks
on board and is discharged by means of a
pump, disposing of a large quanity in a
very short time.

aged

C.W.ALL2N.
dtt

THOSE LARGE

7 rainy.

bU Ok>

John, through the United States, were before Commissioner Charles Hamlin at
Bangor Friday evening. United States
District Attorney I. W. Dyer of Portland
conducted the case. The men were bound
over in the sum of $500 each to the December term of the United States Court at
Portland
They could not obtain ball.
Mayo will remain in jail at Bancor and
the other two have been brought to Port-

a

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
2.0. BAILKI.
marl4

___TT&3-3t

were

Beecham’s Pills act like magic on
stomach _____________

_24-1

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

Brought to Portland.
Albert Leckey, Guy C. Mayo and George
W. Pollard of Lowelltown, the men who

..United States Marshal Saunders sent

Came to my
The owner
THOMAS R.

F.O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and C onmission Merchants.

Thanksgiving Week!

Were

telegram last evening announcing

same

AUCTION SAMS.

pupils should be held liable for injury of
books.
Bills and pay-rolls to the.'amount of
$8,321.98 were approved.
A comparative statement by Superintendent Lord showed an increase of forty
scholars in the schools over the same period of last year.

luvutiUtl

Farmington,Skowhegan,

■Duuuajr9 mciuuoa.

better than the women’s sizes.

ed to fill the vacancy.
A plan was adopted to decide when text
books have become sufficiently dilapidated
to be replaced by new ones; and also when

aivui

p.m;

Watervllle and Lewiston, 6.46 p.m.; Mon8.00 p,
m.; Night Pullman *1.40 Am.

treal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bildgton,

of that school.
The resignation Jof Miss .Clara P. Goff,
teacher of the Crotch Island school, was
accepted, and Miss Isabel M. Kelley elect-

They

m

BELFAST, 1.16 and 11.80 p. m.
DOVER and EOXCROFT, via DEXTER. 1 It
ll.30p,m.
BANGOB via LEWISTON, 1.10 p.m.; via
AUGUSTA, 7.16 A m„ >1.16 and >11.80 p. m

Children’s Cloaks range from $2.00 to $25.00.

Many of the Jackets

n

tl?'.80p.

Cloak.
We can show yon only two of our Cloaks here, but if you will look
in our window you will see a good many more with the prices all marked
on them, and if you will come up into our little room we will
gladly
show you all we have and if we do not suit you the fault will not be ours.
Prices of

P- m.; via BRUN8,OT KANOELEY at

“n“

SHOWHEGAN, via LEWISTON, l.lo
vta AUGUSTA, 7.16 a. m„ 1.15 and

and be surprised to
And for how little money
you can buy a really good

The

ml18

a

LLO800

MONMOUTH, WINTUKOP
KKadeiki
n
1 KIKL°
aod OAKLAND, l.lo and 505lu m
WATEKVILLE, via LEWISToTi i0 6 OR o

come

vacancy was not fillei last evening, it being the wish of Mr. Webb, the supervisor,
to secure, if possible, the services of Miss
Custis, la former efficient -.teacher, who is
understood to be willing to return.
Power to fill a temporary vacancy In
Primary No. 4 was granted the supervisor

11A

rHILLIPS, via LEWIS-

110
Wh\8?°.“■>
P' m,;

a.30

children; we shall be very
glad to see them and will
do onrbestto please them;

the

wHm ,W.LeK: ,HfTH- GARDINER,

"f »i 30 pAS0U8TA'716

propose to

ours

*

Dm

6.00 p. m.

onlv at

B

Come, then, with the

teacher

accepted.

we

LBWI-

and KNOX and ClNCOLN HTAK(>VK«-AND
“0«8. 7.15 a m„ j.ib and on Saturdays

found. That is one point;
and the other is that DURING THIS WEEK WE
S,B ALL MARK THE
PRICES ON THEM ALL
YERY LOW.

The regular monthly {.meeting of the
school board was held last evening. The
of Miss F. £.

Por*DANVI*LLlF*3cT.." UBUk'n and

We are satisfied that no
better made or prettier

THE AFFAIRS OF THE SCHOOLS.

in the West school,

K!

do is to make this room
very attractive to the Chil
dren during this, Thanksgiving week.

no United States
flag was ever captured
from a Maine regiment, although the state
flag of the Third Maine was in the hands
of the enemy for a short time. He then
sketched the growth of the Grand Army of
the Republic from the first, and forcibly
enunciated the principles of the order,
fraternity, charity and loyalty. Concerning pension legislation, he said that as
much, if not more benefit had been secured
for veterans not members of the Grand
Army as for those who are.
Brief remarks were made by other members and guests, and at a late hour the
campfire broke up.

resignation

Banger. Ber Berber, HI. Jehn, ibe
While Heanlalno, Quebec, Jle«.
treat, and Ibe West.
Ouland alter November 2», 1391, passenger
Vw

We have caught your eye and now you want to know what we mean
‘‘Children’s
by
Week.”
Just thisAs most everybody knows there is,
connected with our CLOAK DEPARTMENT, a pleasant little room where
we keep for sale
nothing but Cloaks for girls from 2 to 18 years old.
There have been a great many people In that room this
season, and they
have carried away a great many
but
we
have
from time to
garments,
time replenished the stock, adding new
styles as they were offered. A
week ago we had very little left for
girls 12 or 14 years, but now we
have a splendid assortment for all ages.

but to many, many

of

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.

6.00 and tll.30

always D© a sau reauiy.
also greeted the statement that

Regular IMonthly Meeting
Board Last Evening.

ADUBTinMINT*.

NEW

CHILDREN'S W

Thatcher Post 111 held Its annual campfire at the Sheadquarters last evening, and

the war as a

ADVERTISEMENT*.

of Veterans

-Commander Miller’s Speech.

Captain F. W. Hodgkins, of the schooner
M. L. Crockett, which burned In the lower
harbor last week, makes in the columns of
the Bangor Commercial considerable complaint of his treatment here. He says: “The
fire boat paid no attention to the vessel until
daylight, and In consequence she and the
cargo are a total loss. Had the boat given
aid a part of the cargo might have been
saved. The crew landed but could find no
lodging for the night. One man said he
had a fish bouse the men might stay in, but
they could not remain in such cold quarters
Finally a widow lady, Mrs. Sophia C.
Brackett gave the met shelter. To this
good woman Captain Hodgkins and crew

NEW

BROWN,
461 Con if res, Street.

BRANCH STORE—944 Congress
Street, Union illation.
novl9

..
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TABLE LINEN
—

FOR

—

THANKSGIVING.
Damask Table Cloths, Damask Table Sets, 5-8 and 3-4 Napkins, Doylies, i’s and Xa Cloths, Carvers’ Napkins, Tray Cloths, 7.4, 8-4, 9-4 and
It I. a
1U-4 Damask by the yard.
well known fact that we carry the
finest goods and we will make special
low prices till Thanksgiving.

I. M. DYER & CO.,
novlB

311 Congress Ntreer.

eodtf

